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THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA

I5c PER

THE

JEROME H. REMICK & CO.
DETROIT, MICH.
Largest Music Publishers in the World
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE AND SPECIAL BULLETINS

We publish a great deal of Music
of Special Interest to Teachers
Such as

DANCE OF THE DEMONS JUNE BUG DANCE
s, Orchid.,
25 cents each, or six for $1.00
Our Folios,

both Popular and Classic, are Unsurpassed
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NOVELLO PUBLICATIONS
LENTEN MUSIC
A New Cantata (Now in Press)

“It Is Finished”
FOR SOLI CHORUS AND
ORCHESTRA
By ANGELO M. READ

New Lenten
Anthems
E. GODFREY. Sweet the Moo

The Seven Last
Words of Christ

REMICK’S CLASSICAL FOLIOS Nos. 1 & 2

Two New Settings of the

Benedicite Omnia
Opera
CHRISTIAN B. CLARK, in Eb, Shortened

Contain such pieces as Melody in F, Flatterer, Farewell to
the Piano, Paderewski Minuet, Fifth Nocturne, Serenate, etc.
Cost 35 cents each

*S- SEND FOR COMPLETE LENTEN LIST*®#

Special Teaching Folio Entitled
“NIMBLE FINGERS”
Containing thirteen original numbers by the composer of Dance of
the Demons, Second and third grades
Special price, 35 cents

PUBLISHED

The Male Alto or Counter-Tenor Voice

By G. EDWARD STUBBS, Mus. Doc.
A valuable treatise on a little understood type of voice, of interest to choir-masters and
vocal teachers. PRICE, 75 CENTS

THE H. W. GRAY CO., New York
SOLE AGENTS FOR

Send us your name and address, and we will send you our catalogue free
All figures include postage paid by us

Heather Bells

Hear what one of the Teachers of “Carleton
College” has to say in regard to
FOR BEGINNERS ON THE PIANO

New Cantatas and Books

PRICE, SI.00. TEACHERS’ PRICE. 7Sc, prepaid
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Grimm’s Practical Method
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HAVE
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“Moon Moths”

SPRINGTIME
A SONG CYCLE FOR CHILDREN'S
VOICES. WORDS AND MUSIC BY

NOVELLO & CO.sLtd., London

EASTER

MUSIC

MRS. E. L. ASHFORD

Are Your Pupils Interested?
Are You Making Mechanics or Musicians ?
und Development Nothing i,
Better for Beginner, than ‘

Song Stories for the Piano ’ *

By MISS CARRIE ALCHIN
-ss lot of exercises, but material
that“jayx,lJe«ettJVin8:1/Srf,l0t
'
lodious,°fespecially
good in harwii! “feS'yKy mtT9o7Re"Sed and auS™n^ eQraon
PRICE. 60 cent.^per^copy
TEACHERS’ PRICE.
Complete copy is equal to above excerpt, in
quality and grade, throughout.
The most popular piece with Teachers, Schol-s and Pianists, on the market.
Special Introductory Price to Etude subscribers - 17c

B.

JENNINGS

ios-107 w. Fourthst..

-

CO

”you 'BZtt&SSE* your
L. C. KUSSNER,

_ __I _

Cincinnati, o.

Palmer’s Piano Primer

SWALLOWS

RETURN

THEO. PRESSER

SEE “THE EXUDE” PREMIUM

Send fc

VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
| Williamsport

THE GEO.

FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE
528 Elm St- Cincinnati, 0. 41-43 Bible House, New York

.

Penxxa.

The Golden Valley

d

LIST ON THIRD COVER PAGE

THE MOON
QUEEN

WATCH THIS

H. R. PALMER

Lock Box

SPACE

1841, New York City
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SEE “THE ETUDE’
PREMIUM LIST
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r» TP SIXTH RARE OFFER
HARMONY TEXT BOOKS

50

LOVES "GOLDEN STAR.
(REVERIE.)

LOUIS A DRUMHELLER. O

Cent

A. Q. COMINGS, Publisher and Music Dealer, OBERLIN, 0.

PIANO

By

and ORGAN

JOS.

“BEAUTIFUL STAR O

MORRIS

CHILDREN’S EARLY PETS
^UmgUongDell
Ding Dong Dell

S U iusSTANTIAL

MUSIC
Easter Anthems

K. VIRGIL:

Mixed Voices

CO.,

_... Ninth St.
13^».„s,^e'Philadelphia, F

Greely .12
..arising .12
weather .12

A

Selection from the Mid-Winter
Publications of

THE JOHN CHURCH
COMPANY
Cincinnati New York

Chicago

"DANCING TOPSY"

TheKneisel Collection for

STEP BY STEP-A Text Boc
Players and Stu
EDUCATION IN MUSIC-A 1
Easter Anthem

css
m

CHOIR

New Books
of Unusual
Interest

sis opportunity to

Not one

dry, uninteresting piece in any volume.
ATTRACTIVE

A.

EASTER

a Virgil Method—Foundation Exercises

Copyright, Jos. Morris Philadelphia, 1907
GOLDEN STAR ” to be Mr. Drum
Send FOUR CENTS to cover cost

COLLECTIONS
Music of the better class, although popular.

HARMONY BLANK BOOKS

FIRST LESSONS IN HARMONY, by Arthur E. Heacox, Professor of Harmony and Counter¬
point in Oberlin Conservatory of Music—clear, concise and practical. It comprises the first term of
the regular course in the Oberlin Conservatory.
NEW REVISED EDITION, PRICE 25 CENTS
Harmony Lessons, Part IE. The second term of Harmony by the same author. Price 50c.
Harmony Lessons, Parts II, HI, IV and V, by A. E. Heacox and F. J. Lehmann. Cloth net $1.50.
Lessons in Harmony, Parts I, II, III, IV and V, Heacox and Lehmann. Complete in one
volume, cloth $1.75.
Conservatory Music Tablet, No. 1, Price 20c.
Conservatory Music Tablet, No. 2, Price 15c.
Harmony Blank Books, Nos. 1, 2 and 3. The best tablet and blank books for harmony and
counterpoint on the market. Prices .25c, 30c and 50c.
For discounts to the trade and profession, address the publisher
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A

LVINA WALTZES
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COMPOSERS!!!!

TEACHER'S

We Don’t Want $50.00

STANDING Sjryji

We Do Want an Anthem

pated and supplied in “Edition Wood''
and our Easy Teaching Music.

We’ll Swap.

Easter Duets

Two Volumes, Each, $1.00

Novelties for the Organ, Vol. 2

theatricals
Doperettas1TATIONS

Gurlitt Album

PRIZE ANTHEM
COMPETITION
FOR 550.00,
with
unlimited
of satisfactory pay for

m

THE B.F. WOOD MUSIC CO.
Oblong, Cloth, $1.00

TULLAR-MEREDITH CO.
KONiNSKY MUSIC CO.

L“d“'«•“•■*

nJHaMa.

150 Fifth Avenue,

New York

Landon’s First Steps in Harmony

Dept. E. TROY, N. Y.
A CANTATA FOR EASTER

A Cordial Invitation

To Teachers

j A COMPLETE HISTORY OF MUSIC
1 w. J. B

D TEXT
Handel Album

The Resurrection
£$£SSTSiE2S3fe&2S
o but just where it is to

THE TEACHER’S
COUNTER BOOK
Catalog of

OCTAVO

SACRED

Music Writing Books
Vols, 3 and 4

White-Smith
Co.

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher«
Please mention THE ETUDE when

FeistBU ]dby LE0 FEIST
13^4\V.37th Street New York
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Each Book, 25 cents
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Grade One Material
Suitable for use with Grade I of Mathews’Standard Graded Studies for
the Piano, or with the corresponding grade of all other Graded Course*.
Arranged in progressive order.
Collections—Continued
In Dance Form

BOSTON s 120 Boylston St.
LEIPZIG
NEW YORK s 136 Fifth Ave.
SOLE AGENT FOR LITOLFF EDITION

Key-Circle Exercises for the Pianoforte
* FRANK LYNES
cA new and progressive system of teaching Pianoforte Technic
THREE BOOKS
-_EACH 75 CENTS

A

N exceedingly useful and original presentation of the scales. As planned
it will help to a knowledge of key relationship and be instrumental in
awakening the modulatory sense. A novel and useful idea in connection with these scale studies is that of printing in large type the notes
on which the fourth finger falls, which enables the student to fix scale fingering
in his mind far more rapidly than through ordinary methods and is of great
assistance until the habit of correct fingering becomes automatic.
The Third 'Volume Specially Contains:
Chords of the Seventh and Diminished Sev¬
enth in extended Positions and with resoluMajor and Minor Scales (Harmonic) in
double Thirds, progressing upward by half
steps.
The Italian, German and French Sixth
Chords with resolutions.
Exercises in Extended Chord Positions
for stretching the fingers.
Major and Harmonic Scales in Canon
Form, progressing upward by half steps,
for both hands.
Exercises in long Arpeggios, Chords,
Double Thirds, equalizing the fingers.
Exercises in two notes against three,
Staccato, equality of touch.
A Key-Circle progressing from C major
and A minor (Major and relative Minor)
to F major and D minor ; RA major and G minor, etc.
A Key-Circle of Major and Relative Minor Scales, in Canon form.
“I have examined LYNES’ ‘KEY-CIRCLE EXERCISES’ carefully and
find it the most original and useful set of exercises that has come to my notice
m several years. The idea is one that I myself have used and insisted upon
my pupils using for many years, and to have the idea put into print so neatly
and in so thoroughly satisfactory a way is a great pleasure to me. We shall
adopt the work and place it on our regular course.”
CHARLES E. WATT, Director, Chicago Piano College

Instructive Works
Composed, Edited and Compiled ’Ey

for the Pianoforte
CARL FAELTEN

Elementary Exercises. Book \
Elementary Studies and Pieces. Book 2
...
Exercises for Intermediate Grades. Book 3
Exercises for. Advanced Grades. Book 4
...
Preparatory Exercises in Pianoforte Playing Progressive Lessons in Pianoforte Technique (in press)
2 Books. Each
—
Pedal Exercises
Rhythmical Scale Exercises
Two-part Studies. (Bach)
Three-part Studies. (Bach)
10 Easiest Pieces. (Bach)
30 Characteristic Studies in all major and minor keys. (Bach)

F

Key Price No.
Kem, C. W., Bed Boses,
Waltz, Op. 156, No. 4. .G
.25 6499
Streabbog, L„ My First
In the
Salomt,
.
Kite, Op. 44,
.,_„
Forest, Ed. JL)„ Hearts¬
ease Waltz.C
.
(Treble Clef only)
Geibel, A., Hip-Scop SchotZimmerman
, Our
First ■"
Baclimann, G., Cendrillon,
Valse .c
Krentzlin, R., Little Broth--- Waltz, Op. 22,Clcf
No. Qnl
2.C )
(Tre
Davis, A. J., _
Soldier, March..
ouiuicr,
luaicu.c
Gurlitt, C., March of the
Tin Soldiers, Op. 130. .F
Schumann, I(„ Soldier’s
March, Op. 68, No. 2. . .G
Behr, Franz, Gaily Chant^ ing Waltz, Op.' 503_F
Engel, H., Flying Sparks,
Galop, Op. 3, No. 6. . . .G
Martin, G. D., Little
Lovers, Waltz.C
Oehmler, Leo, Playing
Soldier, Op. 76, No. 1. . C
(Treble Clef only)
Wolf, Carl, Fun in the
Playroom, Waltz.C
(Treble Clef only)
Bechter, Karl, Bicycle^
Bathbun, "f! G., Danse
Sempllce .C
Hamer, G. F„ Brier Bose,

Horvath, Geza,' The Jolly
1 l-umpeter, Op. 20, No. 3. F
De Beef, R, E„ The March
of the Gnomes.c
Kern, C. W„ Tin Soldiers’
Parade, Op. 19, No. 5. .G
Bergthal, Hugo. Soldiers’
March, Op. 11, No. 2. . ,G
Engelmann, H„ To the
Dinner, Op. 556, No. 5.D
nolcombe. L. V., Little
Curly-Head March,Op. 6.C
Renard, P„ Morning Glory,

EW Musicians and Virtuosi
pianists who have appeared
durjng recent years have ex¬
erted a more powerful influence on
the development of the art of "Piano
Teaching’ ’ than has Carl Faelten,
who combines conservatism and
progressiveness in a striking man¬
ner. Mr. Faelten has been fortu¬
nate in having had unusual oppor¬
tunities of critically observing the
various phases of pianoforte teach¬
ing
After first teaching at the Peabody
Institute, he for seven years held
the position of Director of the New
England Conservatory of Music.
In 1897 he founded the Faelten
Pianoforte School, which, through
his broad experience in musical
matters, has been phenomenally
successful and has gained for him
a position in the foremost rank of
musical educators.

Semi-Popular and Classic
Key Price No.
Spaulding,
G. L., Dollie’s ft
, ,-—
OC K-71 a
Spaulding, G. L., The Lit¬
tle Stranger.C
(Treble Clef omy)
Spaulding, G. L., Bunch
Vol.

ami,
Little
Pride, Schott., Op.
.C

20 354
20 3152

Lindsay,
Chas., Early"
Morn . c
(Treble Clef only)
P T, IVolLL-nn— u>
Day

Beethoven, L^v.^ARegret-”'^
to from 7th Sym’y. .A Min.
Haydn, Fr. Jos., Andante
from Surprise Sym’y..C
- . -■ W„ Song Oi uie
Katydid, Op. 19, No. 2.C
srber, IL, With the Cara....... A Min.
» Playful
Kittens !

4323
6382
5003

4184
4291

.60 2312
.25 3459

15 1183
25 4320
25 2785
25 6572

Beethoven, L. v„ Andante
0 4053
0 3113

s:}

Sartorio,
Play,
Op. 2?
Hiller, F Meadow Play, Op"
l’ecker, P. A., Riistic
Hiller, P„ Sc
Op. 51, No,
Schleslnger, S., The Hunt’s
Schles ingeV;' S., Buriai of ’a

5 5001
5 2784

5 3846
0 5452

Goerdeler, R., Young A

Studies
Engelmann, H„ Students’
Selected Primary Studies,
Czerny, , ., Easy and"" Pro*
gjessive Studios, Op. 139,

Collections
Standard Compositions, Vol. I, Gd
1, Comp, by W. S. B. Mathews. .
.50
Standard First and Second Grade
Pieces, Compiled hy W. S. B.
Mathews; 41 Pieces, 77 Pages ;
Classical and Popular. $100
Twenty-four Pieces for Small
Hands, H. Engelmann.50
ittle Home Player, Various Com¬
posers ..
irst Parlor Pieces, Various Com-

wPi?hk, H-a'Easy" Studies
without Octaves, Op. 70,
Dnvernoy, ’ !j! ‘ B.! "Primarv
Studies, Op. 176. Bk. I...
olff, B.. 20 Short Exerf'ses for the Equal TrainCze"ny>fG 0tb Hands, Op. 191

’studies.11 Bk. V (Rogfr}}^ S
Ivuhner, C., Pianist’s School ?
’ f? responsible tearhers at our usna
lnd System of Dealing is worthy o
•is from above list mention « number
alogue, just off pre.s, FREE TO ALL.

THEO. PRESSER,

Publisher,

:

What the Musical World Needs
Most
By HENRY T. FINCK

The Opinions of a Well-known Critic Upon a Phase of Music Study which
is Highly Essential in the Development of Musical Education in America.

jJeber, A., YlMM0
Nissbe2rf
Op. 228. Nj>. ]
iurnberg, H„ Valsette,
Op. 228, No. 8...
r ,
pnulding, G. L Tin Pan
Guards’ Parade.
g
Sw„. .. T (With text)
S rrft’
n5’>
Ttle
TallyHo, Op. 7, No. 7...
G
-uome, F.. First Melody' C
Muller, Aug., Cradle Song.'c
ReUehte’ C” Evening TwiC., Slumber Song!*"

artorio,
A., "bn 'the
Plains, Op. 360. No. 8.A Min
On o'fs
Hobgoblin
'
. u Min.
Slitt c' vr°8 1DMin.
ong, S
OP1 140,’ No.™1.”5.8008'’ '
V'Ht. C., Murmnrin
ReBu?°k’ 9T’ 140’ N«. 5.
BGhatveortteK ’ Sweet Be%
Fermboecrk
In
Ham:
Tyoflli, A., Chiming Beils! C
Jip.ielli, A., Little Court-

Four Hands

Please mention THE ETUDE when a

PHILADELPHIA, PA., FEBRUARY, 1908.

.25 6497
.25 6680

Swift, N. E.(, S6tydid%p!Wy)
7, No. 3.-..

Enckhausen, H., Melodious

FIRST YEAR HARMONY, by Thomas Tapper
Just Issued. Send for descriptive circular

XXVI.

Op. < , No. 1
Child’s Play, Op.
" 3.C
(Treble Clef on.y)
Kern, C. W.,.^Sur—"*
Sunset G
01—

GeWeIV A"’ Paim"for'theD

$1.25
1.50
1.50
L50
.75
LOO
.75
.75
LOO
LOO
.75
L25

First Dance Album, Various Com
posers .
Tunes and Rhymes for the Play
Instrumental
Geo. L. Spaulding..

Philadelphia. Pa.

What is it that we need most in the musical
world? Is it more pianists? I doubt it very much.
There are perhaps half a dozen first-class pianists
now living, two or three dozen of the second rank,
and thousands of the lower grades. Among all these
there are probably not more than twenty who could
make a comfortable living by giving concerts alone.
The demand for piano recitals is so small that few
could risk giving them were it not for the manu¬
facturers, who shoulder all expenses for the sake of
advertising their instruments. Paderewski is really
the only pianist who can always draw a crowded
audience. A few others, like D’Albert, Hofmann,
De Pachmann, Rosenthal, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Cottlow, Samaroff, may, under favorable circumstances,
have an adequate number of listeners; yet I have
been present at recitals of all of these, and many
others, when the music was excellent, the perform¬
ance first-class, and everything as it should be ex¬
cept the size of the audience.
No, evidently our musical salvation lies not in
the multiplication of pianists. More of them would
only mean more disappointments. How then about
singers? Is it likely that matters would mend if
we had more good singers? Again I must express
my doubts. Some of the great opera singers, like
Sembrich, Nordica, Gadski, Schumann-Heink, are
sure of large audiences wherever they may happen
to sing; but among the others there are very few
who could risk going on a tour were not their ex¬
penses and a reasonable profit guaranteed by the
Women’s Literary and Musical Clubs—God bless
them!—-which abound throughout our vast country.
Even in the case of the most famous singers, how¬
ever, I fear that a large proportion of the audiences
are attracted by curiosity rather than by the desire
to hear good music. If there were more of these
singers, or if they appeared oftener than once in a
long while, I suspect they would lose their power to
gather together a multitude of hearers.
The opera need hardly be considered here, because
in this country, apart from the Metropolis, there is
so little of it. But it is precisely in opera that we
note the most discouraging phenomenon. There is
at present at the Metropolitan Opera House a singer
for whose sake the best music is being sidetracked.
Mr. Caruso undoubtedly has a glorious voice and he
uses it like an artist; but his repertory is extremely
one-sided and limited, and half of the operas he
sings in are mostly rubbish; but that does not pre¬
vent the public from flocking to hear him and neg¬
lecting the better operas in which he does not ap¬
pear. In other words the singer is put above the
music, which is topsy-turvy and demoralizing.
In London, too, this view is beginning to prevail.
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One of the leading writers, Mr. Baughan, wrote last
spring: “Speaking for myself I am getting very
tired of the triumphs of Signor Caruso. His beauti¬
ful voice, not always used with a perfection of taste,
is a wonderful thing, but the necessary limitation of
the Covent Garden repertoire in order to exploit this
particular singer is a high price to pay for him. I
presume it means that the fashionable subscribers
demand their Caruso. If that be so, it only proves
once more how much London needs an opera house
which shall be independent of mere fashion. To
those of us who love opera for its own sake, Signor
Caruso is gradually becoming a serious obstacle to
progress at Covent Garden.”
There have been consummate artists, like Lilli
Lehman and Jean and Edouard de Reszke, who at¬
tracted crowds to the best operas; but such artists
are so few and far betvyeen that we cannot count
on them as regenerators of the whole musical world.
How, then, about the composers? If we had more
good composers would that make the populace eager
to hear more good music?
The question must raise a smile—a sad smile on
the faces of those who understand the situation.

-Luuipubci s xburupe nas evi
produced. His name was Edward Grieg. In tl
summer of 1900 he kindly sent me a 28-page lett<
of information regarding his songs, with perruissic
to make use of it in my book on “Songs and Son
Writers.” When I sent him the proof sheets ft
revision, he returned them with a letter dated Sej
tember 24, 1900, from which I cite two sentence:
“I need n°t tell you how I rejoice in your sympatb
for my art. So far as critics are concerned I ha\
hitherto always been a great pessimist. Alwas
these gentlemen have singled out my least signif
cant works as my best, and, I regret to say, vie
versa. How fortunate I am that you are not lib
them.”
There is a word of pathos in that simple state
ment. Here was a man who had written 125 song:
many of them equal to the best of Schubert’s, ye
only a dozen of them had come into general vogui
and most- of these not of his best. When I sat
Robert Franz a year before he died and asked hir
it he had lately written any more songs, he re
plied:
No—why should I? Very few seem t
care for those I have written.”
Take another case: Paderewski is not only th.
greatest of living pianists, he is also one of the bes
composers of the time. He has written splendh
works for orchestra, has composed charming songs
and beautifully melodious and expressive pieces foi
the piano. But hardly anybody sings or plays them

No. 2.

Why should he write any more, except for his own
satisfaction, d la Bach?
Turning to America we find that Rupert Hughes
has written a whole volume, and an excellent one,
on “Contemporary American Composers.” He calls
attention in it to many gems of genius; but nobody
pays any attention to them. Even Edward MacDowell, the greatest of the Americans, is only now
beginning to receive a tithe of the recognition due
him for his rare originality; and he ,would have had
to wait a decade or two longer for even this frac¬
tion had not his tragic fate called the nation’s atten¬
tion to him and aroused sympathy with his unmer¬
ited sufferings.
It is needless to multiply these pathetic facts.
They prove conclusively that what we need is not
more players or singers or composers, for we do not
patronize and support those that we have now.
What we do need is not performers or creators, but
LISTENERS.
That is the point I have been leading up to.
The Need of Listeners.

plenty ot money to go to the theatres and the vari¬
ety shows; and when there is a boat race or a foot¬
ball match, from 10,000 to 40,000 are ready to pay
more than a seat at a concert would cost.
Evidently the plays and the shows and races and
the matches give the multitude greater pleasure
than the concerts do. Can we alter this situation,
making people as fond of music as they are of sports
and plays? I think we can; but hot in the way
usually recommended.
A number of books have been written on the art
of listening to and enjoying music. The latest of
them is by Thomas Whitney Surette and Daniel
Gregory Mason and its title is “The Appreciation
of Music.” The authors take a thoroughly pessi¬
mistic view of the situation. In their opinion, even
of those who for ope reason or another attend a
musical performance, only two in twenty really ap¬
preciate the music by actively following the melo¬
dies and harmonies and living over again the
thoughts of the composer. Of the others, ten do
not listen at all, but use their eyes only; five bask
in the sound as a dog basks in the sun; two have
their minds filled with visions of mountains, trees
rivers and other scenes, while the other two are so’
busy analyzing themes and labelling motives that
they forget to enjoy the music.
What do these authors offer as a remedy for this
state of affairs? A book in which they trace the
development of music from the earliest and sim¬
plest patterns to the Beethoven symphony. They
attempt to tram the attention by pointing out how
composers take a theme and impart variety without
losing unity by imitating, transposing, restating in

sswjr**

and

Now all this is praiseworthy, but I doubt its nrac
heal utility. As I have said elsewhere, “I feel some
what skeptical as: to the value of musical anatomy
for the purpose of stimulating an interest in the art
We need not study botany to appreciate the beauty
of roses and pansies; such study, in fact stibordi
orechtfp1 fl artlstlc interest to the scientific! To
preciate flowers we must see them early in life and
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often; and so with music; it is only by hearing it
from childhood, at home, in church and school, in
concert halls and at the opera, that we learn to
listen to it attentively, actively, and with keen en¬
joyment.”
■Here we get our first glimpse of the high school
teacher of music and her importance in the musical
world. But before discussing that, I want to call
attention to what I believe to be an important his¬
toric fact.
Why are the Germans on the whole the most
musical nation in the world? Chiefly, I am con¬
vinced, because for many generations they have
heard good music from their childhood, not only at
home and at entertainments, but, and more espe¬
cially,. in church and school.
Martin Luther did
more toward making the Germans the leaders in
music than even their great composers did, for he
got to work early. He transplanted some of the
best folksongs to the church. He preached that
music ranks next to religion as a moral agent. He
translated the text of church music from Latin into
German so that the congregation could sing along,
which greatly stimulated enthusiasm. He had the
tnelody of the grand old hymns and chorals sung by
the congregation, while the harmonies were filled
in by the trained choir and the organ. Thus the
German ears were gradually trained to the compre¬
hension, the appreciation, the enjoyment of harmo¬
nies as well as melodies; and thus the Germans be¬
came preeminent in music.
In the schools, too, the Germans began many gen¬
erations ago to introduce music. A teacher who
could not sing, or play the piano or violin, would
have been considered an anomaly, if not an impos¬
sibility. In this country the introduction of music in
the schools and colleges is a much more recent mat¬
ter. My own teacher, the late Professor John K.
Paine, of Harvard University, was the first to get
music accepted as a regular academic course. As
regards public schools, President Eliot of the same
university, called attention in a recent address to
the fact that his father, who was long a member of
the Boston School Committee and of the City Coun¬
cil, and then Mayor of the city before 1840, de¬
voted many years to promoting the introduction of
music into the public schools of Boston, and, with
the aid of strong coadjutors like Lowell Mason and
George Webb, succeeded in accomplishing that in¬
troduction. He adds that “the sympathetic develop¬
ment in the American community, through the
American school, of the love of music, and of skill
in music, began there in the work to which my
father gave many years of his life.”
Music As a Moral Agent.
The staunch advocacy by so distinguished an edu¬
cator as President Eliot of music as a desirable
course in schools and colleges is the more note¬
worthy because he is, as he himself has said, not a
musical expert. He knows enough, however, about
the divine art to feel that it makes for the good of
the children and the community, and that Luther did
not assign it too high a rank as a moral agent. Un¬
fortunately not all the educational authorities and
arbiters are as enlightened on this subject as he is,
and music has therefore had many a struggle for
existence in our schools. It has been classed with
the fads and fancies, and attempts have been made
to exclude it entirely, or reduce the time allotted to
it to a minimum. The enemies of music seem to
regard it as a mere accomplishment, like dancing.
But an art which is found indispensable, the world
oyer, at all religious services, at all funerals, all wed¬
dings, all social and political gatherings—in short,
on all occasions when it is desired to lift the human
soul above the humdrum of our daily life—such an
art surely is infinitely more than' a mere accom¬
plishment and pastime. It is an inspirer of enthusb
■sm second only to religion.
Even if it were merely a pastime it would still de¬
serve all the attention it gets in school and else¬
where, and more, too. One of the main objects of
all education is to interest young minds in refined,
elevating pastimes, to wean them from coarser forms
of entertainment. Now, what could be more refined
and elevating than a concert of good music or an
opera like “Lohengrin?”
Music teachers in public schools would do well
t0, bearf.thes.e arguments and points- of view in mind
fnrJLst e llTe, c°mes for explaining their reason
m?nan? ATg- They ean claim that they are
“g
eadltlg missionaries of culture in the
g° farther than that They can
claim that in the present condition of affairs they
are more important in the musical world than piau-
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ists, violinists, singers or composers; for they pro¬
vide what, as we have seen, is more urgently needed
than anything else—Listeners to good music, and plenty
of them.
Their opportunities for doing good are simply
grand. Millions of girls and boys are at their dis¬
posal—millions of minds, like sheets of blank paper
on which the teachers can write with indelible pen¬
cil the lines and curves of good music. But unless
really good music is chosen, the grand opportunity
is lost. Too often, I fear, it is lost; but more and
more teachers, I am glad to say, are realizing that
in music, as in literature, the best is none too good
for their pupils; that, on the contrary, the best is in
every way preferable, because it stimulates an inter¬
est and enthusiasm which are a great aid to learning
and remembering.
Teachers have now no difficulty in finding collec¬
tions of songs available for their classes. I have
myself helped Miss Alys E. Bently, director of music
in the public schools of Washington, to compile
and edit such a collection of songs by the great
masters—Schubert, Schumann, Franz, Rubinstein,
Grieg, and others, not forgetting our American MacDowell; and I have heard the girls of the Wadleigh
High School in New York City sing them with
splendid tone, phrasing and spirit. The objections
to unison singing of such songs are few and insig¬
nificant compared with the advantages. It used to
be a favorite maxim of Theodore Thomas that
“nothing so awakens an interest in music as helping
to make it.” In these high school classes all the
girls help to make the music—the best music ever
written—and the effect of this method of teaching,
if carried out for a generation or two, will be simply
incalculable. It will create millions of listeners to
the best music; it will fill the concert halls and opera
houses; it will help the singers, the players, the com¬
posers, of good music.
The Tragedy of American Musical History.
Would that the public school teachers of music
had been at their noble task several generations ago!
Then we might have avoided the most harrowing
tragedy of American musical history—the mental
breakdown of our most original and poetic com¬
poser—Edward MacDowell. He came to grief for
lack of listeners, in the last analysis. There were
so few who understood and bought his songs and
piano pieces that he had to waste his vitality in
doing work which others might have done nearly as
well, in order to make a living. We have once more
extinguished the rare flame of genius instead of
feeding it. But I believe that the great work which
the school teachers are now doing will make such a
calamity impossible hereafter.
There is one more point I wish to refer to. It is
a well-known fact that if it were not for the women
of this country, music as a form of public enter¬
tainment would not exist. It is really astonishing
to .note how few men attend concerts; usually there
are hardly half a dozen to every hundred women. I
have often meditated on the problem of how this
regrettable state of affairs can be remedied, and have
come to the conclusion that it is useless to try to
reform the adult generation. The only hope lies in
the young folks. If the boys in our schools are taught
to love good music by listening to it and helping to
make it, the time may come when there will be as
many men in our concert halls as women.
Really, one may ask seriously: “Is there anybody
in the world of music so important as the public
school teacher?”
TEACHING YOUNG BOYS.
BY W. A. C0WEN.
’One of the most trying experiences ‘the young
teacher encounters is that of teaching young boys
at that age when all attempts at discipline seem
fruitless. There are so very many things to distract
the boy that do not seem to present themselves
to the average small girl. The ubiquitous American
boy, with all his mischief, his lack of application and
general disregard for art, will bear a rigid analysis.
The boy attends a popular-priced variety entertainment
where a comedian, in a well-rehearsed act, seats him¬
self at a piano and plays a popular syncopated ditty
written in, perhaps, 2-4 time. He then an¬
nounces that he will play it as' a waltz, which he
does by forcing it into a triple rhythm. After that,
he announces that he will play it as classical music’
This he does by playing it slowly, attaching a scale
or an arpeggio to the sustained notes, interpolating
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several mordents, wandering over the entire keyboard,
and ending it all with a grand flourish. The toy thus
leaves the theater with the firm impression that classi¬
cal music is nothing more than a mediocre theme very
intricately developed.
As to his attitude toward the different composers,
it is needless to say that he likes Mendelssohn more
than Beethoven. It is only pure melody that pleases
him. Perhaps he may enjoy hearing some of the pop¬
ular overtures, more for the effect they produce than
anything else. Wagner he views through the medium
of the comic papers as a composer whose genius was
devoted chiefly to fortissimo effects, but he becomes
more charitable as be listens to the Pilgrims’' Chorus
faults, I have never found ingratitude to be among
from “Tann Utiliser” or the Wedding March from “Lo¬
hengrin.” As to Chopin, he generally has more admira¬
tion for the dexterity of the performer playing the
composer’s works than the genius of the composer.
Bach and Beethoven are quite beyond the- limits of his
undeveloped comprehension. Until a boy is well past
the primary steps in music, his views towards har¬
mony are entirely antagonistic. He takes the word1
in its literal sense as a branch of the art of composi¬
tion. Composition is, in him, a delicate, subtle art,
with inspiration for its only source, so that it seems
outrageous to encompass it with any rules or restric¬
tions. But after he has recovered from this erroneous
impression by a study of it, he becomes its most vig¬
orous exponent and indignantly censures any blunder¬
ing infringements of its principles.
He, likewise, ridicules the idea of teaching interpre¬
tation. In a strict sense, he may some day become a
most excellent teacher of interpretation. It is in his
love for individuality where a boy outstrips his gentler
sister. A girl will work most assiduously to please
her teacher, while a boy will labor equally assiduously
to please himself. He is not imbued with any obse¬
quious desire to please. This will often account for
his poorly prepared lessons, yet, after his ear becomes
trained and bis reading more accurate, he takes hold
of compositions in a way that surprises his teacher.
I was once present while a successful teacher of boys
was giving a lesson to a roguish youth of about thir¬
teen years of age. The piece she happened to be ex¬
plaining was Mendelssohn’s Spring Song. She played
it over for him, during which he fidgeted and listened
absently. “Why do you look so gloomy, James?” she
asked, noticing his indifference. “Don’t you like the
Spring Song?”
“Oh, yes, I like it all right,” drawled James, “but
no one plays it the way I think it ought to be played.
I think it should be played rather slowly.”
“All right, James,” replied the teacher, “you prac¬
tice it until you can play it correctly in the tempo in
which it is written, and after that you may play it
the way it pleases you most.” I could well account
for her success in teaching boys.
uu> never goes into any ecstasies over music
that he considers effeminate. He plays better when
alone, and recitals are a bugbear to him. When it is
necessary for him to take part in them, he will often
playcompositions on the order of caprices or dances bet¬
ter than any soulful pieces, for he cannot put his heart
into a nocturne or a reverie before a crowd of people I
would urge teachers to be more charitable and critics
to dispense with any austerity in dealing with the
immortal boy. Lend him every encouragement, and
remember that a boy can stand a severe scolding, but
not a discouraging lecture. After the age of fifteen,
although he would not hesitate to take up some aca¬
demical or commercial branch, he begins a study of
music with reluctance, and when he does, he offm
becomes discouraged and gives it up. Not so much is
ru® m refard, to strinsed and wind instruments
and eirl,
Wi
6 Pian° he SePS about him boys
years younger than ’““self who,
™
1DtereSt of their pa*nts, have been study¬
ing music for several years and can now do seeminAy

ssrtrs rvsc ^“ »=*•
folLwslim’f118 ’“f 'f80'18’ perhaPs- the pupil who
follows him is a girl who, in order to avoid beimr tardv
Stens io hto 1T0C™ the Same room ™th him and
may he ant
\°Ver S°me easy creations. She
may be all in sympathy with him, but this does not

onTessons
* have Lind tMs intmsfcn
In afl v l 3 COmmon an'i undesirable custom,
that music " ; enC°VraSe the boy- After he realizes
his best efforts
S professi°n and one worthy of
b m wdth so m
n° l0ng<?r be necessary *> »andle
faultT ldiscretion, and though many are his
faults, I have never found him ungrateful.

IMPORTANT EVENTS IN MUSICAL
HISTORY.
BY DANIEL BLOOMFIELD.
(Continued from January.)
1706— Giovanni Battista Martini (known as “Padre”
Martini) b. Bologna, April 25. Great teacher
and writer.
Italian opera introduced into England.
Johann Pachelbel d. Nuremburg, March 3.
1707— Dietrich Buxtehude d. Lubeck, Germany,
May 9.
1708— Giovanni Battista Pergolese b, Jesi, Papal
States, Jan. 3. Gave comic opera its first im¬
pulse. Wrote many excellent hymns.
Handel goes to England and makes it his
future home.
1710—Dr. Thomas A. Arne b. London, May 28. One
of England’s best composers and organists.
Cristofori invents the modern piano, i. e.
instead of having the strings plucked by
quills he used hammers such as are in use to¬
day. Wilhelm Friedemann Bach b. Weimar,
Nov. 22. Eldest son of Johann Sebastian, and
organist at St. Sophia in Dresden.
1712— The'first practical instruction book on singing,
by Rev. John Tufts, published in New
England.
Jordan introduced the Swell Organ.
1713— Arcangelo Corelli d. Rome, Jan. 18.
Thomas Brattle brought his organ to Boston,
from London, in August. It was the first
organ used in America.
1714— Christoph Willibald Ritter von Gluck b.
Weidenwang, near Neumarkt, in Upper Palat¬
inate, July 2.
“The Michael Angelo of
Music.” One of the greatest opera composer?
and reformers.
Karl Philipp Emanuel Bach b. Weimar,
March 14. Greatly influenced the development,
of instrumental music. Introduced the modern
sonata form.
Nicolo Jommelli b. Aversa, near Naples,
Sept. 11. Famous composer of the Neapolitan
Tartini discovered “resultant tones” or har¬
monics on the violin strings.
1715— Handel wrote his “Water Music.”
Ignatius Fiorillo b. Naples, May 11. Famous
opera composer.
1719— The greatest and oldest publishing house
(B'reitkopf & Hartel) founded in Leipsic.
Leopold Mozart b. Augsburg, Nov. 14.
Father of Wolfgang A. Mozart. He wrote a
very important instruction-book for the violin.
1720— “Esther,” Handel’s first oratorio, produced in
London.
1721— George Benda b. Jungbunzlau, Bohemia!
Composer.
Friedrich W. Zachau d. Halle, Aug. 14.
1722— Jean Philippe Rameau published his “Manual
of Harmony.”
Johann S. Bach wrote his “Well Tempered
Clavicord.”
Pietro Nardini b. Fibiana, Tuscany. Great
violinist and composer. Pupil of Tartini.
1723— Bach received the position of Cantor at the
Thomas School, Leipsic.
1724— “St. John Passion,” of Bach, produced.
1725— Alessandro Scarlatti d. Naples, Oct. 24.
The first “Concert Spirituel” (France) given
March 18.
1726— Johann G. Albrechtsberger b. Klosterneuberg,
near Vienna, Feb. 3. Teacher of Beethoven
and a great theorist.
1727— John Gay wrote the “Beggar’s Opera.”
Dr. Charles Burney b. Shrewsbury, England,
April 12.
Organist and famous musical
historian.
Pierre Gavinies b. Bordeaux, May 26. Famous
violinist.
1728— Johann Adam Hiller b. near Gorlitz, Dec. 25.
Founder of the “Gewandhaus Concerts,”
Leipsic, and noted as a teacher and composer. .
Niccolo Piccini b. Bari, Italy, Jan. 16.
Famous opera composer and the rival of
Gluck.
Johann Andreas Stein b. Heidesheim, Palat¬
inate. Celebrated as a piano and organ
maker. He invented the keyboard-shifting
pedal.
The “Beggar’s Opera” produced. The first
English ballad opera.
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1729—Bach’s “St. Matthew Passion” produced.
Sebastian de Brossard d. Meaux, Fiance,
Aug. 10.
1732— Franz Joseph Haydn b. Rohrau, Austria,
March 31. “Father of the Symphony/’
Louis Marchand d. Paris, Feb. 17.
John Broadwood b. Berwick, England. Cele¬
brated piano maker.
1733— Francois Joseph Gossec b. Vergnies, Belgium,
Jan. 17. One of the greatest theorists of the
eighteenth century.
Handel’s “Athalia” first sung, Oxford, July 10.
Francois Couperin d. Paris.
Handel’s oratorio “Deborah” produced.
1734— Antonio M. G. Sacchini b. near Naples, Italy,
June 23. Famous opera composer.
1736— Giovanni Battista Pergolese d. Pozzuoli, near’
Naples, March 16.
Carl F. C. Fasch b. Zerbst, Germany, Nov. 18.
Founder of the “Singakadamie” in Berlin.
1737— Antonius Stradivarius d. Cremona, Dec. 17.
Rameau’s best opera, “Castor and Pollux,”
produced.
Michael Haydn b. Rohrau, Austria, Sept. 14.
Brother of Joseph, and composer of church
music. Also an organist.
1738— The Royal Society of Musicians of London
organized.
Handel wrote his “Saul” and “Israel in Egypt.”
1739— Benedetto Marcello d. Brescia, Italy, July 24.
1740— Handel’s oratorios “Saul” and “Israel in
Egypt” produced.
The first public performance of “God Save the
King,” the national anthem of England.
Luigi Boccherini b. Lucca, Italy, Jan. 14.
Wrote fine
chamber-music and
twenty
symphonies.
Dr. Arne writes the famous “Rule Britannia.”
1741— Andre Erneste Modeste Gretry b. Liege,
Feb. 8. Great composer of operas; said to
have anticipated Wagner.
“Artaxerxes,” Gluck’s first opera, produced in

PLACATE THE PARENT.
BY EDWARD ELLSWORTH HIPSHER.
Excepting those teachers engaged in the larger
schools and conservatories, every teacher, of music
must take into account, (1st) himself; (2d) his pupil;
and (3d) the pupil’s parents; and it is the failure of
proper consideration for the latter class that tells
largely on the bank account of many, and especially
of the private teachers.
Whatever may be our respect for individual par¬
ents’ opinions in regard to matters musical, there is
no question as to the wisdom of humoring to^ some
degree the idiosyncrasies of the one who is the
arbiter of our engagement and stands, Nemesis
like, ready to visit retribution on an offending head.
Every teacher of any considerable experience has
met the parent who blandly affirms: “I cannot play,
and don’t know one note from another, yet I do
know good music when I hear it.” And this delivery
of critical acumen will often be followed by explicit
directions as to the course to be pursued, in the
instruction of the child.
There you are. On the one hand, years of train¬
ing, your own ideals, your experience, your selfrespect, all tell you the desirable course for the best
interests of the pupil: on the other hand is the de¬
cree of the parent that the work shall be done thus
Which path is to be pursued?
Perhaps, for a moment, it is well enough to think
on the parent’s side. He is paying for something,
although he may have but a vague idea as to what
that is or should be. What more natural than that
he should feel a right to have that something done
in the way he thinks it should be done. His mental
processes are analogous to those practiced in his
everyday business. So' far they are deserving of
respect.
But supposing the teacher’s knowledge and expe¬
rience tell him the parent is wrong. What then? If
the parent consults you, point out wherein you think
he errs. With this class there will be no' trouble, but
what of those who believe their notions impregnable
and infallible? Waste no time, breath, nor effort upon
such parents, for in so doing you will endanger, your
standing with them. No, whatever may be their
unreasonable demands, allow them to hug the notion
that these will be considered; then proceed, even
if in a disguised form, to follow the course which
you know to be best. Dishonest, do I hear you say?
No. almost invariably you will call down blessings
on your head, as time reveals the advancement of the
child and discloses to the parent something even
better than that which he had at first demanded.
With a wilful parent, even more than with a wil¬
ful child, tact is necessary; for added years have but
more firmly established habits and opinions. Let
every move be diplomatic. Ordinarily, a keen ax
awaits the professional head of the teacher who dares
assert himself contrary to the will of the p.arent, es¬
pecially if that parent happens to be a mother.
In conclusion, keep a steady nerve, a fixed purpose,
and, without obsequiousness, make the patron be¬
lieve he is getting what he wants till the time when
he realizes he wants what you wish to give; the
young teacher will thus avoid many shoals that beset
the early part of a career.

Handel wrote his “Messiah.”
Madrigal Society (England) founded by John
Immyns.
Giovanni Paesiello b. Tarento, May 9. Com¬
poser of church music.
1742— First performance of the “Messiah” in Dublin
on April 13.
Pier F. Tosi’s famous “Observations on the
Florid Song” first printed in English.
1745— Guiseppe Guarnerius d. Cremona.
1746— Handel wrote his “Judas Maccabaeus.”
William Billings b. Boston, Oct. 7. The first
American musician of note.
1749— Domenico Cimarosa b. Aversa, near Naples,
Dec. 17. Opera composer.
Abbe Vogler (George Joseph Vogler) b.
Wurzburg. Famous organist and theorist.
Teacher of Meyerbeer and Weber.
Johann Nicolaus Forkel b. Meeder, near
Coburg, Feb. 22. Eminent biographer.
1750— Johann Sebastian Bach d. Leipsic, July 28.
1752— Sebastian Erard b. Strassburg, April 5. Piano
maker.
Muzio Clementi b. Rome. Great pianist and
writer of etudes. His “Gradus ad Parnassum”
still used.'
Nicollo Antonio Lingarelli b. Naples, April 4.
MUSINGS FROM A STUDIO.
Composer of sacred music and operas.
1753— Giovanni Battista Viotti b. Fontanetto, Italy,
March 23. Famous violinist and composer of
music, as witn rood, taste of many varieties
violin music.
Your just conclusion will be: that the substantial
Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach introduced a Iite-giving stuffs are comparatively few, and that they
system of fingering for the harpsicord, in
are necessities.
which the thumb is used.
Show me a man’s musical library, it will not be
1754— Haydn composed his first symphony.
difficult to guess at his status as a musician.
I/'55—Francesco Durante d. Naples, Aug. 13.
Be on speaking terms with several instruments
1756— Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart b. Salzburg, if possible, but married to only one
Jan. 27. The most versatile musical genius
To be installed in the Temple of'Fame it is not
of the world.
sufficient to turn out one’s gems in the rough; they
Vincenzo Righini b. Bologna, Jan. 22. Eminent
must be well cut and perfectly polished.
singing teacher and composer.
Lechers should examine their music more e-ener
1757— Ignaz Joseph Pleyel b. near Vienna, June I. ously. They often select pieces merely becausfthey
, Noted musician and founder of the firm of
have proved favorites. Sometimes the constant
Pleyel, Wolff & Co., piano makers.
repetition alone suffices to make certain works poo
Domenico Scarlatti d. Naples.
1759—George F. Handel d.' London, April 14.
rSwaordth!S n0t neC6SSarily 3
^st 0/ their
Have method in your teaching and you will say
it is wonderful how much children can learn in a
short time.—Pestalozzi.
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Piano Duet Practice
By A. J. GOODRICH

The advantages to be derived from the judicious
practice of piano duets are so manifold that their im¬
portance can scarcely be exaggerated. But if the
greatest benefits are to be obtained from this practice
it must be pursued in a systematic manner, according
to the dictates of good judgment and experience.
The first, and perhaps most important, benefit to the
student is this, that the habit of performing music
with another person acts as an incentive to main¬
tain a regular movement, or what is commonly
called “keeping good time.”
Keeping Good Time.
Rhythm and movement are the life and motion
of music, and mistakes in these fundamental mat¬
ters are more readily noticed by the average listener
than are wrong notes. But more important is the,
fact that a “wrong note” can never be “corrected.”
It may be minimized by ignoring it and proceeding
in regular time. Frequently the note sounded by
mistake is theoretically as correct as the one act¬
ually written or printed. But if we accidentally
touch f, in place of c (say on the last beat of a
measure) and then add an extra quarter note to the
measure by going back in order to sound the written
note, c, we perpetrate another mistake, and a far
more serious one than the first. These fruitless at¬
tempts to “correct a wrong note” frequently result
in a dozen or more wrong notes, for while our
companion duetist has proceeded o tempo, we are
one beat behind, and will remain in this discordant
situation until we find our proper place in the meas¬
ure and movement. Sometimes the results are dis¬
astrous, and I have known fifty or more discords
to ensue from this fatal mistake of trying to make
one right out of two wrongs.
Pupils should understand that we make a broad
distinction between a trifling mistake in sight-read¬
ing and a troublesome passage in some solo that
is being studied. In the latter instance every diffi¬
cult passage is to be practiced over and over again
until it is mastered. But in reading at first sight
(or in a performance before others) do not, under
any pretext, try to correct a wrong note; that only
calls attention to the error and results in a worsemistake than the mere accidental or careless touch¬
ing of a key not called for in the notation. In order
to cure this bad habit (almost universal among
inexperienced pianists who have never played in a
band or orchestra) I frequently sound, certain frag¬
ments from the so-called “Etude on Wrong Notes,”
by Rubinstein. All the measured appoggiature which
fall upon accented parts of a measure are foreign
to and dissonant with the accompanying chords and
the untrained listener naturally supposes that the
appoggiature are culpable as well as palpable dis¬
cords until he realizes through their frequent repeti¬
tion that the supposed “wrong notes” are part of the
composer's scheme, that they represent a mood.
Discords, Dissonances and Wrong Notes.
In fact, discords and dissonances are such impor¬
tant elements in modern compositions that without
them music would have very little charm or signifi¬
cance.
Therefore in all duet and other sight-reading
practice we must establish an arbitrary rule that the
regular movement shall not be interrupted by trying
to correct occasional wrong notes. The movement
may be ever so slow, to suit the pupil’s capacity, but
whatever it is, keep it regular until the music stops
properly. This regularity of movement (playing “in
time”) is the only means by which two or more per¬
formers may be in harmony and unity, and with¬
out these necessary qualities the music can have no
good effect. Therefore the injunction should be
clearly understood that no stopping or stuttering on
account of occasional errors is permissible. To
guard against these the pupil should be aided in
making a cursory examination of his or her part
before attempting its sonat representation. Even
a brief analysis will enable one to understand the

key, the time signature, and any peculiarities of
melody or rhythm that may appear. In this way
many stumbling points may be removed in advance
of the actual performance. But when the reading
once begins do not under any circumstances stop or
interrupt the movement until it ends.
Another important point to know and to observe
is this: The eyes should be fixed upon the score
and not allowed to wander to the keyboard. When
the sight becomes diverted from the notes it is
usually difficult for the eyes to discover the exact
place in the right measure at the right time and this
causes confusion and error. For these reasons it
is well to cover with a paper or music sheet the
hands of young players whenever they are attempt¬
ing to read at first sight. There is another advan¬
tage in this procedure: by relying upon the ear
rather than the eye to know if the right notes have
been sounded the pupil will gradually cultivate the
sense of hearing and thps come to know exactly
where lie is in case of mishap. In thus following the
notes literally the player will be aided by the posi¬
tion of the hands and the sense of touch, as well as
by the ear. All these combined ought to obviate the
seeming necessity for looking at the hands, except
where there is an occasional long skip. In these
respects the pupil may learn a valuable lesson from
the blind.
Famous Duets.
There are a great number and variety of piano
duets to choose from, and most of these are inexpen¬
sive. Among the simplest is the “Child’s Friend,”
by Wohlfart, Op. 87; 40 Favorite Melodies arranged
as duets by Jos. Low; also Teacher and Pupil, by the
same composer; The Young Duet Player, a new and
easy four hand album compiled by Hans Harthan.
These will enable the pupil to read the secondo, as
well as the primo, for both parts are easy. Then
come six sonatinas by Carl Reinecke, Op. 127, quite
charming. All these are composed upon an “umfang” of five notes for the primo part, and it is re¬
markable how many interesting themes have been
evolved from this small compass. Melodious exer¬
cises, H. Enke, Op. 6 and Op. 8; Tone Pictures. J.
Low, Op. 191; Musical Picture Book, Op. n. R. Volkmann (a neglected master); Grateful Tasks, C. Gurlitt, Op. 102, contains 26 short numbers in all the
keys, each major key being followed by its relative
minor. These are a little more advanced in grade;
18 Easy Duets, Leon d’Orville, two books.
In the fourth grade there is a very interesting
book of duets. “Paul and Virginia,” J. Low, Op. 485.
There are eight original and interesting tone pieces
in the volume, with poetic mottoes for each number
to aid in the interpretation after the notes are
learned.
In the fourth and fifth grades selections may be
made from the symphonies by Haydn and Mozart,
omitting till later the three last symphonies of
Mozart. Then the symphonies of Beethoven (first
eight), Schubert, Mendelssohn, and the symphony by
Schumann. Selections may then be made from the
other symphonies by Schumann, and from those by
Brahms, .Saint-Saens, Rubinstein, Tschaikowsky.
“The New World” symphony by Dvorak and the
Symphonic Poems by Liszt. The standard overtures
are to be included here, but I do not recommend the
pot-pourri overtures.
Duet Literature.
The choicest literature in this line comprises the
music composed expressly in duet form, such as Op.
54 and 63, Schubert; Kinderstiicke, Mendelssohn, Op.
72; “Oriental Pictures” by Schumann, Op. 66; also
Ops. 85 and 130; six easy pieces, Op. 88, and twelve
four hand pieces, Op. 113, Loeschhorn; Ball Scenes,
Op. 26, Nicode; Tarantella (one of the best ever
written) J. Rheinberger, Op. 13; Polish Dances,
Philip Scharwenka, Op. 38; Marche Brillante, Raff’
Op. 132; “In a Bohemian Forest,” Dvorak; Sleigh
Ride, Tschaikowsky; Pastorale Enfantine (easy).
Chaminade; Five Spanish Dances, Op. 12, or Album
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Espagnol, Op. 21, Moszkowski; Czardas Album, F.
Behr; Hungarian Dances, Brahms.
The most prolific and one of the most original
composers of piano duets was Heinrich Hofmann,
and the following from his pen are recommended:
“Italien Liebesnovelle.” Op. 19; On the Rhine, Op.
43- “Leaves from My Diary,” Op. 46; “Skizzen,” Op.
S7: “Romantic Suite,” Op. 120. These Hofmann
morceaux are characteristic tone pictures, melodious,
fanciful and effective. They are mostly in the fifth
^Many of the famous works for piano solo and
for orchestra have been so poorly arranged that
they are unsatisfactory as duets. Some exceptions
are here noted: Intermezzo, Arensky, Op. 13;
Minuet, Op. 65, Saint-Saens; Ballet Music in
Canon Form, S. Jadassohn, Op. 58; Ballet Music
from “Feramors,” Rubinstein; “Fete Champetre,”
E. Jambor. Op. 23; Serenade for (string orches¬
tra), E. Elgar, Op. 201, an exquisite piece of
workmanship; “Hamlet and Ophelia,” E. A. MacDowell; “Sounds From the Hartz Mountains,” Tem¬
pleton Strong; “Wedding Music” (including the
charming Bridal Song), Jensen; Royal Gallic March
from his “Macbeth” music, E. S. Kelley. All these
were arranged by their composers.
Grieg tran¬
scribed a considerable number of his works for
four hands, and these may be accepted without ques¬
tion: “In Autumn,” concert overture. Op. II; Sym¬
phonic Pieces, Op. 14; “Sigurd Jorsalpur,” Op. 22;
Norwegian Dances, Op. 35! Waltz-Caprices, Op. 37;
Holberg Suite (in the old style), Op. 40; also the
two “Peer Gynt” suites. Opuses 46 and 55. Mozart
composed only a few piano duets; Beethoven still
less; Landler (unimportant), and a sonata in D
complete the list. This sonata is the one Beethoven
was performing with his pupil, Ferd. Ries, at the
residence of a Viennese nobleman, when a liveried
lackey at the entrance to the salon bawled the titled
names of some belated guest. The impetuous com¬
poser was so annoyed by this thoughtless interrup¬
tion that he abruptly stopped the performance, and
addressing Ries in a loud voice, “Come on!” he said,
“We do not play for such swine.”
Additional Advantages.
Aside from the advantages already mentioned, a
good piano duet presents other attractions. The
melodic and harmonic outlines are usually more
extended and broader than in a solo; the dynamic
distinctions between principal theme, counter-theme
and ad libitum parts are more easily made effective;
less technical skill is required from the performers,
and finally there is a certain pleasure in this musical
companionship with a kindred spirit which the solo¬
ist does not enjoy. The desire to bring out all the
charm of a hidden melody, to make certain back¬
ground accompaniments mere rhythmic whispers, and
the pleasurable excitement of following and reading
alternately, all this may be enjoyed by the duettists.
And to the present writer no recollection is more
charming than that of the many delightful hours
passed in reading piano duets and in the fellowship
of so many great composers.
TECHNIC AS IT SHOULD BE.
by h. e. crolius.
Every art has its own technic and training, which
can neither be overlooked nor neglected by those
who wish to excel. The skill of the piano virtuoso
depends upon his mastery of the keyboard, by gain¬
ing control of the muscles of the fingers, wrists,
arms, etc, which are the tools by which he must
attain it. It can only be accomplished by hard
practice, requiring time and patience, and, above all,
concentration of the mind upon the work in hand.
Miven ThS fi°f f^° k\nds—one ‘s dead, the other,
Ll t
i15 made Up of use,ess repetition and
fooW fo far ,,b?y0fnd the caPacity ^ the pupil—
looking forward to future use, but which are usually
i^ fhat wb^lf bef°le they are needed- The second
wo k an? Va" be at °nce iterated in the
work, and so become a part of the mind itself.
notice in anmVeXample °f the first came tinder my
She seated her.elf at the piano promptly " nine in

least three hundred repetitions. The arpeggios fol¬
lowed in the same order, when every one within ear¬
shot thought it had come to an end. But, no, after
a very brief pause she went over the whole series
again, this time using a mild velocity form, but with¬
out either accent or shading. Now, it is an absolute
impossibility for any human beiqg to cencentrate
the attention on such exercises as these for four
hours and a half. The mind is worn out, leaving the
fingers to fight the battle alone. The result was a
failure. The time was wasted. She had not marched,
she had only marked time.
Two musicians passed who had heard the whole
thing and had been annoyed by it. One of them
said:
“Our friend in there may come to something in a
hundred years or so.” The other answered:
“Not in a thousand, if she keeps up that kind of
work.”
The best example of the living technic with which
I am familiar is contained in the four books of
Touch and Technic, by Dr. William Mason.
The following Counsels of Dr. Mason’s are
axioms to me now:
“One thing at a time, and do it well. Concentrate
your mind upon your work, and do not leave it to
the fingers while your wits are wool-gathering.
Never overdo technic. One scale and one arpeggio
is quite enough for the most ambitious pupil to
practice for a week. Vary the forms according to
the culture and capacity of the pupil, but keep to the
one. I have found by my own experience that more
progress is made so.”
How has it worked? The answer will come from
my studio notes. I had just moved into a new
studio, which was separated from the next apart¬
ment by a thin partition. This was vacant when I
came, the other tenants arriving a week or so later.
I was very busy at the time and did not trouble
myself about my neighbors, whose acquaintance I
made later. In the course of conversation one day
the lady mentioned that she had been very ill just
before they moved, having been brought directly
from a hospital to her room, which adjoined my
studio. I exclaimed at once,
“What a nuisance I must have been to you!”
“Not at all,” she answered. “Your exercises were
not prosy, though they were peculiar. I used to
wonder what that funny little one was which you
always gave at a first lesson. It was only two notes,
and as you taught it it sounded exactly like a word
of two syllables which you were drilling them to
play correctly. As soon as they mastered that you
gave them another, similar to it, with the accent
reversed. I told my husband they sounded like
tweedle de and tweedle dum. Can you tell me what
they were?”
“Dr. Mason’s two-finger exercises. I hope you
did not find them tiresome?”
“They could not be tiresome for you gave them in
such infinitesimal doses. But small as they were we
were amazed at their effects, and my husband began
to call them the symphony of two notes. We were
especially interested when we heard you applying
the principles to the pieces. You chanced to give a
mazurka with which we were familiar, and we hardly
recognized it. It seemed as though our version was
dead and you had made it alive. What made the
difference?”
Phrasing and Accents.
“The phrasing and accents, both of which are
strong points with Dr. Mason. His technic all
through fairly bristles with them. I would like to
tell you the effect of one exercise on me. I was pre¬
paring for a pupils’ recital, and one of the young
ladies who was to play asked me to give her a lesson
so that she would not have to come twice on one
day, as her regular time fell on the day of the
recital. I had to give it after my work was over,
and it so happened that I had been unusually busy
and was completely worn out when she came in. I
was tempted to ask her to excuse me, but I knew
she would be disappointed, so I concluded to try it
and if I could not give her an honest lesson to make
it up the next time. I turned over her music list¬
lessly and chancing to open to a velocity exercise
told her to play one of them. She was my most
temperamental player, and as soon as she com¬
menced I felt relieved, and when she finished my
weariness was completely gone. I never gave a
better lesson in my life and I could have gone on
teaching for hours.
“I am not surprised, for I felt something like it
myself in my role of listener while I was ill.”
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ABILITY AND WORK.
BY FAY SIMMONS DAVIS.
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The more beauty a teacher sees in music, the
more devoted he should become to those finer char¬
acteristics of life and of art which are each day
making the world more beautiful. Character creates
character. As our own Whittier has said: “Be
noble, and the nobleness that lies in other men sleep¬
ing will rise in majesty to meet thine own.”

“Whatever you are by Nature, keep to it; never
desert your line of talent. Be what Nature intended
you for, and you will succeed; be anything else, and
you will be ten times worse than nothing.” ‘
MUSIC AND LANGUAGE.
The man who understands himself; the man who
decides upon his life work after weighing his capa¬
BY MARK HAMBOURG.
bilities, is bound to succeed. He first “chooses
wisely,” then “works faithfully,” twin mottoes indica¬
tive of thoughtfulness and ambition. A man must
“A point which is often missed by musicians is
have a combination- of forces, in which ability is
that music, being the expression of thoughts in
paramount, if he is to successfully meet the exact¬
souifld, has its grammar, its punctuation and its
ing demands which are sure to be made upon him.
syntax, and,' therefore, requires the same means of
interpretation
as language. The connection between
There are many pupils now studying music with
music and language, indeed, is much closer than peo¬
the longing and ambition to become teachers some¬
ple usually imagine. For this reason I strongly rec¬
time. They must remember that before teachers
ommend all musicians to study declamation. We all
can be made there must first be material for the mak¬
know that a great actor in undertaking a new role
ing. They must take good counsel of their judg¬
strains every nerve to make his interpretation of it
ment, and separate their feelings from their wits.
perfect. He neglects nothing in the way of con¬
They should seek, and then consider deeply, the ad¬
trasts,
climaxes, pauses, emphases and so on—each
vice of their trusted teachers. If it is their counsel
and all of which play upon the emotions of his audi¬
that they are not at all fitted for such a vocation
ences. Is not the pianist’s an exactly parallel case?
then they must bear their disappointment bravely—
He, too, must make his contrasts, climaxes, pauses
they can search around and find some other work
and emphasis—in short, every movement must be
in the world which they can do with more credit to
rendered with the emotion it calls up.
themselves and helpfulness toward others. If, how¬
ever, their instructors do consider them capable of
“This explains very largely the shade of difference
success in this field, each one should ask himself:
which usually makes the interpretation of the same
“Am I prepared to strengthen all the powers which
passage by different players, and, also, explains why
Nature and Art have given me, so that I will suc¬
an artist never plays a piece twice running in ex¬
ceed?” If he,can answer: “Yes, I am," then he
actly the same way. In the first place, all pianists
should never swerve from his decision, but stick to it.
are not equally emotional, their interpretations vary
The advice of the Proverbs reads: “Let thine eyes
in some degree. In the second place, no player is
look right on, and let thine eyelids look straight
ever swayed by his emotions exactly to the same
before thee. Turn not to the right, nor to the left.”
extent every time he plays a particular piece.
The lessons of will power and enthusiasm which
“The actor on the stage rarely, if ever, speaks his
you students will absorb from the School of In¬
telling lines with precisely the same intonation at
dustry, after you have started in your profession,
every performance, and this for the reason I have
will far outweigh those learned in all the grades of
given in the case of the pianist. In a similar way,
music. Work constantly. Don’t forget the three
the man who makes a speech and has occasion to
P’s which make success—“Practice, Patience and
repeat some particular phrase more than once is
Perseverance, but the greatest of these is Persever¬
certain never to give the words the same intonation
ance.” Of Meyerbeer it was once written: “He is
a man of some talent but no genius; he lives soli¬
“And the pianist, who, remember, is expressing
tary, working fifteen hours a day at music.” The
his feelings just as much as plainly as the speaker,
world soon learned the valuable results of his labors.
will never repeat in the same way any phrase that
Work arouses the creative faculties and cultivates
occurs several times in a piece unless it is a phrase
resourcefulness. Work is the pivot about which
with a meaning which demands an exact repetition
your whole career revolves. The larger the sphere
each time, such as the three bass notes that are the
you wish to enter, the more proficient you must be.
chief characteristics of Rachmanoff’s Prelude, and
Work then, and work with a will. Keep one pur¬
which are intended to represent the regular wail of
pose always in view, each one of you, to be the best
wepeasants as they pull the barges along the Volga
teacher you can be. Work often wins where beauty
and “good-luck” fail. Work wields a greater power
“I may perhaps be forgiven if I mention the story
than the magician’s wand. Is it trite advice to bid
of the actress who had to kiss her lover ten times,
you work? Then let me repeat it again—ten thou¬
since it is a good illustration of the importance of
sand times ten thousand times.
varying the method of rendering a recurring phrase.
In addition to your own efforts you must also
She kissed him each time in a different way—and
brought down the house.”
cultivate the power of making your pupils work, too.
Besides loving your work you'must also .love your
pupils, each one as he deserves. Remember that the
limitations in temperaments often make possible the
virtues. A tired but happy teacher once said to’ me:
My life is broad and rich; I love my scholars and
they do me. They are eager to learn and they im¬
prove at every lesson. I always reserve some time
each day for my own advancement. My musical
journals inspire me to constant, better effort, and
keep me informed of the work and ideas of other
teachers. I often have the privilege of hearing beau¬
tiful music and of enjoying my friends. All in all,
what more can I wish?” Surely, what more?
Every teacher is an artist in a greater or less de¬
gree. My Century Dictionary defines “artist” as a
“person of especial skill or ability in any field; one
who is highly accomplished.”
What constitutes “skill?” The combination of
many forces, focused in the right direction. What
creates “ability?” The inherited and cultivated
worth of one who works for and aims to succeed, by
the slow, sure methods of personal merit and honest
living.
Remember that it is a great privilege to be a
teacher of music, even if there is but one pair of
hands to train, and one mind to guide. Therefore,
the character of him who follows this profession
must be wholesome and pure, for his life lies nearest
to the home life.

lesson. Every conscientious teacher should prepare
the work for coming lessons and this means careful
thought and self preparation. The first hour of the
day should be devoted to this. Sit down and think
over your teaching appointment and talk the matter
of each pupil’s individual success over with yourself.
This is a very invigorating course, and not only re¬
flects success upon the teacher’s artistic work, but
upon his financial condition as well.
You should put a personal estimate upon what a
pupil should accomplish at the coming lesson. If
the pupil fails to accomplish this work outlined it
is often wiser to inspire or admonish the pupil
through a subsequent letter sent through the mails
than at the lesson. The pupil is humiliated by fail¬
ure and the teacher is inclined to be excited through
disappointment, and sometimes things are said that
are regretted thereafter. The little letter greeting
the pupil the next morning, telling in carefullv
coached words what the error was, why it came
about and how it may be remedied, is often most
hke this J ,,teachers \h° attend to “tile matters
like this are the ones , who win the confidence of
their pup,is, the support of the public, and the fin*
satisfaction of having accomplished desired results.*
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EUROPEAN MUSICAL TOPICS.
BY ARTHUR ELSON.
In a recent issue of Kunstwart, Dr.
Psychology
Paul Moos reviews interestingly a
and Music.
pamphlet of Prof. Siebeck on psychol¬
ogy and music. The question of how
and why we enjoy music is one that opens a wide and
almost unexplored field for investigation. There
are many elements in music—rhythm, regularity of
vibration, pitch perception—apart from the harmony
that lies at the foundation of our art. These are
comparatively simple in effect, and exert their influ¬
ence on the dog that will howl in sympathy with a
piano, or the horse marching behind the regimental
band, as well as on human beings. But why certain
related sounds and progressions in the harmonic
scheme should arouse certain definite emotions in
the hearer is harder to explain.
Helmholz expressed the idea that the increasing
frequency of beats, or simultaneous vibrations, be¬
tween the different notes of a chord, influenced the
auditor’s enjoyment up to a certain point. It is also
true, in acoustics, .that the simpler chords have the
simpler ratios between the vibration-rates of their
tones, and our enjoyment of music may vary ac¬
cording to our varying capacities to perceive more
complex relations. Thus non-musical people notice
only broad distinctions like that between tonic and
dominant, and do not appreciate more delicate inYet even this does not explain why harmonies of
equal complexity may arouse wholly different emo¬
tions. Psychologically speaking, an emotion is not
an intangible something accompanied by certain
physical sensations, but consists wholly and only of
those physical sensations. When music comes to
our ear, the vibrations travel to our brain and excite
certain sensory cells in a certain order. The result
may be that other sensory cells are excited, in the
same way as they would be by the physical effects
that we term emotions, or that the brain cells thus
stimulated do actually cause the emotions.
As the cell-assodiation differs with different peo¬
ple, the same music might arouse different ideas in
different people; but as brain-association in its gen¬
eral lines does not vary greatly, the different
ideas will not vary greatly.
Marches, for in¬
stance, or dances, or dirges, or other pieces of wellmarked character, affect all hearers in about the
same way. Often less characteristic pieces will do
this, and we have as example the case of Schumann
playing a duet with a friend, and each finding inde¬
pendently in the piece a suggestion of the gay, bril¬
liant life of Seville.
Prof. Siebeck avers that the reverse of all this is
true, and that every emotion has its corresponding
expression in mus'c; but here, of course, we come
upon the difficulty that the music would vary for
the same emotion in different people, according to
the variation in association of brain cells. The vari¬
ation would not be great, however, in persons of
similar temperament, and equal refinement of feel¬
ing. This refinement of feeling, or sensitiveness of
the brain to music in a physical way, is what gives us
our enjoyment of the art; and the absolute impor¬
tance of this sensitiveness is shown by the case of
Von Biilow, who was not musically receptive until
after a certain date when he received an accidental
blow on the head that affected his brain. We should
hardly go so far as to advocate hitting all non¬
musical people on the head, but if their brains could
be made more sensitive to the effects of tone, they
would enter into a vast heritage of enjoyment from
which they are now debarred; for the intimate effect
of harmony on the brain of a receptive hearer fully
justifies the saying that music begins where lan¬
guage ends—a fact aptly expressed by Browning
when he makes Abt Vogler say: “The rest may
reason, and welcome; ’tis we musicians know.”
In the Mercure Musicale, Ric“The Music Drama ciotto Canudo indulges in some
of the Present.”
reflections on the music-drama
of the present. He does not
seem to find very much to satisfy him, but perhaps
that is not his fault. The guiding motive has come
to stay, he thinks. Yet he believes that its employ¬
ment by Wagner is too precise and determinate, and
has become a convention that should be broken, even
as Beethoven and Wagner broke the conventions of
Italian melody. On the antiquated Italian opera
serta, he quotes Wagner, who says: “An Italian
work should contain at least one air that is listened
to voluntarily. For its success, conversation should
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be interrupted and the music listened to at least six
times; while the composer, who can draw attention
to his music a dozen times is acclaimed as a veritable
genius.”
The Russians, too, follow this mistaken idea, ac¬
cording to M. Canudo. Their great descriptive pow¬
ers, used in music as in literature, to express unrest,
suffering, and the vague strength of a great renais¬
sance, are hampered by a form that prevents true
unity of effect.
The later Verdi is given due credit for the tragic
strength of Othello, the expensive gayety of Falstaff,
and the broad decorative effect of Aida. But in spite
of the recognition always won by them, they are
rated as faulty in true dramatic structure and
aesthetic qualities. Bo'ito is accorded high praise,
however, for following the action closely with the
music in his Mefistofele.
In France, decorative dramas like Erlanger’s
Aphrodite are condemned as lacking musical inspira¬
tion, and even Saint-Saens receives no praise, save
for his Samson et Dali la. In Germany, the Salome
of Strauss is greeted as the one worthy example of
the Irama of the present—or shall we say the music
of the future?
Yet there are many worthy operas abroad, which
succeed where labored music-dramas fail—Gold¬
mark’s Heimchen am Herd, for example, and Mas¬
senet’s Jongleur de Notre-Dame. It is not given to
all composers to create a series of great art-works
like those of Wagner, but if each composer will
work out the best that is in him, instead of stooping
for popular favor, we need have no fear for the
future. Rossini gave the Italian public the trivial
tunes they enjoyed; but for Paris he produced a far
higher art-work in William Tell. If our composers
would steer between the two extremes of popular
triviality and hyper-philosophical complexity, they
might find that the successful operas have not all
been written long ago.
“Grieg was hugely proud and happy over
Grieg. Norway’s newly-got flag,” writes Percy
Grainger in some personal recollections.
,s always keen t see it flying from the Troldhaugen flagstaff, and o e day, when for some reason
it was down, he 1 s quite depressed not to see it
“It was a joy to s 5 how uplifted he became in
the hills. He told r : he never felt that his har¬
monic flight was so daring and free as when he com¬
posed up on high, and how some of his very love¬
liest things came to paper in the little Saeter-huts up
in the Jotunheim mountains.
“No words could adequately enough tell the extent
of his broadmindedness and generosity on artistic
matters. It was grand to see how he had never let
himself be led into any of the musical party-strifes
that must have been raging in his younger days.
“To have the privilege of knowing Grieg person¬
ally was to discover in his habits, traits, looks,
speeches, the same sweetness, lovableness and ten¬
derness that all the world loves in his work.”
Musical novelties abroad are as thick
Novelties, as blackberries in August, now that the
season js in full swing. An announce¬
ment that is certainly novel comes from a Brixton
oratorio concert, where, according to one London
paper, Schubert’s “Unlimited Symphony” was given.
For really new works, however, a gentleman named
Beethoven heads the list. Hugo Riemann, in the In¬
ternational Society’s journal, writes of the discovery
of the II Modling dances written by that composer
in 1819, for string and wind instruments. The copied
parts came to light among old music in the Thomasschule, and the scores Dr. Riemann prepared from
them show a striking melodic beauty and refinement
of instrumentation. At first ascribed to Weber, be¬
cause found near one of his works, their structure
and quality led Dr. Riemann to think them the work
of the greater composer, and later investigation con¬
firmed the idea.
Massenet’s Ariane, which appeared at Brussels, is
the most important new work of the present moment,
although Le Chemineau, the new pastoral opera of
Leroux, has aroused much discussion in Paris. ~In
the same city, Swiss music has been represented by
Gustave Doret’s Armailles and the Bonhomme Jadis
of Dalcroze. The latter composer has won another
success with his semi-allegorical Eau Courante, deal¬
ing with the lives of a peasant family who depend
on the stream that turns their mill. In Germany,
Hausegger has entered the vocal field with his suc¬
cessful Hebbel Requiem, while'London is trying to
decide whether Delius and Holbrooke are really
great or merely struggling to achieve greatness.

A FEW HINTS TO YOUNG TEACHERS.

ANECDOTES OF GREAT MUSICIANS.

BY MARY E MAY.
If the hour you spend with a pupil seems to you
drudgery; if there is a sense of relief when the sixty
minutes have expired; if it is not a pleasure to you
to see the mind of the pupil expanding as his or her
musical horizon widens with advancing lessons; if,
when after repeated efforts a student conquers a
difficult passage in time or in fingering, you do not
respond with an answering thrill of victory; in short,
if your heart is not in your work you cannot hope
for the best results with your pupils.
Allowing that all who come under your instruc¬
tion may not be possessed of musical taste nor tal¬
ent; that the reasons why they are learners in the
art of which you are a teacher may not be clearly
defined in their own minds, and possibly the taking
up of the study, was not of their own choosing: but
your part is to be performed with real interest and
with infinite patience.
During first lessons there is danger of “taking too
much for granted.” That is, the teacher is so fa¬
miliar with the rudiments, that the simple but essen¬
tial details are sometimes passed over, perhaps with
a single explanation, and with no review later on.
Some of us have been suddenly confronted with the
fact, that the proficiency with which a pupil seemed
to be reading music was really owing to the marked
fingering in the exercise book. Do not think time is
misspent with pupils when their fingers are not in
action. See that not only the letters on the staff
are well known to them, but that rests, signatures,
the rule for dotted notes, the formation of chords
accidentals, are all familiar. It is wise • to “make
haste slowly.”
Insist on correct reading, but learn to distinguish
between carelessness and nervousness.
Don’t be
disturbed by discords and false notes; if you are
teaching beginners these things must needs be. If
the pupil does not make satisfactory progress ascer¬
tain how the practicing is done and whether any one
in the home takes a personal interest in the pupil’s
work other than to say: “Go and practice your
hour, my dear.”
ENTHUSIASM AND HURRY.
Just as one must avoid attempting too much at a
time (if a lasting impression is to remain) so is it
. necessary to avoid hurry. Some learn quickly, while
others, equally in earnest, and with the same atten¬
tion to detail, accomplish much less in a given period.
This always has been, and always will be the case.
But no amount of hurry can possibly equalize natures
essentially different. Hurry and superficial study are
twins. Some people have a fatal facility for skimming
over the surface; they get a reputation for being
“clever,” whereas they are only “showy;” their per¬
formances please at first, but soon weary ; and after
a time one finds that though the outside was bright
the substance was rotten. Hurry begets disappoint¬
ment. Enthusiasm is thorough and takes its time.
It has been said that the musical education of a
player or a singer should take at least ten years.
A good foundation can be got in three, but a sound
and lasting structure may take half a lifetime, and
even then the true musician feels there is plenty left
undone. So do not hurry; you may finish your les¬
sons, but whether your education is a sufficient one
or enough to put you in a safe position for carrying
on the work alone is another matter.
The relation of the pupil to the teacher is a difficult
topic to generalize upon." And yet I hardly like to
omit all reference to anything which so vitally affects
the Study of Music. I suppose you are thinking
that though there has been a good deal of grumbling
about the student . I am not likely to find fault with
the teacher. Well, you are right as far as to-dav is
concerned, but I hope on a future occasion to analyze.thc teacher as carefully as I have dissected the
student, for you yourselves-may be teachers some
day, and it behooves us to remember that “knowledge”
lLn .SyDe0nymrS With “ability t<> teach;” neither is
the art of teaching something which is always “born
h®* “o-de.” There are many useful maxims and
methods winch even the most ordinary person can
study with profit.
Au l *
"eed of ‘he opinion of the cro«
cense
StS bave an ^‘motive distrust of i
criticT, a ™ 38
1 a,S of. detractors. The compete
still more nnfre°rWi
kindly and impartial critic
sole “uthorivedqVe"t be:^l the public at large is t
pendence.”—Cecil^CJha’minade.^ °* * abS°,UtC

The composer of the “Creation” and the “Sea¬
sons” has frequently been accused of avarice, though
no conclusive evidence has ever been given to prove
the charge; indeed, what testimony there is in refer¬
ence to Haydn’s purse matters proves that he was
very charitable and disinterested. Possibly the repu¬
tation of being stingy may have gained ground
through a combination of circumstances similar to
the following. When the “Father of Symphony”
died, among his effects there were found forty-six
canons framed and mounted like engravings. They
used to adorn the walls of Haydn’s bedroom. Most
of his friends knew of these, and also how they came
to their hangings.
“I was not,” Haydn used to say, “rich enough to
buy good pictures, so I made myself some tapestry
such as every one I am sure cannot have.”

The surest sign of genius is facility, and there is
no art or science in which this is more forcibly
exemplified than in music. The works of our great¬
est musicians are equally wonderful as feats of labor,
as for their sublimity of conception and creation.
To cite a few examples, Handel’s “Messiah” may
be mentioned as having been composed in the
marvelously short space of twenty-three days;
while the magnificent “Israel” took but twentyseven!
Mendelssohn conceived and wrote down
the famous “Ruy Bias” overture in two days.
But- the palm must be awarded to Mozart. In his
short life of thirty-nine years, he produced a mass
of works of which the correct catalogue is even now
scarcely ascertained. As instances of his rapid
work, there is the glorious G minor Symphony, com¬
posed in ten days; the “Marriage of Figaro” within
the month of April, 1786, while the splendid finale
to its second act Mozart threw off in a little over
twenty-four hours, notwithstanding he was so ill that
ere the last page or two were scored he had swooned
in his chair!
Many other instances might be given of other
composers. Mendelssohn did some great feats, while
Donizetti possessed the habit of writing a whole act
of an opera after dinner!

While Haydn was in London, a nobleman called
upon him saying that he was passionately fond of
music, and would feel obliged if Haydn would give
him a few lessons in harmony and counterpoint,
at one guinea a lesson.
“Oh! willingly!” replied the composer; “when
shall we begin?”
“Immediately, if you see no objection,” saying
which, the man of means withdrew from his pocket
one of Haydn's quartets. “For the first lesson,”
said he, taking the initiative, “let us examine this
quartet, and you tell me the reason of some modu¬
lations which I will point out to you, together with
some progressions which are contrary to all rules of
composition.v
Haydn raised no objection to such a course, so the
noble genius went on. The initial bar of the quartet
was first attacked, and but few after it escaped the
critical eye of the dilettante.
Haydn’s reply as to why he did this and that was
very , simple. “I did it,” he. said, “because I thought
it would have a good effect.”
Such a reply was no answer to “my lord,” and
he declared that his opinion of the composition
being ungrammatical and good for nothing would be
maintained, unless Haydn could give some better
reason for his innovations and errors.
This nettled Haydn, who suggested that his pupil
should rewrite the quartet after his own fashion.
But no! like a great many self-taught geniuses who
do credit to their masters, the pupil refused to under¬
take the task, contenting himself with impugning the
correctness of Haydn’s production.
“How can
yours, which is contrary to the rules be the best?”
he repeatedly inquired of Haydn.
At last Haydn lost all patience. “I see. my lord,”
said he, it is you who are so good as to give lessons
to me. I do not want your lessons, for I feel that
I do not merit the honor of having such a master
as yourself. Good-morning!”
Haydn left the room and sent his old servant to
show “my lord” out.
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No two people probably work under precisely the
same circumstances. One must have his study and
work-table arranged after his own fancy, otherwise
ideas will not come, and the pen will not go. An¬
other cannot possibly pen a line with his boots on.
Some men. cannot work unless their, table is strewn
pell-mell with papers, useless quills, and such like;
while, on the other hand, the table, the room, and its
surroundings must be the perfection of neatness be¬
fore many individuals can set themselves down to
sketch out an article or a few bars of music.
Some of our composers were, seemingly, very fas¬
tidious in their preliminaries before getting to work.
Haydn, though “solitary and sober as Newton,”
could neither compose on paper nor extemporize
upon the piano'unless he had on the diamond ring
which Frederick the Great had sent him; then the
paper on which he wrote had to be the finest and
whitest possible, or he could not summon a single
idea.
Rossini could write best when he was under the
influence of Italian wine and sparkling champagne.
Paesiello liked the warm bed in which to jot down
his musical notions, and we are told that “it was be¬
tween the sheets that he planned the ‘Barber of
Seville,’ the ‘Molinara,’ and so many other chef
d’oeuvres of ease and gracefulness.” Mozart could
chat and play at billiards or bowls at the same time
that he composed the most beautiful music. Sacchini
found it impossible to write anything of any beauty
unless a pretty woman was by his side, and he was
surrounded by his cats, whose graceful antics stimu¬
lated and affected him in a marked fashion. Bee¬
thoven could write best after a run—sometimes bare¬
headed through three or four streets around his
lodging—or a walk in the fields had a wonderful in¬
fluence upon him.
“Gluck,” Bombet says, “in order to warm his
imagination and to transport himself to Aulis or
Sparta, was accustomed to place himself in the
middle of a beautiful meadow. In this situation, with
his piano before him, and a bottle of champagne on
each side, he wrote in the open air his two ‘Iphigenias,’ his ‘Orpheus,’ and some other works.”
Cimarosa had a strange taste. He' delighted in noise,
and to be surrounded with ten or a dozen gabbling
friends, when he composed.
Our well-informed
friend, Bombet, states of him that it was while he
was amusing himself with such a circle of gossips
“that he projected his ‘Orazj’ and his ‘Matrimonio
Segreto,’ that is to say, the finest and most original
serious opera, and the first comic opera of the Italian
theatre. Frequently in a single night he wrote the
subjects of eight of ten charming airs, which he
afterwards finished in the midst of his friends.”
Zingarelli used to prepare himself by an hour’s
reference to his missal, a classical author, or with the
writings of some saint, after which the melodic
stream poured forth copiously. Not the least noted
for his eccentricity was Anfossi, the Italian—a com¬
poser of great promise; but alas! “whom the gods
love—” This genius could create music, but only
under the circumstances of being surrounded by
smoking hot fowls and Bologna sausages, which by
their fumes seem to have inspired his imagination
and stimulated the brain through the nose no less
efficiently than through the stomach.
, Lastly, there was Sarti, whose muse sang at no
time or place but amid the funereal gloom of a dark
room, dimly lighted by a single taper; and during
those small hours which precede the dawn. “In this
way,” writes Bombet, “he wrote the ‘Medonte,’ the
rondo ‘Mia Speranza,’ and the finest air known, I
mean to say, ‘La dolce Campagna.’ ”

-o
vviiv-11 auu d yuuug man. in
composer of the “Barbiere,” lounging on a sofa in hi
dressing-gown and slippers, was one morning cha
ting to a familiar friend upon the subject of musii
-hen at last the visitor ventured the question whic
he had long been anxious to put to the great operati
writer:
“Why is it, signor, that you have been silent s
long when your inspirations live in the highe=
regions of the art?”
Rossini made no reply. He quietly moved to
wards his pianoforte, which he opened, and driftini
leisurely over its keys he gave out a beautifu
passage from “Don Giovanni.”
“There, my dear friend,” said he, as he finishe.
playing, to compose music after such as that i
simply to carry water to a springing well ”

WHAT IS MUSIC?
BY EDITH R. PEET.

From time immemorial, in all ages, in all climes,
music has been the expression of the soul of man.
Plato says: “The soul is a harmony.” Every emo¬
tion, every phase of life, from the cradle to the
grave, can be expressed in musical terms. Taine
says: “Music is a cry.” The best and truest defini¬
tion of them all is “Music is the Voice of Nature,”
Music began with the creation. The murmur of
waters, the song of the birds, the winds whisper¬
ing through the trees, even the rocks on the ever¬
lasting hills give us music. Travelers tell of a cave
in Scotland through which currents of air pass in
such a manner that there results therefrom a faint
but distinctly audible melody.
Chateaubriand says: “Music considered as an
art is an imitation of nature, its perfection
therefore consists in representing the most beau¬
tiful nature possible.” Singers of all nations
have imitated as closely as possible nature in
all her various moods. Especially is this true of
words, as “fal-la-la-tu-ra-lay” and other combina¬
tions of syllables, being their very liberal and im¬
perfect interpretation of the songs of their feathered
friends.
Among the ancients Plato says: “We must not
judge of music by the pleasure it affords, nor prefer
that kind which has no other object than pleasure,
but that which contains in itself a resemblance to
the beautiful.”
Plutarch tells us: “The ancient Greek philosophers
and legislators considered music a necessary part of
education, as having the power to soften savage
qualities of the disposition and give men a sense of
propriety.”
Music is regarded by physicians as a remedial
agent. A number of years ago an association was
formed in New York to introduce music into all
hospitals, physicians claiming that music had a bene¬
ficial effect, even aiding materially in the cure of
mental disorders. I have heard nothing more of this
association and infer from that, that the physicians
with musical instinct were in the minority, and that
few musicians were** unselfish enough to give their
time and talents to such a cause. The soldier on the
field of battle, wakened by the bugle call, shoulders
arms and marches against the foe, to the stirring
sound of fife and drum, which put courage in his
heart and inspire him to fight and, if need be, die for
home and native land.
I

.Norway, bweden have given us music that is weird,
heavy, sombre in color, often joyless in effect, it
voices their endless struggle for liberty and ex¬
istence. Very different from these is the music of
Italy with her blue skies of France and synny Spain.
In Italy the.dingiest opera house gives as many'
works in one year as the Metropolitan in New
York gives in ten years. Between them comes the
music of Germany, scholarly, full of deep feeling,
love of home and of the beautiful. The music of
India and the other Eastern countries is mystical
religious or shall we rather say, superstitious!
.Their music is peculiar in that the semi-tone is
divided once again. Our own Indian music, to us unintelligible’ as is their language, is symbolic of their
daily life. They sing their legends of birth, of death
of animals and birds, who with themselves are chil¬
dren of the Great Spirit. According to statistics7° per cent, of Germany’s population is musical, so
per cent, of France, 45 per cent, of Italy, 34 per cent
of England0

^ °f United States’ 20 per cent

China and Japan are omitted doubtless for lack of
a standard of comparison. It is a well-known fact
that no occidental can listen to oriental harmonies
without a headache, and the orientals insist that only
their notorious politeness keeps them from laughing
outright at the abominable noises we sit through
with seeming enjoyment.
Joseph Jefferson, the noted actor, pays this beauti
"won dUt„eo^vUSiC:
alwayS'°"ed -sirS
I know Tam uot Tf7
^ deal the ^tle that
contempt ^for* music/’1^ ““ ^ th°Se
a
sweeter,
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LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
The Etude will be glad to print interesting letters
from our readers. The letters should -be bright,
timely, helpful and must be of a nature that will
appeal to the greater number of our readers. Let¬
ters that appeal to special classes, of teachers or
students will not” be considered. The letters should
be about 350 words in length. Your letter may be
one designed to encourage some worthy musical pro¬
ject, to foster some musical purpose, to protest
against some abuse, or it may be an experience in
new education. They should be written upon one
side only of the sheets of writing paper used and the
writer’s name and address must always accompany
the letter whether the writer desires to use an as¬
sumed name or not. The first sheet should be
plainly marked: “For the Editor’s Mail.” Letters not
used will not be returned.
A Disgrace to Music.
The article appearing in The Etude for last De¬
cember, entitled “A Disgrace to Music',” has aroused
a very general interest. We are in receipt of numer¬
ous burning protests against the practice of some
piano firms who are laboring under the delusion that
good advertisement consists in buying the serv¬
ices of noted virtuosi who are willing to declare that
the pianos manufactured by the firm are superior to
all other makes. Mme. Schumann-Heink, in the
highly interesting letter which follows, reveals that
the practice of offering large sums to artists for their
testimonials is by no means a fiction. There are
few piano firms in existence who would not be glad
to have Mme. Schumann-Heink’s testimonial. Still
the only courtesy she has accepted is that of having
the instrument she uses provided for her. We are
glad to have an artist of this type become an Ameri“You desire my criticism upon the pianoforte ques¬
tion which is to-day in such an inartistic condition.
I 'deem it a sin against art for an artist to sacrifice
his conscience for base money. No price in the
world could persuade me to do this. I have had the
highest imaginable prices offered to me by different
piano firms but I prefer to work harder. I am happy
and proud to have the accompaniment of pianos such
as those manufactured by celebrated American firms
* * * which I consider superior to any pianofortes
made anywhere in the world. I have never received
a single cent from these firms, but they have provided
me with an exceptionally fine instrument while upon
concert tours.
“Every day we see many proud ideals sink into the
dust but we need not therewith relinquish our com¬
mon duty and attempt to set the next best thing
in its place. Every artist should sacrifice personality
and sentimentality for his art. He should take great
pains to exercise over the average man the same
principles of Freemasonry that will eventually mold
his public as a sculptor produces a beautiful statue.
How much more fortunate, happy and satisfied
artists would be if there were fewer personalities and
sentimental jealousies: You may ask, what this
sermon has to do with the piano question. Many
of the greatest artists give their testimonials to firms
not for gold but for petty jealousies and malice, by
giving a testimonial to a rival firm, in order to injure
some piano firm who has denied an artist a money
recompense.
“It not infrequently happens that young thoughtless
pianists come to America and risk their entire pos¬
sessions upon impossible tours. Some piano firms
have assisted these young players in times of need
and they naturally return the assistance with flatter¬
ing testimonials. With the mature artists, however,
there are no extenuating circumstances which might
lead them to sacrifice their honor for many thou¬
sands of dollars.
“I send you my most heartfelt wishes and greet¬
ings and trust that your work in this most laudable
direction will reach the highest and most desirable
goal in our sacred art of music.
“With best wishes,
“SCHUMANN-HEINK.”
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Apropos of the same subject R. E. Johnston,
manager of Mme. Nordica, has to say:
“Piano manufacturers should stick to their own
end of the business, and let experienced hands take
care of the artists and concerts.
“Then the public would be better satisfied, the
artist better paid, and the business generally im¬
proved.
“As it is, art is debauched by commercialism, and
the artist, the business man and the public all suffer
in consequence.
“True, great artists often perform on, and thus ad¬
vertise, great instruments, but to what great extent
is this condition altered so as to deceive and disrupt!
“We find great artists playing and advertising the
cheapest and poorest piano made, and we. find infe¬
rior artists heralded as geniuses playing and adver¬
tising the best of pianos.
“This means that the public, as soon as enlight¬
ened to the deception, will seriously hesitate in their
consideration of both piano and concert.
“Sound business is not built upon such flimsy
foundations, though for a time these flaring,-illegiti¬
mate methods may trump up a little false rush
- trade.
“So the musical instrument maker is no more fitted
to manage artists than the concert manager is
equipped to manufacture pianos or tin whistles.”
R. E. JOHNSTON.
The well-known piano firm of Streich and Zeidler
sends the following letter relating to this subject:
“Your article, entitled ‘A Disgrace to Music,’ will
reveal to your rea-ders a situation which has caused
a great deal of comment in the piano industry dur¬
ing the past twelve months.
“While the piano manufacturers, during the earlier
progress of the industry, did a great deal toward
educating musical taste in America, and increasing
the demand for music of high character, by en¬
gaging the services of famous artists, the latter day
competition of the manufacturers who seek to adver¬
tise their instruments under the cover of subsidized
pianists with their written testimonials, has robbed
the practice of all of its former value.
“To-day the better class of musicians and the
manufacturers of pianos know that most of the
pianists who make extended tours in the United
States are merely the hired men of the manufact“We have never engaged in the practice of sub¬
sidizing artists, and have depended for such en¬
dorsements as we find occasion to use upon the un¬
solicited testimonials of those who like our instru¬
ments in preference to all others.
“Very truly yours.
“STREICH & ZEIDLER.”
The following are the opinions of some of our
readers:
“I heartily endorse the stand taken by The Etude
against the imposition against the American public
by certain piano manufacturers. A piano should
positively stand on its own merits and the public
should not be defrauded into buying what they think
the foreign artist endorses out of pure art and
superiority to his taste—they should be told the
worth of a paid testimonial.

it will be a long stride towards better music
Lore artistic execution. It seems absurd to
thhik that people who could do so much for the
uplifting 0f good music should sell their recom¬
mendation for a few doHars.

“It is with gratification that I read in the Decem¬
ber Etude that this magazine is to take up the mat¬
ter of insincere piano testimonials.
“It is a most pernicious practice, and 1 am glad
to forward my name to swell the list of those de¬
nouncing it.
“Hoping that your undertaking may be crowned
with success, I am
“FLORA M. SANBORN,”

AN INJUSTICE TO TEACHERS.
To the Editor of The Etude:—
I am so glad to know that you are willing to give
teachers an opportunity to express their views upon
various musical subjects. It seems to me that
teachers isolated in some little country village are
ofttimes able to do more original thinking than the
teachers in great cities where one accepts as Gospel
musical facts that have more traditional than logical
strength.
During the holidays something occurred to me
that must be an annoyance to teachers all over the
country. My pupils pay me by the lesson. If I
fail to give a lesson I find it very difficult to get the
money for that lesson the next time the pupil comes.
I know that it is my right to ask the pupil to pay
for the lesson she has missed, but when the time
comes to do the "asking my courage fails me. I
wonder how many other teachers are afflicted in this
way. We are out of the business world, and we do
not go about things in a business-like way. I notice
that my grocer and my butcher never hesitate to de¬
mand money from me when due, and I take a pleas¬
ure in paying my bills. In some cases where I have
asked pupils for money for lessons missed through
nothing but neglect, unpleasant arguments have
arisen, and in one case I lost a good pupil.
Well, this Christmas, pupil after pupil failed to
come, and I found out at the end of the week that
I had actually lost over ten dollars. The fact of the
school vacation makes young pupils think that they
may as well take a little musical vacation. Person¬
ally I often feel that a little vacation at this time can
do no harm, except in so far as the technic is per¬
mitted to get rusty. I would like a little vacation
myself, but I do not feel that I ought to afford it
with the present method of paying for lessons.
I am told that teachers in great cities have little
difficulty in arranging for this. They collect their
money by the term in advance. It would be some¬
what difficult for teachers in my vicinity to do this,
as the patrons do not know of the custom in large
cities. I wish that The Etude would make the cus¬
toms of payment very clear, so that the method of
paying by term may become more prevalent than it
is at present. It is the only just way for the teacher
to manage her accounts, and there is np reason why
a few teachers should have the advantage of advance
payments, and let the rest of us struggle along with
continual worries about collections.
Personally, I think that a teacher should make a
certain charge for a certain length of time, and in
that time agree to give a certain number of lessons
per week. If the pupil misses a lesson from any
other cause than real sickness, the pupil should for¬
feit all claim to remuneration. I thank you for giv¬
ing me an opportunity to be heard.
GILBERTA STONE.

“GEO. W. MACHEMER.”
“Relating to your article, entitled ‘A Disgrace to
Music,’ I airi in hearty agreement with the senti¬
ments voiced in your protest. In my opinion there
is even a greater danger through similar tactics em¬
ployed in many of our leading musical colleges as
well as private teachers of note. We all know that
it is impossible to bring out the finer and more
beautiful tones on a cheap piano, and the teacher
who is using one of these instruments cannot show
a pupil the artistic things necessary to right train¬
ing. I have heard pupils complain that after having
practiced at home on a good instrument that they
were utterly unable to do the same work on the
piano used in the college. If the music teachers will
stop using and recommending these poor instru-

INTUITIONS?
To the Editor of The Etude:—
Has the American child keen intuitions?
a ler-Hir
vershy

"i^ l°’rhut 1 do not for a. moment for*
°nCe heard at thc Berlin Ul

1

Sai? the professor> adjusting his spectacl
intuidon g kCenly 3t Ws audience" “‘he most ke
American are POSSelSed by the German race. T
in intuition.”^ °n tHe C°ntrary’ ,acking ''cry mu
cansb°Ut a thlrd of the Professor’s class were Ame
A little child of
mine plays, composes and sings
intuitively.
She is
> gifted with a sixth sense—the

sense of musical intuition. She does not voluntarily
put herself into an attitude to play. Another sings
all of her studies and pieces away from the violin.
Another watches bowing, fingering, tone with pains¬
taking fidelity. The gifted child is not always easy
to teach. She arrives at conclusions too suddenly,
and the technique of the art annoys her. She is
moody, spasmodic, temperamental. She never seems
to reason things out, but in nine cases out of ten
she arrives at correct conclusions. The average
American child has a receptive mind and keen in¬
tuitions. If anything is lacking it is the pictorial, or
fanciful, sense. He needs to have his imagination
quickened early by means of pictures, poetry, fiction,
history, nature study and other things which belong
to modern education. Unfortunate is that child
whose music study has been too severe for general
educational adv.aBge.1
^ Ly^^E.
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THE AIM OF THE MUSICIAN.

PROMISES MADE BUT NEVER KEPT.
By e. m. king.

BY L. M. LARABEE.

The mottoes “Aim high” and “Hitch your wagon
to a star” always remind me of the story of the two
little chaps who were throwing stones.
“You see the top of this maple tree; well, I’m
going to hit it,” said one. Flushed and triumphant
he caught the descending stone, which had ac¬
complished his purpose.
The other little fellow looked on; then, picking up
a pebble, he said, “See the sky up there; well. I’m
going to try to hit that.” Poor little chap! he did
his best, but his stone fell far wide of the mark,
going only a slight distance beyond his companions.
Which one had gained the most, the lad who had
aimed at the top of the maple tree and won, or he
who had aimed at the sky and lost? Perhaps I can
best explain my idea by a personal reference.
I was sitting at the piano one day at the sunset
TELEPATHY AND TEACHING.
hour. The sky was aglow with those beautiful tints,
Dear Editor:—
which so blend together that it is impossible to tell
When George du Maurier wrote the famous book
where the one begins or the other ends. My fingers
“Trilby” I did not read it for the obstinate reason
wandered over the keys, playing one of the nocturnes
that I never read the much-discussed books—I
by Chopin. I had always been ambitious to “scale
usually find that they are greatly overrated and thus
the heights,” to make myself heard in this noisy,
disappointing. However, my curiosity got thc bet¬
humdrum world of ours; to find some way to exter of me a while ago, and I read .“Trilby.” I had
' press the tumultuous feelings within, and to ac¬
just gone through a somewhat extensive course of
complish something whereby my name might ring
reading upon psychology. I had read some of the
“through the corridors of time.”
best things of Sulley, James and others, but had, of
This evening, as I sat alone, my longing almost
course, no opportunity to come into direct contact
overwhelmed me. My fingers forgot their work, and
with any real experimental work, such as is pursued
I gazed at the beautiful sky, where towers and
in modern phychological laboratories. As is so often
castles
loomed up, touched here and there with gold.
the case, my psychological reading drifted off into
Suddenly, I seemed to be carried to another realm.
that field that many call pseudo-psychology, or that
I was'in a large room filled with great music masters.
kind of psychology that borders upon the mystic in¬
Just before me was a harp, dazzlingly brilliant in the
tangible problems of life. I read many of the re¬
light, all of gold. The eyes of the masters were
ports of the psychological research societies ot Eng¬
fixed upon my face, and I heard a voice saying, “Yes,
land and America, and was amazed to find that
she may try.” My opportunity had come. I would
many really noted scientists have given credence to
play some melody that would make them listen. I
theories regarding hypnotism, telepathy, etc., that I
shall win their praise, I thought as I approached the
had always considered the sole property of charlaharp. My brain whirled and my fingers trembled
with excitement as I touched the strings. But alas!
As a teacher of music I have found this very in¬
I had not yet learned to play on the heart strings of
teresting, but somewhat unavailable knowledge. I
man! The sounds that came forth were hollow and
do not advise the teacher who is not willing to have
dead, and like “tinkling cymbals and sounding brass.”
his entire pedagogical equilibrium upset to attempt
I had failed. I knew now that I could never reach
to investigate these subjects. The results of my ex¬
the goal I longed for, just as that little fellow could
perience and observations have been that scientists
never hit the sky. I bent my head with shame, and
who do believe in hypnotism and thought communi¬
my eyes were blinded with tears.
cation all seem to have greater confidence in their
The sound of a door opening recalled me to my¬
inner beliefs than they are willing to confess to the
self. I was alone in the twilight. No, not alone, for
outside -world. They also seem to be holding back
two baby hands clutched my dress and a sweet little
proofs of telepathic communication. Many things
voice
said:
that have been revealed 6eem to be without the pale
“I’se so tired, mamma, p’ay me to s’eep.”
of mere coincidence.
I lifted the little form into my lap, and played
I know, just as surely as I am writing this letter,
again the nocturne, not to the world, but to the
that there exists an immediate mental bond between
small, trusting heart of the child. Just before the
myself and some of my pupils. I used to call it
bright eyes closed the sweet voice said: “Mamma,
personality and personal charm. I don’t know what
is that the way the angels play?”
to call it now. Some pupils I simply cannot abide.
I had aimed high. I desired worldly fame and
They make me nervous, and I find it very difficult to
praise, but my stone had fallen far wide of the
communicate my thoughts to them. Other pupils
mark, and instead of playing for a breathless, listen¬
seem to anticipate my very words and to carry out
ing throng I had succeeded in launching my baby’s
my ideas with very little verbal instruction. I must
boat on the silvery waters of that mysterious sea on
confess that, like the scientists, I am conscious of
whose opposite shore is the land of Nod.
the existence of some wonderful force, but am un¬
I had at least learned the first great rule in music:
able to determine or define this psychic tie which
To put my soul into it; to wear away the barriers
attracts me to some pupils and repels me from
between indivduals, so that heart may commune with
others. Are we not my dear editor, on the verge
heart
even while forms are rigid and reserved.
of a new era of scientific investigation and explora¬
tion in the most marvelous of all worlds—the two
hemispheres of the human brain?
I do not know whether this is just exactly the
COMPOSERS’ FAVORITE POET.
field of The Etude, but it would be interesting to
In a recent article published in the “Musikalisches
record the experiences of sane, sincere teachers who
Wochenblatt” and the “Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik”
have investigated these subjects. I thank you for
Ernest Challier has made a most exhaustive and in¬
giving me space for my views, and if any reader has
teresting estimate of the works of poets as they have
learned anything from this letter I shall feel glad,
as I have learned thousands of things from the
appealed to musicans. It appears from this that
pages of The Etude that I could not have learned
among the German poets the poems of Heine have
in any other way.
been more frequently set to music than those of any
WILLIAM ATTURBURY.
other great teutonic word painter. His poems have
received some 4,127 musical settings. The next in
popularity with the German composers, have been
"What a strange retribution of Fate! It is the old
Geibel (3,778), Hoffman (2,648), Goethe (2,534),
story of Nemesis. Mendelssohn received as it were
Uhland (2,038), Reineck (1,703), Eichendorff (1,820),
more than his due of admiration in advance; Schumann,
Lenau (1,390). The German poem which has been
less than his due. Posterity balanced their accounts;
set to music the greatest number of times is Heine’s
but in my opinion it has in its demand for justice iden¬
“Du bist wie eine Blume,” with 219 settings. This
tified itself so completely with Schumann and his cause
is closely followed by Lenau’s favorite poem, “Weil
that Mendelssohn has been unfairly treated or directly
wronged.”—Edvard Grieg.
auf mir du Dunkles Auge,” with 205 settings.

There is a motto that every teacher should have
placed where he can continually see it.
It^ is:
“Never make a promise that you cannot keep.
It
is the foolish, well-intentioned person who, on the
spur of the moment, promises something that he
either thinks or hopes he can accomplish. _ It is the
knave who habitually deceives by promising something he knows he cannot do or never intends to do.
In any walk of life either course means failure, but
especially so in the case of the teacher. Absolute
sincerity is demanded of a teacher. Loss of confi¬
dence spells loss of power.
There is one singing teacher that I remember
who had a wonderful capacity for holding out allur¬
ing promises. At one lesson she would tell her
pupil glibly of a French song she was soon going
to give her, but no French song was ever produced
during the whole term. At the next lesson the pupil
might have difficulty with tempo, then the teacher
would declare that she would get her metronome out
of “her things,” which were always packed up some¬
where. But no metronome ever made its appear¬
ance. In the fall of the year this optimistic teacher
declared that at Christmas she was going to give
a musical evening in which all her pupils should take
part. At Christmas the date of this entertainment
was put off until Easter. When Easter came around
it was put off until Decoration Day. At Decora¬
tion Day it was postponed until the next year. It
has never been given, I believe.
One thing- about this teacher was her wonderful
"sang froid.” She would promise something and then
never mention it again. . If you ever timidly re¬
minded her of it she would calmly make another
promise which she would just as calmly proceed
to break. She was clever and she would have made
a good teacher if she had had the right qualities.
Just what was the matter with the woman I could
never tell. I think she was unintentionally insincere.
Possibly in her bringing up the great value of truth¬
fulness had never been impressed on her. At all
events she has been unsuccessful and to the end of
the chapter she will be the same.
If she were alone in her particular failing she
might be interesting, even valuable, viewed in the
light of exceptions, but alas, there are many music
teachers like her. Perhaps they are careless. Per¬
haps they have a false idea of encouraging in this way
their pupils. Most teachers at least make promises
in good faith. If only every teacher would keep his
promises he would find the number of his pupils in¬
creasing instead of diminishing.

SO-CALLED “NATURAL” PIANO TECHNIC.
WARNER W.- HAWKINS.
Almost every teacher has, at some time or other,
observed in a pupil an apparently inborn knowledge
of the keyboard—that is, 'an ability to choose sets,
or groups of notes, which would give a certain
degree of musical satisfaction. Thus without any
seeming effort on the child’s part he is able to play
very pretty melodies, and to contrive for them good
basses and accompaniments. Such cases, while not
common, are not extremely rare; a person so gifted
would be said to have “natural technic,” or as some¬
times said, to be able to play by ear.
Positive technic, on the other hand, is earned at
the expense of honest toil and continued labor; it
results in a knowledge and assurance that the fingers
can perform a certain grade of speed in various forms
of technic, or grasp with sureness given chords or
key-groupings.
Recently the mother of a musical child was heard
to say, “my daughter has ‘natural technic,’ so she
doesn’t need to practice that.” Is this not unfor¬
tunate for the misled mother and still more so for
the child?
Imagine an Eames or a Nordica declaring in her
early years of study that, on account of her supe¬
rior natural equipment, she was spared the drudgery
of voice technic! It was only when untiring hard
work and care were joined with natural gifts that
musical heights have been reached.
•i1 *S therefore a mistake for students ever to con¬
sider themselves exceptions to the word “work” on
the grounds of natural superiority. Work often fos¬
ters a glowing enthusiasm and a sound ambition in
those who court it.
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Lessons by the Great Masters
By EDWARD BURLINGAME HILL
The Second of Mr. Hill’s Interesting Articles Investigating the Methods Employed by the
Old Masters in Teaching and Playing. The First Article of this Series Dealt with Couperin,
Rameau and Philipp Emanuel Bach. It Appeared in “The Etude” for January. - - -

have to be changed; it makes no difference at all to
her, but when the time comes, up goes her hand, and
she begins again quite calmly; so that one is always
in expectation of a wrong note, which makes the
effect very striking. I only write all this to give
you some idea of what clavier-playing and teaching
may be brought to; I leave you to make your own
use of the hints. Herr Stein is quite infatuated over
his daughter; she is eight and a half years old, and
learns everything by heart. She may turn out some¬
thing—she has genius; but as she is going on at
present she will not turn out anything; she will
never gain fluency, because she is doing alt she can
to make her hand heavy. She will never learn the
most difficult and most necessary part of music, that
is time, because she has been accustomed from her
earliest youth to play out of time. Herr Stein and
I had at least two hours’ talk on this point. I think
I nearly converted him, and now he asks my advice
about everything.
He was quite infatuated with
Beecke. Now he sees and hears that I play better
than Beecke, that I make no grimaces, and yet play
with so much expression that I show off his pianos
better than anyone. The correctness of my time
astonishes them all. The tempo rubato in an adagio
with the left hand keeping strict time was quite
past their comprehension; they always follow with
the left hand.” This extract shows what Mozart
believed in not doing, if it also exemplifies his in¬
sistence upon good rhythm. Moreover his definition
of tempo rubato is identical with that given by
Chopin; an interesting coincidence, and a convincing
Mozart’s Great Precocity.
proof that tempo rubato is not a modern invention.
With Mozart the case was far different. Begin¬
Mozart’s account of an evening spent with 'Abbe
ning by himself to pick out thirds at the clavichord
Vogler in which the latter played at sight may serve
when only three years old, he was taught little
as a reflection upon the modern taste for sheer veloc¬
pieces at the age of four, and began to compose at
ity. His account runs: “After dinner he had his two
the age of five. The development of Mozart the
claviers brought, which were tuned together, and
performer and Mozart the composer was on terms
also his tiresome printed sonatas. I was obliged to
of equality. His precocity as a performer is almost
play them, and he accompanied me on the other
beyond belief. At thp age of six he traveled to
clavier. I was obliged, at his pressing request to
Italy and France; when eight years old he went to
have my sonatas brought also. Before dinner he had
London, where he read difficult music at sight, im¬
stumbled through my concerto—the Litzau one_the
provised charmingly, solved perplexing problems in
first movement went prestissimo, the andante allegro,
composition easily, and won all hearts by his irre¬
and the rondo really prestissimo. He played almost
sistible individuality. Thus to the very end of his
throughout a different bass from the one that was
short life he triumphed alike as virtuoso and com¬
written, and sometimes the harmonies and even the
poser. While his remarks about performance are
melodies were altered. Indeed this was inevitable
comparatively few, they are of decided significance,
owing to the great speed: the eye could not see
and even his early experiences in playing before the
and the hand could not grasp the music. But what
Emperor of Austria when he was six years old show
kmd of playing at sight is that? The hearers (those
how early his artistic individuality and distinguish¬
i mean, that are worthy of the name) can only say
ing traits were formed. Otto Jahn, the eminent
that they have seen music and clavier-playing They
biographer of Mozart, says: "The Emperor took
hear and think and feel just as little as the performer
special delight in the ‘little magician,’ and enjoyed
himself.
After all it is much easier to play fast
inventing new trials of skill for him. He jestingly •
thaJ*
n°teS- Cjn be dr°PPed out of passages
told him that playing with all his fingers was noth¬
without being noticed; but is that desirable? * * *jn
ing; playing with one finger would be true art;
what does the art of playing at sight consist? In
whereupon Wolfgang began to play charmingly
playing the piece correctly in strict time, giving the
with one finger. Another time he told him that it
proper expression to every passage and note so that
would be true art to play with the keyboard covered,
it may be imagined that the player composed the
and Wolfgang covered the keys with a cloth and
WtC<dhlIKS- Vi VAmer’S fingerlnS is atrocious; his
played with as much decision and vivacity as if he
left thumb is like Adlgasser’s (organist at the Cathe
could see them. This tour de force was often re¬
dral at Salzburg, and cembalist at the court. B i72S
peated on subsequent occasions, and always received
d. 1777)’ and he makes all the runs for his right'hand
with much applause.”
with his first finger and thumb.” Mozart’s Criticism
Among the most instructive of Mozart’s letters is
of Clementi although severe, shows the stress he laid
that which contains a criticism of Nanette Stein, the
upon something more than technical fluency “Clom
daughter of Stein, the Viennese manufacturer of
enti is a good player, and that is all one can sav
pianos, which were such favorites of Mozart. He
plays well as far as the execution of his right hand
writes thus vividly: “Apropos of his daughter, who¬
is concerned. His forte lies in passages fn
ever sees her and hears her without laughing must
(in another letter he says that Clementi worked a t
be as much of a stone (Stein) as her father himself.
these day and night’ while in London)
But t,t,
She sits right up in the treble, instead of in the mid¬
not an atom of taste or feeling, in fact he is arnerl
dle of the instrument, so that she may be better
mechanist.
mere
able to move about and make grimaces. Her eyes
Possiby the most convincing expression of Mozart’,
roll and she simpers and smirks. If a thing comes
qualities as a pianist have come from his contem
twice over, it is played slower a second time; and
poraries; furthermore being the remarks of his act,mi
if a third time, it is slower still. The arm goes high
hearers will possess more educative value “He h d
in the air when a passage comes, and the emphasis
small, well-shaped hands,” says Niemetschek “and
is given by the whole arm instead of the finger,
moved them so gently and naturally over the kev
clumsily and heavily. But the best of all is when
that the eyes of his hearers were charmed no 1 S
in a passage that ought to flow like oil, the fingers
than the ears.” Like most piano players, his hands
IL
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven.
Haydn was admittedly no virtuoso. He himself
has said: “Although no conjurer on any instru¬
ment, he was able to play a concerto.” Beginning
his musical career as a chorister, he also learned the
clavier and the violin. But in his studies in com¬
position he took Philipp Emanuel Bach as his
model, buying the latter’s six sonatas out of his
slender means. It is exceedingly probable that he
also was acquainted with Bach’s treatise, "The True
Manner of Playing the Clavier,” and thus was in¬
fluenced both as a performer and as a composer by
his precepts and his works. In composition, Haydn
is recognized as being the first to outline the pos¬
sibilities of the “sonata-form.” In his 153 sym¬
phonies, his 75 string quartets, his 20 concertos for
piano, his 53 sonatas for piano and many more
chamber works, he developed from the scanty
framework left by Emanuel Bach, a form which for
flexibility and fertile resources, became a legacy of
inestimable value to his great successors, Mozart
and Beethoven. Without his fertile labors their
work would have been almost impossible. Further¬
more, through him the influence of Philipp Emanuel
Bach, both as composer and performer, was directly
transmitted. If, then, he has left his mark chiefly
as the composer of the symphonies, the quartets, the
piano sonatas and the oratorio, “The Creation,” he
has nevertheless proved so important a link as to
render omission of his services impossible.
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used to assume involuntarily the position they would
have in playing.
The notice in Schichtegrolles’
“Obituary” even observes that constant practicing
had rendered his hands awkward in ordinary use(
and that it was only with extreme difficulty that he
could cut up his meat at table. “It was wonderful
that he could do so much with them, particularly i„
left hand stretches. A great deal of his perfection
must be ascribed to his admirable fingering, which
according to his own acknowledgment he owed to
a diligent study of Bach’s works. Mozart certainly
appears to have played Bach’s clavier music from a
very early age (in his letters to Breitkoff, his father
frequently orders Bach’s last composition) and at a
party at Doles’ when the conversation fell upon
Bach, Mozart declared: ‘He is the father, we are
the lads; and whoever does not admit that is a fool.”’
Jahn writes of Mozart’s playing as follows: “It js
well known that Philipp Emanuel Bach’s practical
development of his father’s principles laid the
foundation of the present system of the art of finger¬
ing, and it is equally certain that Mozart, and with
and after him Clementi were the first to read in the
path so marked out. He insisted mainly that the
player should have a quiet, steady hand. * * * He
placed correctness first in the list of qualities essen¬
tial to first-rate playing, and included among them
ease and certainty in the execution of unusual tech¬
nical difficulties, delicacy and good taste in delivery,
and above all, that power of breathing life and emo¬
tion into the music and of so expressing its meaning
as to place the performer for the moment cn a level
with the creator of the work before him. * * * When
we find Clementi declaring that he never heard any¬
one play so intellectually and gracefully as Mozart,
Dittersdorf finding art and fine taste united in his
playing, and Haydn asserting with tears in his eyes
that he could never forget Mozart’s playing because
fit came from the heart,’ the simple expressions of
such men are more eloquent than the most emphatic
hyperbole.”
Beethoven’s Genius.
With Beethoven, his genius for composition finally
overpowered his unquestioned skill as a pianist
Then, too, his deafness gradually made public appear¬
ances out of question. Yet, as a boy of twelve, Neafe
wrote of him as “playing with force and finish, read¬
ing well at sight, and to sum up all, playing the
greater part of Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier, a feat
which will be understood by the initiated. This
young genius deserves some assistance that he may
travel. If he goes on as he has begun, he will cer¬
tainly become a second Mozart.” Some years later,
when he was 17, Beethoven journeyed to Vienna
where he met Mozart. Otto Jahn’s account of the
occasion is as follows: '“He was introduced to
Mozart, and played to him at his request. Mozart,
considering the piece he performed to be a studied
show-piece, was somewhat cold in his expressions of
admiration. Beethoven remarking this, begged for a
theme for improvisation and, inspired by the presence
of the master he reverenced so highly, played in such
a manner as gradually to engross Mozart’s whole attV,rnn’g quietIY to the bystanders, he said
emphatically, Mark that young man, he will make
himself a name in the world,’” As a pianist Beethoven possessed a remarkable technique, great force,
and consummate variety of expression, so that his cono™f«S,a ■ agreed that his performance was not
his MavincrPlagying 38 “paintin» with ‘ones,” that in
the tl/hZF 1 6 means ‘he passages, the execution,
cendenta? efflP/OCeiS disappeared before the transprovhdmr t Ct and, mean*n8> of the music. In imtion of h^;n-e carned
before him by a combinatensitv asfT™’ Ta'th of ideas and «ch human inA graphic at-A*1161!1 y«
move llis listeners to tears,
by tlie Vienna111 °-f "S exrte,.TIPore Paying is given
utterlv vntin, '
pianist Jelinek. whom he had
sked
' T ln a contcst of th^ ^rt. Some
Jelinek ouite
T„hc had come «ff. “Oh.” said
terday.’ The devil ?”™’ 2 Sha" neVCr f°T ^
h^nP££^

He imprS T’ thS

Mozart. Then he It™",™ as 1 never even 1,eard
which are wonderful^a S°me °f hls compositions
thing; he bdngs i .fn t,magn,riCCnt beyond anywhich we have
1 f .the Plano tones and effects
who was for manv
d^eamed of ” CarI C*erny,
thoven gives an
.,n close relations with Beefirst meeting xrith ti y Interesting narration of his
taken him to nlavVn c°mPoser. His father had
would take him for a eet l?ven in the hopes that he
Mozart’s concerto in <-PUP- ' The boy first played
In C maJ°r- “The satisfaction he

showed gave me courage to play the ‘Sonata Pathetique’ which had just come out, and then ‘Adelaide,’
which my father sang in an excellent tenor voice.
When I had finished, Beethoven turned to my father
and said: ‘The boy has .talent; I will take him as a
pupil. Send him to me in about a week. But first
of all get him Emanuel Bach’s manual on the true
art of pianoforte playing, and let him bring it with
him next time.’ * * * Beethoven devoted the first
few lessons to scales in all keys, and showed me
(what at that time most players were ignorant of)
the only good position of the hands and fingers, and
especially the use of the thumb; rules whose full
purport I only understood in after years. Then he
took me through the first exercises in P. E. Bach’s
book, making me pay particular attention to the
legato, of which he was so unrivaled a master, but
which at that time—the Mozart period, when the
short staccato touch was in fashion—all other pia¬
nists thought impossible.”
This unimpeachable testimony as to the value Bee¬
thoven set on Philipp Emanuel Bach’s treatise is most
convincing as showing the continuity with which
traditions of performance were handed down. As
a teacher Beethoven was somewhat irregular in his
hours, and often absorbed in some new works, but
the character of his interest is well shown in this
description by a pupil: “Unnaturally patient, he
would have a passage repeated a dozen times till it
was to his mind,”. Another says: “Infinitely strict
in the smallest detail, until the right rendering was
obtained. Comparatively careless as to the right
notes being played, but angry at once at any failure in
expression or nuance, or in apprehension of the char¬
acter of the piece; saying that the first might be an
accident, but that the other showed want of knowl¬
edge, of feeling or attention.” His great contribu¬
tion to the development of playing was his insist¬
ence upon correct and sincere expression of the
character of the music.
To sum up, we see that the influence of Bach,
father and son, was predominant alike in Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven. If Haydn did not shine as a
performer he performed inestimable service by trans¬
mitting Emanuel Bach’s pioneer efforts in the sonata
(and symphony) form. Mozart contributed technical
facility, clearness, and above all grace and charm to
the list of necessary qualities in good piano playing.
He developed to unheard-of perfection the art of
improvisation; while Beethoven, brought, up on
Sebastian Bach; insistent upon the principles of good
performance as elucidated by his son, greatly in¬
creased the technical horizon by his inventive genius
and his force as a virtuoso, but above all brought to
recognition the supreme necessity for sincerity and
varied rendering of the inmost soul of music.

CARL HEINS.
(From the German.)
BY FLORENCE LEONARD.
Carl Heins was born at Tangermiinde, June 8,
1859. He is to be classed among those divinely
gifted ones in whom the irresistible artistic impulse,
happily supported by unusual talent, makes its way
victoriously to its desired end. Carl Heins is one
of the most popular of German salon composers, and
writes from an inexhaustible spring of melody. His
have won their way to the hearts of all musiclovers, and the world pays this assiduous composer
the highest tribute it can pay—recognition and
gratitude.
He gave early evidence of fine and original mu¬
sical feeling in various dances and marches which
were widely recognized as proof of decided talent.
At the age of twelve, when attending the Biirgerschule in his native town, he received his first
theoretical instruction concerning the violin and
cornet a piston from the Stadt music director, E.
Herms. Unwearied endurance, combined with the
greatest devotion to music, resulted in such aston¬
ishing proficiency that he soon began to attract at¬
tention.
His first appearance as a virtuoso of the cornet a
piston was his first artistic success, and all that the
musical authorities predicted of him, when a child,
Heins, the man, fulfills to-day.
His term of military service was served as volun¬
teer in the music corps of the Fifty-second Regi¬
ment of Infantry at Kattbus. But thanks to his con¬
stant diligence, the service proved no hindrance to
him, for he made use of every leisure hour to ad¬
vance in theory and in performance. But his dream,
his greatest ambition, was to gain recognition as a
composer.

“THE ETUDE” ANNUAL “PRIZE ESSAY”
CONTEST.
The “Prize Contests” conducted for many years
by The Etude have proved most stimulating. Aside
from the well-known writers who have participated
in these contests, have been many younger and inex¬
perienced writers who have developed into contribu¬
tors of great value in our regular work. We have
found that the plan of offering a first, second and
third prize discouraged many well-known writers
who did not care to see their work rated as inferior
to that of other more successful writers. We thus
found it advisable to offer
One Hundred and Twenty-five Dollars Divided
Into Five Prizes of Twenty-five Dollars Each.
Conditions.
1. Any one, whether subscriber or not, may
compete.
2. The articles should be from 1,500 to 2,100
words in length.
3. Any writer may send as many essays as he
may care to submit.
4. Write only on one side of the sheet of
. paper.
5. Do not roll the manuscript. Owing to the
natural elasticity of paper, rolled manuscripts are
difficult to read and file.
6. Whenever possible have your manuscript
type-written. If you are unable to have this
done, be sure to write legibly.
7. Place your name and address with the
words “Prize Essay” upon the first sheet. This
will help us in filing and will avoid the possible
loss of parts of your manuscript.
8. Enclose sufficient postage for return of
manuscript.
9. Essays for the Prize Competition must
reach us before the first of April, 1908.
,

Suggestions.

In preparing these articles the writer should have
a definite aim and that aim should be to hit the
mark at which all Etude articles should be aimed,
that is, practical, helpful assistance to sincere and
earnest music lovers, students and teachers. We
cannot consider vague, wordy dissertations upon
general subjects. The Etude is not a paper of
criticism, nor is it a journal for the exposition of
abstruse musical, ’ philosophical and aesthetic prin¬
ciples. We do not desire articles of a biographical
or historical nature. These have the appearance of
being encyclopedic articles rewritten and are of little
value to our readers.
What we do want is original essays of a practical,
helpful, invigorating nature, that will enable some
student to overcome some trying difficulty, assist
some teacher to give a better lesson, or enable some
music. lover to better appreciate some every-day
principle underlying the study of music.

CAPABILITY.
Being able to do a thing is very d'fferent from
claiming that you are able to do a thing. The teacher
who is continually wondering why prosperity doesn’t
come and at the same time fails to produce daily
results is in a state of pitiful self deception. If you
are a teacher and hope to prosper in your profession,
you must be able to point to pupils who play, and
play well. All the claims in the world will never
Bring you business or reputation unless you are
really “able to do,” and can prove your capability.
Many teachers unfortunately are only too willing
to rest upon past laurels. They refer to successes
fin the past and apologize for present failures by
inferring that the pupils of the present day do not
practice as they did in days gone by. The teacher
fails to comprehend the fact that the failure of her
pupils is very probably due to her own diminution
df interest, teaching energy and personal activity.
It makes little difference how well the teacher is
able to play, if she cannot show real results—that
is, pupils who play and play finely—her reputation
as a teacher is constantly in danger.
If you feel that you have not the ability to do
•certain things that your contemporaries and busi¬
ness rivals seem capable of doing you should leave
no stone unturned until you can exactly define your
shortcomings and discover a means of overcoming
them. A lengthy and expensive trip to some great
American music centre or to Europe is not always
the best way for self improvement. The remedy is
■often much nearer at home. The Etude provides
almost unlimited means for self study, and its staff
of experts is always ready to lend a helping hand
to any earnest student in search of information bear¬
ing upon the very important subject of self study.
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carl HEINS.
In order to realize this ambition he took up his
residence in Berlin in 1880. He studied there in the
Stern Conservatory, under the direction of Hofkapellmeister Robert Radeclce, ai)d according to the
advice of Oberhofkapellmeister Wilhelm Taubert.
At the same time he began the cultivation of his
voice, a fine tenor, with Professor Heinrich Dorn.
Through the courtesy of the former General Intendant of the Royal Theatre, His Excellency von
Htillen, he enjoyed the unusual privilege of free ad¬
mission to the Royal Opera House for three years.
Enriched with new information and impressions,
he removed, in the summer of 1883, to Frankfurt am
Main, where he received many useful suggestions
from Professor Julius Stockhausen.
Upon his return to Berlin, he began his success¬
ful career as teacher of vocal and instrumental music
and director of certain important choral societies.
At the same time his compositions appeared: songs,
duets, pianoforte pieces, choruses for men’s voices,
works for orchestra. In the field of instruction, also,
he has been successful. All his compositions are
characterized by masterly treatment of the piano; he
holds a prominent position as director, and his ar¬
rangements for orchestra give evidence of the most
distinguished taste.

Paderewski has formulated six rules which every¬
one who wishes to become a piano virtuoso has to
observe:
I. Have the gift, the inclination!
II. Choose a good master and rigorously obey his
instruction.
III. Do four hours of exercises every day and de¬
vote one hour to simple finger velocity.
IV. Remember that velocity alone is not sufficient.
Cultivate rhythm, precision, usage of the pedals.
V. Exercise the five fingers equally.
Practice
especially passing the thumb under the hand' and the
hand over the thumb.
VI. Strike the notes with depth and assurance.
Employ the pedal in middle octaves to obtain color.
Those American women who, as independent
wage-earners, try to be as strenuous as the most
energetic men, lose one of the greatest charms of
womanhood, which is repose. Messenger boys are
not graceful; neither are the women who rush along
the streets like them. In music, too, repose is too
often sacrificed. Keyboards are treated like race
courses for millionaire automobilists. “Give us a
rest” is slang, but one often feels like shouting it
to pianists, amateurs as well as professionals
They know not the value of contrast, variety, grace'
repose. If they would listen to a great orator they
would find that he makes his deepest impressions
not by torrents of words but by sudden rhetorical
pauses.—H. T. Finck.
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Musical Degrees In American Colleges
By ROSSETTER G. COLE, Professor of Music, University of Wisconsin
(An address read before fhe Music Teachers’ National Association, Columbia University,
New York City, December 30, 1907.)

An interesting sidelight is thrown on our subject
by the attitude of European universities toward the
granting of musical degrees. While thirteen uni¬
versities in Germany, two each in Austria and Bo¬
hemia, and one each in Belgium, Denmark and
Switzerland, offer courses in music of a general his¬
torical and theoretical nature, none of them con¬
fers a special degree in music. The other univer¬
sities of continental Europe, including those of
France, Russia, Sweden, Italy, Holland and Spain
do not recognize music at all, but leave the subject
entirely to their professional schools and conserva¬
tories. In respect to the recognition of music by
university faculties, Great Britain is the most liberal
country in the world, for not only do ten of her
great universities and colleges offer elaborate lecture
courses and often practical instruction in applied
music, but at least seven of them grant the degrees of
Bachelor of Music and Doctor of Music, which, as
noted above, is not done elsewhere in Europe.

ence of these in a pupil, results commensurate with
the amount of study in any other academic branch
are wanting.
Conditions are constantly improving and the col¬
leges and universities will continue to lead and serve
as crystallizers of intelligent constructive methods.
Yet it may be asserted without fear of contradic¬
tion that methods of instruction in the important
branches of applied music are in a woeful state pf
fluidity. Even the century-old methods of teaching
harmony are being shattered somewhat. Under the
present conditions and with the recognized lack of
uniform standards of instruction as well as of grad¬
ing, if Miss X. should present herself for admission
to the department of music over which I preside
and should wish to enter, for example, the third
year of the collegiate course, bringing her credits
obtained for second year’s work in a college, I would
feel compelled to give the young lady a severe ex¬
amination in all branches except History of Music,

Music but Recently In¬
troduced in American
Colleges.
Let us glance for a mo¬
ment at some conspicu¬
ous conditions in musical
America. For convenience
they may be easily grouped
The entrance of music into
the college hall is of very
recent date. Only twentyfive or thirty years ago
music was timidly knock¬
ing at the door of our insti¬
tutions of higher learning
for admission.
In only
two or three instances was
the door gladly opened by
the college faculties and
then, doubtless, only be¬
cause of personal confi¬
dence in the individual
qualifications, educational
and musical, of the teacher
in whom music became for
the moment personified. In
many cases the door was
grudgingly opened just far enough to admit music
to mere standing-room in some unoccupied corner.
In some cases the door was literally pried open by
some insistent musician, who, from the vantage
ground of strong local intrenchment, would gain
inch by inch some little recognition of the possi¬
bilities that are inherent in music study. In others
—including some well-known and influential institu¬
tions—music has been and is to-day merely toler¬
ated. And in all frankness it must be added that
(up to the last decade at least) in those institutions
where music has been rather freely admitted it has
been viewed by the college faculty entirely as a
pleasing, though possibly desirable, adjunct to,
rather than an essential element of, a liberal educa¬
tion. Hence it takes its place merely in the long
list of electives offered to undergraduates. As far
as I know, music, theoretical or otherwise, has never
been incorporated in the curriculum of any Ameri¬
can college as a required study in any course what_ This statement brings to notice a second condi¬
tion which had and has to be reckoned with, namely,
that the residence of music among her academic
sisters has been in a certain sense a period of tolera¬
tion and probation. Music has had to win respect
against covert and open suspicion, and in the face
of the oft-repeated statement that its methods of
instruction are not academic and systematized, but
are altogether haphazard, unscientific, and depend¬
ent largely on the personal equation. We are told
that, as teachers, we are at the mercy of tempera¬
ment and natural endowment; that without the pres¬
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thought—a narrowing of the lines of vision, a cen¬
tering of thought and activity on self unwillingness
to see the good in others’ work, and often abnormal
and unreasoning jealousy; second, the generally low
educational plane of the average member of the
genus music teacher. This is no impugnment of his
or her sincerity and earnestness and integrity of pur¬
pose yet it can hardly be denied that the average
music teacher in this or probably any other country
is not a person of much general education or in¬
tellectual ambition; His intellectual horizon is apt
to be limited to the humdrum routine of giving
lessons and the necessary practicing. Of course
this existence may be explained in many instances
by the stern'struggle for livelihood and the conse¬
quent cutting off of avenues for cultural and intel¬
lectual improvement that otherwise would be gladly
taken advantage of. Yet I think it is irue that the
community in general places the music teacher very
•near the bottom in the profession of teaching.
The low educational plane of the average music
teacher brings out into clear perspective the third
contributing cause of the conditions outlined above,
namely, the complete divorcement of music from
the general thought of education until comparatively
recent years. The question put by the principal of
a girls’ school to a prospective pupil: “Did you
come here to study or to take music?” states very
concisely and bluntly an attitude or point of view
of educators toward music that was very general
until only a decade or so ago—an attitude, however,
that is gradually and surely undergoing a change.
The forces that are bringing about this change are
to be found at the two ex¬
tremes of our educational
system and they are aproaching each other. Music
in the lower grades of our
public schools is reaching
up to the high school, and
music in the university is
soon to reach down, is
already reaching down, to
the secondary schools in
the search for avenues
through which may come
well-prepared material for
real university work.
The Lack of an Objective
Point.

Musical Appreciation and General Theory. And I
have no doubt that any student in my department
seeking admission to another college under the
same conditions, would fare the same, and I could
not feel aggrieved.
The summarized conditions mentioned up to this
point are: First, the very recent date of the ad¬
mission of music into the college curriculum and
the consequent lack of adequate adjustment to the
college environment and point of view; second the
general attitude of toleration, rather than hearty co¬
operation, that is maintained by the college faculty
toward music as a coordinate branch of academic
training; third, the general fluid and haphazard state
of instructional methods, and the great lack of svs
tern and uniformity in standards, methods and grad¬
ings. While this last statement is far more true of
applied music than of theoretical music, the fact
that instruction in applied music is vastly in excess
of instruction in theoretical music only emphasizes
the condition spoken of.
Lack of General Culture Among Music Teachers.
There are many contributing causes to these con¬
ditions. We may mention three of these causes
here: First, the individual and personal nature of
the instruction in all branches of applied music
whereby there is cultivated and fostered a feeling
of segregation among teachers and their respective
pupils, with the result that there is an inevitable
dwarfing, if not extinction, of the feeling of.community of interests or fellowship. We know too well
the pitiful and blighting effects of this condition of

And right here is the
fatally weak spot in our
whole system of so-called
musical education—it lacks
direction and an objective
point. The result is that
the college and university
are often called upon to
By Alma Tadema complete an education in
music that
has really
never been begun. The general requirements for
entrance to any college class in harmony are merely
that the student who elects it must have an idea of
musical notation and ability to play a simple hymntune. Usually no conditions are made for entrance
to history and other theoretical courses, except that
these courses shall follow in certain sequence. That
is, the college courses in music do not at present
represent the final flowering or the maturing of a
process of gradual development, but they represent
in themselves the beginning, middle and end of such
a process. Compare this condition of comparative
isolation to the close relationship which college
courses in mathematics, language and science bear
to the corresponding preparatory courses in the high
!X°,01
gr,ades—;all with the college constantly in
d as the ultimate goal—and you will see the point
*ulrer^ake- The movement toward breaking
the isolation of college music and bringing it in
wlth m«slc outside the college has already
imfV afid- n° doubt the important conferences bcarm?etZth^nSU.bjeCt,’ Which are beinS heId at this
The nf’
*** glve tbe movement an added impetus,
edlv he6?6!!1 jtatus of this movement will undoubtsions of
7 v1SCUSSed and clear'y stated in the sesirom wh!eh East.ern Educational Music -Conference,
peeked
SCSSlons the utmost good may be exofIthellpnnda-**fullyr analyzed certain salient features
Prepared to d!°n °f ™sic education, we are better
i?ng musical HSCUSS the Present desirability of grantdegree is to haeve
vereth'
" the
grantinS as
of the
a maskaI
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grant¬

ing of any other academic degree (and if it does not,
real injury will be accomplished), the university can¬
not consistently recognize a special course in music
ultimating in a bachelor’s degree, until entrance
requirements to the university are made, which shall
necessitate a systematic course of study including
both theoretical and applied music and extending
down through high school, grammar school, and
lower grades.
If the granting of musical degrees is extended to
institutions other than those now granting them,
it will be a question, of course, for each institution
to decide on its own individual merits, whether or
not the conditions which that institution can control
or dominate are such as to guarantee to the candi¬
date for the degree of Bachelor of Music the same
quality of preparation, scholarship and work, and
the same breadth in the scope of the special studies
pursued as is demanded of the candidate for the de¬
gree of ■ Bachelor of Philosophy, of Arts, or of
Science. The profession is not particularly in need
of more Bachelors of Music or Doctors of Music
(except honoris causa), but it does need thorough
and well-grounded and well-equipped musicianship,
a musicianship that recognizes the essential unity of
all art-expression, the essential unity of all educa¬
tional processes, no matter what the specific mode
of utterance may be—a musicianship that can meet
the increasing demands that are being made by an
ever-broadening consciousness that music is a
rational art, not rhapsodical or fantastical; that it
can be taught and studied and enjoyed by the appli¬
cation of the same general principles and processes
that are operative in any other educational endeavor
or aesthetic enjoyment. When the college and uni¬
versity can guarantee a goodly proportion of all this,
it may with propriety ’•eward its graduates with the
well-earned and honorable title of Bachelor of Music.
In this connection I am reminded of Schumann’s
maxim, that, while good music is not learned by a
descriptive title, it is a bad indication if the com¬
position needs one. The application is obvious.
In conclusion let me say that, while the instruc¬
tional forces in music are as yet too unorganized
and too much lacking in intelligent aim to permit
logically the conferring of musical degrees by the
college authorities, yet we must continue to look
to the college for leadership and guidance, not only
in organizing the vast instructional forces at work
in music, but also in bringing some degree of clarity
out of chaos, in respect to standards and methods.
By this I do not mean that the quality of instruc¬
tion outside the college may not be equal to or supe¬
rior to that within the college, but the college as
an organized unit is in a position to enforce stand¬
ards of scholarship and thoroughness of prepara¬
tion, where the private teacher is largely helpless.
Whenever the college or the university, from its
position at the apex of our educational system, 'raises
its standard of scholarship and its entrance require¬
ments, a corresponding effect, a quickening of the
educational pulse, is soon felt through all the many
contributing arteries and channels that feed and sus¬
tain the higher organism. The history of secondary
•education in this country during the last twentyfive years contains overwhelming proof of this oper¬
ation of cause and effect. Let us, then, wardens over
the musical destinies of our colleges and universi¬
ties, hasten the time when, through organized effort
and common understanding, we, too, may trace
the effect of our improved and improving educa¬
tional ideals and broadening sense of musicianship
as they penetrate and chasten, down even to the
lowest grades of our educational system.
“The German Handel Society prints five volumes of
‘Sources of Handel’s Composition,’ including an entire
’Magnificat’ of large dimensions, which Handel appro¬
priated almost bodily and diverted to his uses. Heine
says there is no eighth commandment in art. Was not
Shakespeare a most comprehensive, conscienceless and
consistent plagiarist? And who thinks the less of him
for it? Handel always treated his captives or his booty
well; he always improved, never abused or abased
them.”—Horatio Parker.
Three things to command: Thrift, industry and
promptness. Three things for which to work: a
trained mind, a skilled hand, a regulated heart.—
Beattie.
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THE DANGER OF HURRY IN AMERICAN
MUSICAL WORK.
BY ARTHUR L. JUDSON.
For some time past the great universities of the
United States and Germany have been exchanging
the most eminent men of their faculties, in order
that the college youth and, indirectly, the entire na¬
tion, might profit by an interchange of thought.
The following quotation, the opinion of one of these
men, is a free expression, a comparison, if you will,
of the American and German methods of educating:
“There are two types of training,” he says, “one
based on authority and the other on freedom and in¬
dependence. The first method is indubitably the
best at times when traditions regarded as sound and
immovable are to be handed down to a younger gen¬
eration, and happy is the child that can grow up in
unquestioning reverence for and implicit obedience
• to firmly established authority. But where a time
comes like the present, .when, literally everything is
on the move, and when every one of us has to work
out his or her own intellectual salvation, then the
question of authority becomes a dangerous experi¬
ment, and it is far more advisable to instil into a
young person confidence in himself and let him rely
as soon as possible on his or her own powers. Now¬
adays what we need is independent initiative; meek
submission is played out.
“It is a most serious thing when the growing child
begins to realize the absurdity of the dictatorial
mannerisms of the German pedagogue. The in¬
stinctive notion, that it is all wrong, remains behind
for years and often embitters the memory of the
schooldays. In the home the position is the same.
Nothing can be more dangerous than blind, unrea¬
soning insistence on certain notions of respect and
authority. A bright child quickly perceives the in¬
justice of such a claim. Mutual respect, with inde¬
pendence, cannot be inculcated too early.
“It is often held that our drill methods merely
serve to provide a good educational basis; but, on
the other hand, it seems to me that American
methods tend to produce perfunctoriness and super¬
ficiality. Yet the latter are excellent, inasmuch as
they promote early independence and a feeling of
responsibility on the part of the coming generation.”
According to the above quotation, the pedantry of
authority has proved to be the peculiar educational
mistake of Germany, and likewise, the ideas of in¬
dependence and originality, carried to an excess and
become intellectual license, have left as their herit¬
age perfunctoriness and superficiality in America.
“Vox Populi—Vox Dei.”
Before we indignantly deny this statement let us
examine closely to see whether or not our German
critic be wrong. In this case we may be governed
by “Vox populi, vox Dei”; here it proves to be al¬
most axiomatic. Allow the answers to these ques¬
tions to prove the fact that our educational methods
do tend, in the minds of the people, to superficiality,
at least.
1— Why do our large music schools engage for¬
eign teachers (preferably German), almost exclu¬
sively?
2— Why are these schools crowded to their utmost
capacity when private native-born teachers can
hardly make a living?
3— Why are our orchestras nearly all German, in
many of them no English being used at all?
4— Why do we flock to hear foreign artists?
But why go, on—the case is proven—is it not?
We cannot claim that this is chance any more than
we can claim that the universe is the result of
chance. Neither is it a fad, as one prominent musi¬
cal journal would have us td believe. We Ameri¬
cans enjoy being “fooled” occasionally, but in the end
our long-headedness comes to the fore, and we
usually get good value for our money. For this rea¬
son our recognition of foreign supremacy in art and
music (and in almost nothing else), is significant.
Since this is so, WHY is it so? Because of these
reasons; there may be more, but these surely strike
at the root of the matter. As a nation we are in
too much of a hurry; we desire to obtain too much
wealth, and too quickly, and we lack, especially
among musicians, coordinate education.
Do we hurry? As I go about my daily work in
New York I am jostled out of the way as I walk
down the street; several men pass me on the steps
to the elevated going up two steps at a time; the
waiter who brings me my lunch spills the coffee (he
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wants to get my tip so that he can serve the next
customer), and so on. Instances might be multiplied
by the score; we are hurrying constantly, and to our
detriment. If we hurry in our daily life; can we
avoid the injection of haste into our educational sys¬
tems? Our teachers are a part and parcel of the
body politic, and are subject to the same diseases.
Music is a jealous mistress. It has been said that
this is preeminently an age of specialization, and
that to succeed we must dedicate ourselves to the
study of one subject, in order that being master of
it, we may dominate our competitors, and thus gain
our desires. In music we find also the idea that to
succeed we must eliminate all other education, be¬
cause it takes too much time. This means that the
musician with a college education is a rarity, and
that the musician who is a well-educated, cultured
man of refinement is almost as rare. On the other
hand, the great business man is almost always a
man of college education. But just here is the point:
does the college education really educate; is the
diploma a sure sign of a broadly educated man? As
we scan the columns of the current newspapers and
note the foolish things that are done by our edu¬
cated classes, those of wealth and position, we are
compelled, though reluctantly, to admit that a
diploma is not an infallible sign of education. Here
is where the musician may take hope. A college
education is good, but not absolutely essential.
With all of the modern aids to education sur¬
rounding the modern, man, he need never be with¬
out an education. The mere crowding of indis¬
criminate knowledge into our heads during the four
years in which the average man is least capable of
exercising good judgment is not educating in the
real sense; real education means the gradual life¬
time growth of power and assimilation of knowl¬
edge. A college education is an incentive to further
growth, but the lack of it does not mean a life-time
ignorance. Let us then realize that we, as musi¬
cians, need education, but that we may be specialists
and yet obtain it. Let us take advantage of all the
broadening and enlightening influences about us that
we too may be men of broad sympathies, quick in¬
tuition and quiet, unostentatious culture; then may
the musician say with justice that his education is
not superficial, and that his work is worthy of com¬
parison with that of any other profession or with
the similar work of other nations. If we, as musi¬
cians, can be brought to realize that we can educate
ourselves, in the highest sense of the term “educate,”
and then proceed to do so, the tendencies of haste
and money-getting will regulate themselves; they are
not causes, but results. The well-poised man of
education is never found among the classes pro¬
duced by hurried living; his work is never perfunc¬
tory or superficial. Let us acquire more of the staid
intellectual manner of Germany; let us keep our
originality and independence, but above all, let us
make our standards of work higher by trying to ac¬
quire, through a broadening of our intellectual life,
the mental equilibrium which combines the highest
efficiency with the greatest speed.

To savages and children the most interesting ele¬
ment of music is the rhythmic, as emphasized by
drums and strong accents on the- first beat. But
there are many grown up children in our concert
halls. They never are really aroused except when
the kettledrums thunder and the cymbals flash
acoustic lightning. That is something they can
understand! By and by these persons may learn to
like real melody, but the appreciation of harmony
comes late or never. To a certain extent the musi¬
cians are to blame for this. They play harmonic
music too much as if it were dance music. Instead
of emphasizing the first chord of every bar they
should accent the most important tones in a chord
and, especially, the changes of harmony. That
makes them more understandable.—H. T. Finck.
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WHY THE MASTERS DIED POOR.

It has been said that the great composers, with
few exceptions, have left the world no other in¬
heritance than their compositions, and yet many of
them received princely sums for their latter works
and fabulous gifts from crown heads, to say nothing
of the generous provisions made for them from the
treasuries of the states in which they lived. Yet they
died poor.
Perhaps Chopin's words to a lady admirer, in reply
to her question as to whether he was wealthy: "My
only wealth is in the richness of my musical notes,”
may shed some light upon the subject, if we inter¬
pret the remark to mean that most of the noted
composers cared not for any other kind of riches
than that in which they could endow their works.
We know that Verdi gave away much of his earn¬
ings to the poor of his native city, and that Schubert
was so good to others that he was frequently re¬
minded of his too great consideration of the needs
of the poor by his bankers returning to him his
order upon the bank with the words “No funds to
your credit” written across the face of the paper.
Schubert’s generosity was proverbial and once
caused him to write to a friend: “I suppose you are
right, my charity to others has made a mendicant
of myself.”
One of Mozart’3 highest aims in life was to live
to see the day when he had dispensed in philan¬
thropic works a hundred thousand florins, and we are
told by one of his biographers that before the great
maestro closed his eyes in death he had
given away three times this sum to the
poor of the country of his birth.
Beethoven loved money, and was very
exacting with his publishers in the pay¬
ment of royalties due him, holding
them to account for the last penny, and
his earnings must, too, have been very
great, for like Verdi he was the idol of
the hour, yet he left to his heirs but
little money. He wrote to one of his
pupils who asked him for some advice:
“Love money, but only for the good
you can do with it, and save every
mark you can until you have accumu¬
lated enough money with which to do
some substantial good.” Mendelssohn
dreamed of the good he could do with
the money he received from the royal¬
ties upon his compositions, and it is
said carried out many of his dreams.
He, like other great composers, left to
the world little inheritance besides his
marvelous musical creations.
Donizetti died poor, yet he could
have gone to his grave a wealthy man
for his time. Liszt gave away money,
but never without seeing first wherein it
wo.uld accomplish the greatest good, and when he
was on his deathbed he turned to his spiritual com¬
forter and said: “I have given away my silver and
leave to the world as an inheritance but the works
that have brought me the silver.”
Are Musicians Dreamers?
Gounod classed composers among dreamers. "They
live in an atmosphere laden with music, to them the
world is either a waltz or a dirge, gladness or sor¬
row,” and Gottschalk wrote of his own life: “A dream,
the air about which has been music, to-day the soft¬
ness and sweetness of a nocturne, to-morrow
possibly the power and majesty of a requiem.” And
the composer of the “Last Hope” was no exception
to the rule, he died a poor man, leaving to the world
much wealth, but like other great composers a
wealth of sublime music. He is said to have* earned
a fortune and yet he left not enough money with
which to raise a fitting monument over his grave.
Great musicians, like poets, have nearly all been very
visionary; “they have lived in the world and yet
been no part of its material advancement,” as Von
Bulow put it, when writing of the lives of two of
his fellow composers.
The world has been a beautiful dream in which
they have produced the music with which to enchant
the forms that have appeared in it. Money, worldly
possessions have been but as the means to sustain
the body while the mind dreamed and the fingers
penned the sublime notes that inspiration brought
forth from the heart.
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Fame seems to have had no other
to the most of the world’s greatest composers tna
as the wherewith, so to speak, with which th®y
,
to meet the physical needs, while the sp
’
seemingly, was given sway that the world mig
endowed with a riches of song and melody for
which it was forever after to pay its tribute of
gratitude to their creators.
Kind-hearted, generous and lovable has been the
disposition of most of the great maestros.
inpy
who could send gladness to the heart or bring
to the eyes by a few notes of their music were as
ready to weep with the sorrow-stricken as they were
ready to smile with the light of heart.
No class of men whose names have passed down
through the eras of history have give* to the
world’s poor and needy so much of their eart y
goods as have done the great composers of the past
two centuries, and if, as it has been said, Music
softens the heart and makes man better for its ex¬
istence in this life,” then surely to those to whom
we owe the most sublime creations we owe also ex¬
amples of beautiful proofs of the realization of the
saying, for in such lives as Verdi, Mozart, Chopin,
Beethoven and many others among the great com¬
posers do we not see a softness of heart that makes
man better, and to music the reason for this soft¬
ness of heart?
One has but to read the biography of a great com¬
poser to see that his life was a living proof of the
saying, “Music makes man love man,” and agree
with Liszt when he wrote of Chopin: “He was kind,
noble and generous, Chopin, giving to his fellow-
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man whatever he could spare of his earthly goods
and leaving to the world no other inheritance than
his music.” Yet one endowed his name with as much
love as the other has endowed his name with an end¬
less fame.
THE RESTING PLACE OF FAMOUS MASTERS.
The musical atmosphere that one nowadays
hears lauded as the sole point of superiority of
European musical educational advantages over the
opportunities to be had in our home country is
somewhat difficult to define. In European cities, that
is, in continental cities, there is an undeniable popu¬
lar interest in musical subjects almost unknown in
America. At almost any gathering in Southern
Germany or Austria you will find the members quite
able to discuss the musical masterpieces with a sur¬
prisingly keen appreciation. They seem to have im¬
bibed this information in some-remarkable way, but
investigation, of course, reveals that it i
nothing
other than an extension of the topics of general con
versation they have heard from their childhood'
Very few are the peasant communities that do not
boast of some ambitious representative studying at
some of the great government music schools
A
fine local pride is taken in all his doings, for, indeed
“may he not some day become a Beethoven a
Schumann or a Wagner?”
Another kind of musical atmosphere, that
critical barometers have often failed to’ record 'll

that which envelops the homes of the great masters.
Every true American who has visited the old
^dependence Hall in Philadelphia or old FaneuiI
in Boston knows the peculiar indescribable
S of patriotism which these famous spots undenilbly giveHere all our dormant school-book
history is suddenly galvanized into a living vibrating
reality. Washington, Hamilton, Jefferson and Adams
all step into the vision and we are brought into
closer touch with the trials and sacrifices which attended the birth of our great nation.
We present upon this page a picture of Brahms
standing before the grave of Beethoven in ,he
Vienna cemetery. Vienna is particularly rich with
memories of the great composers. At almost every
step in the old imperial city we are reminded of
Schubert, Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart. Many of the
homes of the masters still exist, and the musician
can have no more instructive nor fascinating pastime
than rambling about, the winding streets over the
same ground where these masters went daily,
Beethoven had several residences in Vienna, and they
are all filled with interest for the musician. He
sought the hills on the outskirts of the city, where,
in those days, it was possible for him to reach the
surrounding country for his daily walks and com¬
munions with nature. There are museums where the
personal belongings of the masters have been pre¬
served, and the musician who likes to come into
closer contact with the home-lives of these great
composers can spend a very profitable vacation in
Vienna alone.
The most remarkable spot in the
old Austrian capital, however, is in
the old Friedhof. or “Garden of
Peace,” represented here. In a small
circle we have the graves of more illus¬
trious musicians than in any other place
in the world. Here are buried Beetho¬
ven, Schubert, Brahms, Johann Strauss,
Millocker, Von Suppc.
There is a
monument to Mozart in the group, but
it is generally supposed that his remains
are not there. Haydn is buried in the
beautiful city of Salzburg, at the foot of
the Alps, not far from Vienna. Bee¬
thoven went to Vienna in 1787 and
stayed there continuously until his
death in 1827. Brahms went to Vienna
in 1812 and died there in 1897. Haydn
was a constant visitor to Vienna all his
life and died there in i8o->. Mozart also
spent much of his short and versatile
life in Vienna and died there in 1791.
Schubert was born near the city and
lived there until his death in 1828.
BRAHMS AND NIKISCH.
It is perfectly correct to characterize the art
conducting as absolutely modern.
Closely 0
nected with the development of instrumental mu:
it could hardly exist before Beethoven. Forme
the conductor had scarcely any opportunity of <
veloping individuality of conception and artis
originality. All that was asked of him was to b
ime m the traditional manner. Provided lie 1
some feeling for style, he could produce J
orchestral composition without flaw. The modi
V5 justified, indeed compelled, to dep
Te,n ” y ^rom the directions of the composers
mnv
tel?lpo and expression in order that
For in t 1ZC
essential intentions of the masl
»
were to direct the first mo
cording toth°Ven’S Kjnth Symphony literally
music ^onlri^K pr,lnted dlrections, this wonder
ductor
be. nl,ogcthcr unbearable. The 0
spirit of th
saturate himself thoroughly with
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THE

The Teachers’ Round Table
CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY
The Teachers' Round Table is "The Etude’s” Department of Advice for Teachers. If you have any vexing
problem in your daily work write to the Teachers' Round Table, and if we feel that your ques¬
tion demands an answer that will be of interest to our readers we
will be glad to print your question and tbe answer

THE KUNZ CANONS FROM ANOTHER
STANDPOINT.
In the November Round Table I made some criti¬
cisms of the Kunz Canons, deprecating their use
except for exceptional purposes. At the same time
I invited correspondence from anyone who had
found them useful. The Round Table has received a
letter from Mrs. Holmes-Harcourt of New York,
who comes forward as an ardent champion of the
canons. I am very glad to present an opposite view,
and shall be very glad if her letter serves to make
friends for the canons. It is always a good thing
for any subject under discussion to get both the
pros, and cons. Teachers and players will take great
interest in reading her letter.
Mrs. Harcourt’s suggestion that teaching pieces
should not exceed two pages in length is a most
excellent one. It is the habit of even mature minds
to weary of a subject and desire change. To the
child it is the very breath of life. It is a physical
impossibility to hold a child’s attention upon any
subject for long at a time. Therefore a variety of
topics at the lesson is desirable, and frequent change
of tasks will stimulate the interest. Elementary
pupils do not generally have time to learn more than
a page of a new piece for a lesson which in most
cases means one week spent upon it. A second
week upon the next page, and a third for a general
review makes three weeks, which is about as long as
a pupil’s interest can be held in learning a piece, al¬
though he may be glad to play it indefinitely after it
is once learned. Many three page pieces, however,
are practically but two pages so far as practice is
concerned, for in the ordinary “song-form”’ in which
most elementary pieces are written, the third page
is but a repetition of the first with a coda.
Mrs. Holmes-Harcourt’s letter is as follows:
“It affords me, an old music teacher, an unusual
degree of pleasure to give a little of my experience
with the ‘200 Easy Two Part Canons’ by K. M. Kunz.
Through many long years of teaching I have used
them most successfully. I certainly did consider
them a great and valuable find, and should not
know how ‘to keep house’ without them.
“Rarely have I found a pupil bored with them,
except the occasional one who is devoid of musical
perception of any kind whatsoever. The ‘Kunz Can¬
ons’ have served no end of purposes in- my expe¬
rience. They are very short, therefore the ‘agony’ is
soon over. The hands are always in a comfort¬
able position when playing them, the five fingers of
each hand being placed over the keys that are to be
used throughout the exercise, thus involving no
change of fingering. All keys, both major and
minor, are easily comprehended. They are excellent
little studies in time and rhythm.
“Indeed there are so many things to be said in
favor of these little canons that a letter could not
hold them all. Just look into them carefully and
notice how much easy work we find; and the really
fine phrasing that can be taught, and taken in such
small doses. Then, too, I have found the short can¬
ons such a tonic. A child readily discovers the
weaker voice, and wishes to make both voices sing
alike. This has been a great joy to me, many, many
times,-I am grateful to say.
“We are admonished that there Is a time and place
for everything under the sun. So we learn to be
discreet, and use strong meat sparingly so that the
pupil should ’beg’ for more, rather than lose his
appetite for what his prudent teacher has made taste
good to him. Personally, I am grateful beyond ex¬
pression for what the Kunz Canons stand for in my
nmny years’ experience in teaching. It has been my
good fortune to teach numerous unmusical public
school teachers who have many of them come to
learn about time,’ etc., and invariably the ammuni¬
tion used was largely the little canons, and without
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them or something decidedly akin to them, our
battle would never have been won.
“I believe in short, very short examples. It warms
the teacher’s heart to hear a young pupil say, ‘It is
such fun to hear the little tunes’following on behind.’
The charm of the ‘little tunes’ lies in the few well
chosen problems that have a definite purpose. A
number of the canons could be easily dispensed with.
There is too much in all of our piano methods. It
is a pleasure to me to note an improvement in the
length of easy teaching pieces. I always dread
a three page piece. Children dearly love short
pieces of varying moods. Such a relief from the
long and soon hated piece that palls on the spirits of
teacher and pupil alike.
“Variety is the spice of music, as well as of food.
Too much of one thing hinders progress, but a little
dash of Kunz’ Canons in the daily musical menu
will lead any talented pupil through the foothills of
Parnassus.
“I am wondering where the audiences of our
modern Symphony concerts are to come from, unless
the present musical ‘twigs’ are ‘bent’ to listen to the
strange mixtures of present-day music, and acquire
a taste for stranger sounds that the old music teacher
can fathom, and they say the worst is to come.
“Perhaps there are teachers who can suggest bet¬
ter material than the Kunz Canons. If so will they
kindly do so through the columns of the Teachers’
Round Table? In closing I wish to congratulate
The Etude on its excellent articles and general ‘all
roundness.’ Wishing all of those who are concerned
in making it an exceptional music journal continued
success, I am
“Fraternally yours,
“Mrs. Holmes-Harcourt.”

Many of the best teachers advocate the use of
Czerny because the simplicity of the construction of
his etudes enables the student to concentrate his
mind on the one point of technical development.
I would not recommend any etudes to take the
place of the Kunz Canons. Their function is a
special one. You will find an admirable article on
the use of the Kunz Canons elsewhere in this
department.
With the average pupil, with only an hour a day
for practice, I would not use complete sonatinas, but
movements from them. With such pupils the shorter
the pieces they ?tudy the better, if you wish to hold
their interest.
Elementary octave study, as well as scales in
double thirds and sixths, may be taken up in the
third grade. Not much can be done with their
thorough and systematic study until the pupil is
able to devote three hours a day to practice.
I infer that your question in regard to presentday composers of teaching pieces refers to ele¬
mentary music. Some of Durand’s music is of a
higher grade than that of Englemann or Wolff. So
many have written excellent teaching pieces for
young pupils that it is hard to make a list without
leaving out many of the best, but you will be safe to
arrange with Mr. Presser to send you on selection
things by Lichner, Spindler, Bachman, Engel, Hiller,
Reinecke, Behr, Bohm and Heins. Indeed, you can
rely on his judgment to send, you a selection of
pieces by various composers that are proving suc¬
cessful with the best teachers.
I do not know of any work on Bach in pamphlet
form. Perhaps some of our readers can help us in
regard to this. You can get a life of Bach ill the
Great Musicians Series for one dollar. You can
formulate your own questions by carefully search¬
ing out the important topics in each paragraph. I
should think it would be better to take up the lives
of the composers separately, and make, your com¬
parisons afterwards from what you remember.
Elementaire, a musical game. Great Composers,
musical game.
Musical Dominoes, by C. W.
Grimm. Allegrando, by W. L. Hofer.
Musical
Authors, a game. Triads or Chords, a game.
Sembrich is pronounced Sembreeck.
■ talks in The
an help me cut
ave been study-

“For a Ion
Etude, and at
of a difficulty,
ing the Peter;

n me Mathews'
:h and ^Technic.

Standard Grac
The Petersilea
Which’ is" the6

Czerny is- pronounced, as nearly as it can be
represented on paper, as if it were spelled Tchairny.
I should not advise the use of Czerny in every
grade, for the use of a single composer would have
a tendency to narrow the student’s horizon. Even
in etudes the pupil is the better for coming in con¬
tact with the work of many minds. Do not use
the etudes of any one composer too continuously.
For technical development in the second and third
grades you can use to advantage the admirable
selection of Czerny etudes by Liebling, in three
books, which is published by Presser. With these
may be judiciously interspersed selections from
Heller’s Opus 47, 46 and 45, for the development of
expression and taste. Mr. Presser also publishes a
most excellent selection of thirty of these etudes.
The etudes of Duvernoy and Loeschhorn rank
among the best for early technical training, and some
prefer them to Czerny. Czerny’s are simpler in con¬
struction and therefore easier for minds that have
never come in contact with music of a high grade.

"know3.” 6nSerS'

I had an acquaintance with Mr. Petersilea lasting
several years, and was conversant with his method
of teaching. I have made considerable use of Mr.
Mason’s principles as taught in Touch and Technic,
but do not remember to have seen the low wrist
and fiat fingers advocated for finger motions. Mr.
Mason prescribes the finger touch as follows:
“There is first the hammer-like touch, in which the
finger moves upon the metacarpal joint like a hinge,
the point falling perpendicularly upon the key and
remaining firmly upon the same place until the dura¬
tion of the touch is completed.” Also, “the finger
being raised in a curved position as high as possible
directly over the key. Let the upraised finger fall
with full strength.” This for direct finger action,
and it is the first stage of the Mason system. You
have acquired this from the Petersilea method. Now
in the Mason system you will learn that modern
piano playing demands that the fingers, hand and
arms be used in.many ways. You will preserve your
present method of direct finger action, but will add
to it the various forms of modern touch, all of which
you will need to have in full control.

te°xTl»okUPforinthi*epu^o^ ?" h^m0ny' ‘s’™** to fgJod

with the rudiments of music, and to be able to pi
simple music. Beyond this you will find directic
m Dr. Clarke’s book. Be careful to proceed v<
slowly, and do not leave one topic until it
thoroughly understood by the pupil. For your o
S'dlfre Mn 3lSO Pf0CUre 3 key t0 the exercis«
{Continued on page 137)
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classed with actors, and actors classed
m HE days when musicians
mere matter of record in historical books.
E desire to extend our most cordial thanks to the many friends who have
I
with mountebanks are n°"
the worid of music and the world of
sent us congratulatory letters relating to the Twenty-fifth Anniversary
Gradually the barriers betwe
g
ated them at social functions, and
of The Etude. We want to merit your congratulations by making the society diminished, until on y
-bb n has disappeared and musicians are admagazine more welcome to you’with each succeeding issue. We appreciate the now in most every country the r
iety. The thing that has brought this
good will and cooperation of all our readers and their recent expression of their mitted and courted in all Sraae*
musician’s character and the general educafeelings has been most gratifying.
about has been the elevation ol tn
what ;s known as the “four hundred”
tion of society. Sometimes we
drones, its ridiculous pretensions and its
«four hundreci” of our country is made
HE regulation of Sunday amusements has been a matter of considerable in our cities is going down, wi
culture, moral strength, character. The
concern to concert-goers and concert-givers in our great cities of late. odious newly rich members.
>
reputation for thieving that a
The Etude stands for the preservation of the spirit of the American up of the men and women ot
Sabbath. We believe most sincerely that the maintenance of one day of rest, members of a gypsy band who hadjuch ^ ^ ^ functions are ^ on ^
entirely apart from whatever connection this day may have with the theological detective was always elJgage (
amount of talent or genius, or education, or
beliefs that have brought it into general observation is a human necessity. This does other side of the bar sinist .
atone for lack of character. We have in
superficial culture, or reputation can atone lor ^ ^ ^ ^ most {ertile ^
not mean that we advise a resurrection of the somewhat grotesque “blue laws
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of our Puritanical forefathers, but it must be evident to all our readers that
there are certain meretricious performances being given in our great cities every
Sunday of the year that are so offensive to the ideal of a Sunday held by the
true American that these shows should be suppressed by the authorities.
There is a certain class of citizens to whom the church has little appeal.
They demand intelle'ctual relaxation on the Sabbath, but do not desire to sub¬
scribe themselves to religious beliefs. Churches of all creeds are continuing to
do a great work for the good. However, there should be some form of intel¬
lectual relaxation for those to whom the churches are not likely to appeal. The
determining factor, then, should be this question: “Is the Sunday amusement
proposed one that will inspire or educate those who attend, or is it simply a
ribald attempt to wile away a few hours with worthless songs and inane jokes?”
This is a very simple and direct differentiation, and there would seem little terri¬
tory in which to argue the question. There are many people who are much
more greatly benefited by hearing a great symphony or a great poem than they
are by listening t.o the individual religious beliefs of the professors of various
creeds. These people should not be denied such relaxation on the Sabbath. The
recent legal decision which put a temporary stop upon Sunday concerts in a
large American city resulted in providing the dangerous and suspicious oppor¬
tunity of placing the restriction of such concerts in the hands of the police de¬
partment. This is unsavory and opens the avenue to possible “graft.” The
suppression of the concerts caused great financial loss to musicians and disap¬
pointment to concert-goers; but, if this decision will tend to close the many
reprehensible performances given under the head of Sunday Sacred Concerts, at
which sanctified black-face comedians and pious acrobats hold forth, the de¬
cision is a profitable one.

mind a man who was a pupi^> R

W

E have the most sincere sympathy for the man whose inclination and
training have not led him to form an upright character. We do not
believe that music alone will make character, as those who continually
hold forth upon “Music and Morals,” contend. The power to resist temptation
and vicious appetites is not to be found in music alone. The magnificent mental
training that music affords to all who study it must be beneficial, but there are
other things which are of more importance. The famous case of Poe and other
writers seems to indicate that even wide and intelligent reading does not by itself
tend to malqe character. A clean, healthy body would seem the first
and thereafter the association with strong, upright men and women—men and
women with lofty ideals, broad views of life, powerful in their resistance of de¬
grading thought and acts. If you know such men or women hunt them out and
make them your friends. Read the works of then like Phillips Brooks, Oliver
Wendell Holmes Ralph Waldo Emerson, H. W. Longfellow, Robert Lewis
Stevenson, Ian MacLaren, and even Charles Dickens, who delved for “many a
gem of purest ray serene” in the mire of London’s slums. Do not make the
,ieirmg y°UrS"!f th.at y°ur character is so upright that it is impregWe need mils’ ■ wron?; T^at ls one of the fatal symptoms of moral weakness.
Sled tlachl
h Wlth„character’ fine- broad-minded, sweet-tempered, whofc-
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HA'T is sacred music? We are inclined to believe that all good music is
sacred. Just why certain compositions that' have been labeled “Sacred”
should be regarded as hallowed, and why other music should be looked
upon as secular, is a matter that we will leave for our religious conferences to
discuss and determine. From our point of view the whole subject seems almost
ludicrous. Tempo has evidently very little to do with the matter. Some of
the liveliest and most mundane tunes have been set to Gospel words and palmed
off upon unsuspecting.church-goers as sacred music. This music is ground out
upon wheezy melodeons on the Sabbath in sections where the inspired master¬
pieces of the great composers would be regarded as irreligious, if not sacreligious. We remember an amusing incident of an old deacon who objected most
strenuously to a new and lively anthem by a modern composer; He approached
the organist of the church and said: “Why can’t we have some real religious
music like this good old hymn ‘Jewett’?” When the organist assured the old
gentleman that “Jewett” was taken bodily from the overture to Weber’s “Der
Freischiitz” the deacon insisted that Weber was guilty of a malicious and daring
theft.
The “Gospel Hymns” have been the subject of almost ceaseless attack from
musical “high-brows.” There can be little doubt that many of these tunes were
trite, poorly constructed and badly harmonized. Few of them had any religious
significance whatever and many produced effects that were often strikingly
absurd to thinking people. There was, however, a necessity for music of this
class, and it had a distinct purpose. Like the many processes that attend an
evolution the purpose of the Gospel hymn was a good one. It served to supply
the normal appetite of a certain class of the American public for bright, lively
music. In a sense, it took the same place in religious music that the poems of
Will Carlton and the novels of E. P. Roe have held in our literature. The Gospel
hymns served as a bridge from the old methods, of religious music to the new.
They cultivated a taste for bright, taking church services and stimulated a taste
for music in the church that the old hymn tunes had failed to do. There can
be no doubt that these hymns have been of greatest value to ministers and re¬
vivalists in accomplishing religious advances that would otherwise have been
impossible. The Gospel hymn has not the hold that it had, although it still has
a laudable work to do. It is being supplanted by a class of musical composi¬
tions coming from the brains of trained musicians who are not above feeling the
human religious pulse. But as a bridge between the mournful, lugubrious musi¬
cal settings of Dr. Watts and other hymn writers of the past, and the more
logical church music of the future, the Gospel hymn should take its place in
the musician’s estimate as a very necessary and practically successful means to
an end The religious aspects of the question are beyond the limits of our edi¬
torial field. The renowned Henry Ward Beecher used to ask: “Why let the
devil have all the good tunes?”
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Europe that, his bearing might be considered courtly. What more cou d a man
wish for in his fight for artistic and financial success. This man is the mo=t
dismal and pitiful failure of which we have any record. Why. He lacked char¬
acter. Starting with the habit of borrowing small sums from friends under the
pressure of what he felt was necessity, but which was really unnecessary mdulgence in luxuries he could not afford, he gradually drifted down
Intoxication
and its various aide-de-camps in the army of vice soon enlisted him as a ready
recruit. He borrowed from everybody whose sympathy he could arouse. Upon
one occasion he wrote a set of pieces and sold them to several different pub¬
lishers. The publishers did not find out that they had been swindled until they
had gone to the expense of actually putting out the pieces. Parents began to
realize that he was far from being a desirable instructor for their children and
his work as a teacher dwindled to nothing. Fie is now living in obscurity and
misery. Charity is of little avail in such a case. A great pianist once gave this
man $500, advising him to go home to Europe and reform. The money was all
gone before the following morning and Broadway had another debauch to its
unenviable record.
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IN A PATH OF ROSES
Youth and Spring, and the world abloom.
Meadows are fresh with a sweet perfum

S.F. WILHELM
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THE MARCH OF THE TIN SOLDIERS
In order to play this with appreciation, let us first take a look at the little tin soldiers. Observe how rigid they are and how carefully
they stand in line. This is the cue for the manner, a) The left hand chords very sharp and crisp; the right hand tones .equ ally sharp,
almost stiff. b)No pedal anywhere except at the heavy chords marked s/1
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To Mr. Joseph Schreibe

HO! HILLY HO!
A Hunting Song
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TOO LATE
Andante

Words and Music
by P. DOUGLAS BIRD
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Vocal Department
OPINIONS OF NOTED SPECIALISTS

reed organ pipe. The main tuning is
done by lengthening or shortening the
reed itself, which varies the number of
vibrations in a given length of time,
BY HORACE P. DIBBLE.
but each pipe has an arrangement at
the upper end so that the pipe itself can
be lengthened or shortened. The main
With a slight alteration, Robert object of this is to change the power
Burns wrote the above words years of the pipe, but in changing the power
ago. and with’the alteration, it would it also slightly alters the pitch, and
seem as though they could be applied then once more the pitch of the reed
has to be altered.
just as appropriately to singers as the
Of course the regulation of pitch
way in which he used them. The aver¬
with a singer has to be done nonage singer does not hear himself as volitionally. In fact, all of those things
others hear him. If he were able to which we do non-volitionally are
hear himself he could easily correct usually done much better than where
many of the faults "of which he seems we use direct will power. There are a
to be unconscious.
great many muscles which are entirely
Perhaps the greatest fault in singing non-volitional, in other words, over
is being entrue to the pitch, and yet it which we have no direct control. For
is probable that there never was a singer instance, by the use of our will power
who was absolutely perfect at all times we cannot alter the beating of our
in this respect. This is not caused by hearts, nor the action of the muscles
any defect in the sense of pitch. If he which are used in our digestive ap¬
should hear others do what he does, he paratus; also the muscle of accommoda¬
would be just as critical of them as tion in the eye, which focuses the eye
to different distances, is a non-volitional
they are of him.
Obscurity of tone is caused by an un¬ muscle. If you look at an object near
at hand, or one off in the distance, the
due constriction in the back of the
muscle of accommodation will focus
mouth or pharynx. This is due to an
the eye to those different distances in¬
unconscious effort at breath control on
stantly, and yet that is the only way in
the part of the singer. There is no which you can cause that muscle to
doubt but when the tone is so placed move.
the singer hears it at a slightly higher
Non-volitional Muscles.
pitch than do his auditors, or perhaps
it would be a clearer statement to say
The vocal’ cords are just as truly
that it is necessary for him to think it non-volitional muscles as is the muscle
at a slightly higher pitch in order that of accommodation in the eye. For in¬
it may be heard right by his auditors. stance, if we wish to sing A flat all that
Many a singer makes a pleasant and is necessary is to think the pitch and
smooth tone as far as the absence of just the very fact of our thinking that
any harsh or nasal quality is concerned. pitch and endeavoring to sing it will
A harsh quality is caused by an ob¬ cause those vocal muscles to adjust
struction in the larynx.
A nasal themselves correctly. Now while this
quality is caused by an obstruction at is true, yet there are other muscles sur¬
the soft palate. While the tone may rounding the vocal muscles by means
be smooth and pleasant, yet it will be of which we may impede the outflow
very sombre, clouded and obscure, ow¬ of breath. The moment that we do this
ing to a certain amount of contraction (while we have no direct control over
the vocal cords themselves), yet the
in the pharynx.
The pharynx is the passage between effort at breath control, caused by the
the throat and the mouth proper. It is constriction of those muscles sur¬
thq back of the mouth or the top of the rounding the vocal cords, impedes the
throat. This contraction (if persisted action of the vocal cords and they do
in) is always sure to cause a tired feel¬ not as rapidly adjust themselves as if
ing in the neighborhood of the tonsils they were entirely let alone. If we
and ultimately will cause a swelling of tighten the volitional muscles in the
throat in our endeavor to control the
those organs.
Breath control in the body cannot be breath we cause the action of the vocal
learned hastily. It requires a proper cords to be less free and there is more
development of all ’the muscles used exertion there, thus making it neces¬
thereby until there is not only no sary for us to think the pitch slightly
longer any contraction in the pharynx, higher ii} order'that the tone shall be
on the pitch. This is also the case if
but also not even any anxiety there.
Owing to the eustachian tubes the we place the tone in the back of the
singer who is inclined to place the tone mouth.
Of course we are all supposed to
in the pharynx hears internally much
more of what is being done than does think with our brains, and yet in the
the audience. The office of these meaning which the writer intends to
eustachian tubes is to supply an equable convey, the pupil should be taught to
«dr pressure to the inside of the ear think the pitch at the front of the
drum.
Whenever your ears
feel mouth. The audience hears what we
stopped up, if you swallow, this opens communicate to the external air with
the eustachian tubes and allows the the mouth. You may have the most
The
a'r Pressure to become equalized, but wonderful internal sensations.
they also act like little speaking tubes audience knows nothing about them
and cares less, and let me say, in pass¬
to the internal ear.
The tuning' of the voice may be ing, that in my personal teaching I care
hkened somewhat to the tuning of a nothing as to how a tone is produced
OBSCURITY OF TONE CAUSES
FLATNESS OF PITCH.
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so long as I hear a fresh, free and
thoroughly lovable tone. Of course
the moment the pupil does not make
this, it is my object to explain, so that
he may succeed in doing so.
It is almost always the case with
pupils who are endeavoring to overcome
this constricted condition of the throat
and the wrong placement of tone that,
as they do overcome it, they have a
tendency to over-shoot the pitch.
While no teacher should ever desire
to have‘his pupils sing false, yet the
writer is always pleased to hear a
pupil (whose tone has been unduly
constricted) go sharp. He has learned
years ago that there are very few pupils
who have a faulty sense of pitch, and
he has found that as they learn little
by little to focus the tone in the front
of the mouth, controlling the breath
entirely in the body (so that there is
not even any anxiety in the throat or
the back of the mouth), that the sense
of pitch very soon adjusts itself.
Perhaps a better title to this article
would have been “Obscurity of Tone
Causes Flatness of Pitch and Bright¬
ness of Tone Sharpness of Pitch.”
Of course the aim of all teaching
should be to have the pupil forego all
the physical difficulties connected with
singing. Singing, in no sense, should
ever be hard work—it should be a joy
and a pleasure and should always be
approached from that standpoint, yet
the teaching of singing is infinitely
more difficult than the teaching of
piano. A piano teacher can show his
pupil what he should do with his hands
and how they should be held. He can
easily show the difference between
finger touch, arm movement, etc., to get
different effects. Of course, after all,
in piano playing, these physical motions
must be supplemented by an inner
something which is almost impossible
to describe, and yet, if the pupil lacks
that, will show in a certain mechanical
stiffness and woodenness of playing.
The great difficulty is that though
the singing teacher (if he be a good
singer) has certain physical sensations
connected with breath control and good
voice ! placement which are perfectly
definite to his consciousness, yet when
he attempts to explain these to the
pupil he is often at a loss for words
to make himself clear. There are many
sensations which no amount of ex¬
planation will' make very clear to
another party until that other party
begins to experience the same sensa¬
tions, when the explanation which pre¬
viously seemed to be almost in a
foreign language becomes very plain.
Merely because a pupil does not
grasp certain ideas in one lesson is no
cause for discouragement. If he is
really sincere and takes the thought
home with him and tries to put it into
practice, little by little the obscure things
will clear up. The teacher should be very
careful not to attempt to tell the pupil
the whole subject in one lesson, but if
he succeeds in making one point clear,
where formerly it was obscure, he
should feel that he has done good work.
On the other hand no pupil should
ever be offended because the teacher
tells him he is off the key. The writer
is something of a “crank” on the sub¬
ject of pitch, so that a badly tuned
piano sets his nerves on edge, yet he
has sung off the key and he has rarely
heard even the very best singers who
were absolutely perfect in this respect.
Of course we should all try for per¬
fection, but as the poet said:

so in learning to sing, we must not
think it can be grasped in a day but by
constant and patient striving, we should
try to reach the goal.—Horace P, Dibble.

MAKE HASTE SLOWLY.
BY F. W. WODELL.
’ The late Julius Stockhausen was
rated an excellent singer, a good
teacher, and a fine musician. But he
was not at all the sort of man for
young America. He seemed to have
an idea that art is long, that singers
could not be developed in one or two
seasons of study; that in art that which
is of value must be worked for and
that the element of time has to enter
into the training of singers as a most
important factor. In America we ex¬
pect to do large things as well as small
things in a hurry. Is there a large
building to be erected. Very well; put
up electric lights, run two shifts of
workmen, night and day, and crowd
the workers on the stage as much as
possible, without getting them into
each other’s way. This sort of thing
may do for the erection of buildings,
but the acquisition of the power to sing
artistically and with beautiful tone a
varied repertoire of good music is not
to be acquired in any such hasty,
forced manner. True it is that, owing
to developments in the art of teaching,
the best modern voice teachers are able
to do more for more people, and in a
somewhat shorter time, than used
many years ago to be possible. But the
making of an artistic singer takes time,
as well as thought and practi«e. The
mind has to have time to take in and
digest information and there must be
time for the formation of habits, for
the breaking down of former bad
habits by the acquisition of new and
good habits. In these days the- mere
tone-maker is not held to be a singer.
He must be also a well-read man, as
regards the best'prose and poetry of
his own language, and he must be a
musician. Which is to say that he must
understand enough at least of the
science and art of music to enable him
to analyze that which he undertakes
to interpret.
What is a four-year
period for such a work?
Extending the Compass of the Voice.
The compass of the voice, down¬
ward, cannot be extended; nor can it
be extended upward. The compass in¬
tended by the Creator is there when
the student begins singing. All that
can be done, in this connection, is to
remove obstacles, and gain skill in the
use of the vocal instrument. Take
away rigidity from the body and learn
to control in the act of singing the out¬
going breath. Gradually, as the power
to think a pitch clearly, to locate vibra¬
tion skillfully, and to will the realiza¬
tion of total concept without disturb¬
ing the condition of bodily freedom is
gained, the compass of the voice, up¬
ward and downward, will exhibit itself
more fully. In other words (and as
the matter is ordinarily stated), the
compass is extended. Breath is the
motive power. Skill in controlling it
for singing permits the body to remain
free from rigidity. Skill in locating
vibration according to pitch and
power is skill in the use of this free in¬
strument. They are inter-dependent.
Given skill in breath-control, in willing
and retaining freedom from bodily
rigidity, and in locating and developing
secondary vibration, all the resources
of the voice, including its full compass,
are available.
In the Workshop.
Really great teachers seem always to
reduce the number of their working
tools. They arrive at principles, and
then sift out exercises until they feel
they have just what is needed for the
work, and nothing more.
The late
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Freshness and steadiness are the
OR STRAIN IN SINGING. most valuable properties of a voice, but
are also the most delicate, easily in“‘.n.c are »»«»«“_
that in voice train- :ured, and quickly lost. When once
impaired they are never to be restored;
> . nervo^ ««»« ^faneSTS
„
__ ,
_
and this is precisely the condition of a
the olden Time, so much food
'is’the’ best method. Vocal
voice which is said to be broken. This
h drJnk were consuIned. At any rate, ercises of any description should
prostration of the vocal organs occa¬
Q one ever grows fat upon the mere ccmtinued only as long as the singe
sionally occurs even during the period
of savory dishes, we must takes pleasure in them, and is uneem
assume that these ladies swallow good, scious of fatigue. Physical exercise oi of study, in which case, if it be not
the result of organic disease, it maybe
whoksome food and plenty of it, and £ny kind is beneficial only as^Iong a
irrigate the oesophagus with plenteous does not assume the co™no“ . . attributed to injudicious vocal educa¬
tion; for whether the nature of the
draughts of generous wine. It is the iabor. jf persisted in beyond tha p
organ has been mistaken by the in¬
only way to grow fat that we-know of. it becomes injurious and, as iar as t
structor, or he has attempted by
0f course the “late supper” is a great voice is concerned, will resuir
obstinate perseverance to convert a
producer of adipose and, no doubt, permanent injury. *
Lmiy 7
from the fact that the singing must be gentlest method can the natural Dean y low voice into a high one, the error is
equally disastrous, the result of the
done upon a comparatively empty 0f tke v0;ce be best bro g
su.5Bg.av_
latter especially being utterly to de¬
stomach, it follows that by the time cuItivated and strenfhe"ed;
mice has three degrees of stroy the voice. The great object of
.. .
.. -jji- if
study is to develop the natural gifts of
an organ; not to transform or extend
them beyond their power or capability.
* * * A high voice may be seriously
Win.
Shakespeare, of London, talks
HOW TO
TO AVOID
AVOID COLDS.
COLDS.
an untutorea
untutored voice
voice it is “«>•
not --always- impaired
...... ~-.
HOW
ing an
impaireu by
uy too
i™ frequently using the
“breath control first, last and all the
contralto safe to depend entirely on the extent high notes in both chest and head
-- ..
. ,,
,1m breath
Once iI asked
famous contralto sate
aepena
.
' i
it.....
'-Iiut
.
.a winter
• tocompass.
_ emucy
»vn<r(mr9timr the
the timbres,
timhroc
tune.
The idea is that with the breath how
ghe weathered
after winter of, its
To determine the real _u„
.ogisters; by exaggerating
right all other things may be right, but
thousands of miles character of a voice, its natural and the force of the high notes (the
with the breath wrong it is impossible oi naro wum
„„A j|=
general sombre quality requiring more exertion
and
its general
ith the breatn wrong u is
travel from one climate to another “timbre’ <j. quality
j -,
m-- ---»-=■
produce tone correctly and witn
succumbing t0 the fashionable capabilities must be first analyzed and than the ciear); by loud and continued
laughter; by animated discourse, etc.;
satisfactory artistic results. To sing
ofVprofessional.
ascertained so as not to impair
well is to control the breath and
“That is a very easy question to yelopment by wrong treatment. A. all of which excesses cause temporary
fatigue to the organ and, if often re¬
“pronounce” well. And in truth that answer_
of all, you never see me Randegger.
pretty nearly sums up the whole matter swaddJed to the ears in magnificent
--newed, will inevitably destroy ib¬
of good tone production in singing.
furs. Beautiful furs are a temptation
rpHE change from one register to id anuei. Garcia.
Vannucini, of Florence, Italy, seems both for warmth and for the beauty of anotker should always be made a
to have brought his working principles them, but they are cold breeders. The
. of tones “below” the extreme
The secret of perfect production
down to four: Deep breathing, economy WOman who muffles her neck in cold
go that there will be, at the lies in the eradication of all faults
of breath; easy, natural condition of weather, then goes into close rooms . ct’ure o{ every two registers, a few from the voice. It is not until they are
mouth and features; tone “front. swept by frequent draughts and abound- «optionaf” tones which it is possible to eradicated that one fully realizes how
Tone
front—economy
~
'
'
. of
~f breath, yet ;ng ;n poor ventilation, is the woman■ take with both mechanisms.
The in the voice “nature defines the limits
keeping the tone front with a steady who will suffer from September till singer will be wise, however, to avail and our own will regulate the degree.”
breath pressure. Truly that is an art, May with colds and sore throats. Men himself of the power
_ of producing
On account of imperfect production
and one requiring a good deal of work are as bad as women in this matter. optional t*0ne~ with the mechanism of “it is generally, believed that remote
ere it is mastered. The secret of the Heavy overcoats and warm mufflers are thg jower regjster only on rare occa- notes are more difficult than central
“swell?” Keep the tone well forward, as famous cold breeders as a set of sions. To
_ force
.
. register beyond its ones.
the
This is not so; all effort is
the breath pressure steady, let the sables.
natural limit is, of course, infinitely error.” (Lunn).
throat expand and the chin drop
“Next as a means of warding off worse, and
auu ^,UIU
should ■
never be tolerated.
slightly. Again, “keep the tone against coids comes exercise. In this country The
actjce carries
■n punishThe classification of a voice quality
;th. Do
DO not let it get into
nuu half
Halt the winter is fine,
tine, bracing
pracing weauier,
tp
the upper teeth.
weather,
. .invariably
... ruins the voice,
at the beginning of voice culture is
■ throat.”
So much for coid enough, perhaps, but splendidly and
the nose
and tones so produced always betray frequently a dangerous undertaking on
health giving. Let trolley <
Vannucini in his workshop.
the effort, frequently in a most painful
riages and hacks go whizzing past you dggrec and are consequently never account of the mistakes that are easily
made. But it is not necessary to begin
_.i such days, and walk-tramp if it is -ery beautiful.—Lennox
ucaulllu,_
Browne, M.D.,
by classifying a voice. Instead of at¬
necessary—with well-shod feet through and Emil Beh;
tempting it the vocal teacher should
the snow. While you walk, breathe,
examine a pupil’s voice carefully in
Some one has been publishing an not the little sniffy breaths some
Common-sbnse
tells
us
that
the
voice
order to find out “where he or she has
illustrated article on the “Prima Donnas women take, but deep, long abdominal
best
fitted
for
that
which
it
can
do
the easy range of tones.” * * * Tosi,
of the Present Day,” and it is a very breaths. Fill your lungs with splendid
ost
easily
and
most
successfully.
in his celebrated book, says, “Some
noticeable fact that not one of them is fresh air many times a day. You will
The
range of notes on which it is “at teachers have so little experience that
thin. They all incline to embonpoint, live longer for it.
.
.
the true index of the they force a pupil (Tosi speaks here of
if not to downright obesity. 'Now, on
“There is diet, also. The chill of its best
first thought, almost any one would be. winter requires warming food, only category tc which it belongs; they mule voices) to sing long and high sus¬
surprised at this, and inclined to think warming food does not mean overeat- correspond, s a rule, with the middle tained notes with open chest voice. In
natural compass. Mere consequence the throat becomes from
that in the nature of things a prima ing.
Every woman ought to study portion of i
a safe guide; a baritone day to day more inflamed, and if the
donna ought to be a thin woman. In something of the chemistry of food, pitch ir
may cover the greater part of the pupil does not lose health and voice
the first place, her calling is a very ex- enough to make her understand its
she is many health-giving and heating properties, tenor territory, on the one hand, or of altogether he will surely lose his
acting and wearing
.,g,u.= upon her feet, and, especially The housewife who possesses this the bass, on the other, but in either case higher tones'.” Tosi wrote these lines
during the actual performance, her knowledge and who puts it into practice it will be distinguishable by compara- more than two hundred years ago—
nervous system is under a severe and will find the family doctor bills dwindle tive want of clearness and resonance Leo Kofler.
continuous strain.
She must of a to a merely nominal sum.”
in the notes which lie outside its own
necessity travel a great deal, both in
The daily abuse of the stomach, from proper limits. The untrained singer is
carriage and in railway car, and sub- overeating, from loading it with in- not to be trusted in regard to the
mit to a thousand and one petty an- digestible food, and worst of all, ex- nature of his voice, for the relative ease
noyances at hotels, in dressing-rooms pecting it to take care of heavy mid- or difficulty with which he delivers cerand on the stage. All in all, one would night suppers, is the prolific source of tain tones may depend on want of
think that all this hurlyburly would colds that are laid to other things, practice or on bad habit. There is a
wear a woman down to a thread and Many an attack of indigestion is fol- saying that no man ever sees his own
keep her there. But the very opposite lowed almost immediately by a heavy face in the glass; it ds still more true
seems to be the case, and one can cold, that is frequently very hard to that no one really hears his own
almost assume that the very moment a conquer. A cold is often the indica- voice. * * * If the master persists
prima donna begins to become famous tion of indigestion otherwise unrecog- in making the pupil sing in a way that
she commences to fatten up. It seems nized.
Overfeeding is as deadly at is felt to be a severe strain; if everyto be an unavoidable concomitant, an times as underfeeding, and the cold lesson is followed by distressing fatigue
absolute sine qua non. The only con- contracted by a man fed to repletion of the laryngeal muscles, pain in the
elusion that one can reach in the proves more difficult to overcome than throat, weakness or huskiness of the
premises is, that the physical act of the same cold would be by a hard- voice, then I say, whatever be the
singing not only creates a big appetite, working person whose body is not authority of your instructor, do not
but the movement of the abdominal weakened by eating too much rich food, listen to him, but rather heed the earth ever so hard and full of trouble,
muscles necessitated by the demands of The teaching back of this for the house- warning that is given you by your will be able to dwell in realms of
the vocal chords serves to keep the wife is that through the study of overtaxed organs. The. most skillful serenity and peace.
.His thoughts will become purer awl
digestion in a prime condition. Hence properly planned and prepared food she and experienced teacher* may err, but
a late supper of soup, salads, pastry may help to ward off the multitude of Nature is never wrong, and her’laws higher, his aims nobler and loftier, his
deeds worthier and better, and, thu?,
and sweets is tossed off with the s_ diseases which follow unhygienic living, have the sanction- of an unfailing- aee”.s
ease that an ordinary person wrestles —Go'od Housekcebine.
Housekeeping.
Nemesis.—Morell Mackenzie, M D
®ood music will have- made of him a
good citizen.—The Concert-Goer.

Manuel Garcia, of London, worked for
exact intonation, power
quality” t...w~0throughout the
evenly, same quality
—
compass, perfect enunciation, and the
bringing out of the meaning of the
text.
Exact intonation—let us consider this a moment.
No one but
admits this to be of prime importance
to the singer. What is the cause of
impure intonation—flatting or sharping? Lack of “ear?” Not always; not
most often. Usually a bad, throaty,
pitched production. Remedy the faulty
production, free the instrument, and
the falsity of intonation is likely to disaooear
Of course the mind must be
trained to think pitch clearly, definitely,

with
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the STORY OF SCHUBERT’S UNFINISHED
SYMPHONY.
BY H. J. STORER.
We know that some works in symphony form,
itten more than a century ago, reveal new beau. at every hearing, and bid fair to live for years
nd years, if not forever. But we would not conTder that a fragment, or unfinished work, which
lacks the completed symphonic form, would live as
long as the greatest of them in their perfect entirety.
Vet there is such a work that is nearly ninety years
old, and while lacking two of its. essential move¬
ments, is yet complete in its artistic unity; is a be¬
loved'household favorite with thousands of musi¬
cians and music lovers the world over; one that is a
work of the highest manifestation of inspired genius,
worthy of a place with the greatest symphonies of a
Beethoven or Mozart. It is the B minor symphony
of Franz Schubert, popularly known as the “Unfin¬
ished,” for it is deficient in the usual scherzo and
finale, common to most works of its class. Still,
notwithstanding its deficiency as to strict symphonic
form, it is an acknowledged masterpiece, that is
in the standard repertory of every orchestral organi¬
zation of any reputation.
Schubert little dreamed that this incomplete sym¬
phony would become an immortal work.
The story of its inception and the way it was
brought to light after being unknown for years
is of great interest. It was through a friend of
Schubert that the unfinished symphony was com¬
posed and in after years given to the world. The
name of this friend was Anselm Hiittenbrenner. He
was born at Graz, October 13, 1794, being three
years older than Schubert. The son of a well-to-do
landowner, Anselm became a musician, studied under
Salieri and settled in Vienna, where his brother, Jo¬
seph, held a government position.
The brothers became close friends of Franz Schu¬
bert, and recognizing his genius, did all they could
to advance his reputation. Through Anselm, Schu¬
bert met Beethoven shortly before the latter’s death.
In 1822, Schubert’s “Alfonso and Estrella” was put
in rehearsal at Graz through the efforts of Anselm
Hiittenbrenner, and it only failed of a performance
because the score proved too difficult for the orches¬
tra. The same year Schubert was elected to honor¬
ary membership in the musical societies of Linz and
Graz.
In return for the compliment, Schubert began the
B minor symphony, to be dedicated to the Graz so¬
ciety. He wrote the Allegro and the Andante in
October, 1822, and also nine’measures of the Scherzo.
But for some reason he laid aside the work and noth¬
ing more was done on it, and while Schubert visited
Graz in 1827, nothing further is mentioned of the
work, and it is certain that he never heard it per¬
formed during his lifetime*
After Schubert’s death his unpublished manu¬
scripts became the property of his brother, Ferdi¬
nand, who probably gave some of them to the com¬
poser’s friend, Anselm Hiittenbrenner, who had re¬
turned to his home at Graz. For years after there
was silence concerning the B minor symphony, and
it was not until i860, over thirty years after Schu¬
bert’s death, that it was mentioned.
In that year Johann Herbeck, the well-known con¬
ductor’ of the “Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde” in
Vienna, received a communication from Joseph Huttenbrenner (who all these years had lived there as
an employee in the government service) stating,
among other things, that his brother, Anselm, had
a great treasure in Schubert’s B minor symphony,
• which he thought was the equal to his great symphony ir ^ r any of the symphonies of Beethoven.
Herbeck visited Graz several times after learning
about this symphony, but took no steps toward
winging it before the public for five years. In 1865,
in company with his sister-in-law, who was an in¬
valid, he again visited Graz, and this time he sought
Anselm Hiittenbrenner, now over 70 years of age,
and living in a little one-story cottage at Ober-An1 z> near Graz. He found Anselm in a little coun•j7 inn, one morning, and told him that he was
ere t° ask his permission to produce one of his
'vorks in Vienna.
be. old man, who at first was indifferent to conbeg?atlon’ brightened up, and soon after took Heraffair g ,,
home. The workroom was a small
thino-’ ■
yell°w and dusty manuscripts, every0w * ln c°nfusion. Anselm showed Herbeck his
of fi;ri*nUSCriPts’ and of these Herbeck selected one
ten overtures for performance, and said that
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it was his intention to bring forward three contem¬
porary composers, Schubert, Hiittenbrenner and
Lachner, in a future concert at Vienna. Herbeck
thought it would be very appropriate if Schubert
could be represented by a new work, whereupon
Anselm took a mass of manuscripts from an old
chest, all by Schubert. Herbeck began to look them
over, and saw at once on the cover of a manuscript
the title "Symphonic in H Moll” in Schubert’s own
writing. Here was what he wanted, and asked if he
could have it copied at once at his own expense.
“There is no hurry,” replied Anselm, who said he
could take it away with him.
Herbeck returned to Vienna, and the symphony
was produced there December 17, 1865, at a Gesell¬
schaft concert under his direction. The program
stated that there was a third movement to this sym¬
phony, a “presto vivace D major,” but it evidently
was a mistake, as the nine measures of the scherzo
left by Schubert are in D minor.
In this way, after forty-three years, was the "Un¬
finished Symphony” given to the world. Two years
later it was heard in England and soon after in the
United States. Now it is familiar to all. But Schu¬
bert never heard it, neither did his friend Hiittenbrenner, who kept it so many years. He died in
1868 at Ober-Andritz.
HOW MUSIC HISTORY MIGHT BE TAUGHT
WITHOUT ADDING MUCH LABOR TO
THE TEACHER’S DAILY WORK.
BY JOHN C. GRIGGS.
Any solution of the above problem depends first
upon whether the teacher himself knows any music
history.
A scandalous suggestion 1
But in all
seriousness the pointing out of some formal feature
in a composition, an anecdote of its composer, or
a brief description of the general type to which it
belongs, seems not only an easy and natural event
in the daily lesson, but absolutely inevitable if the
teacher’s own mind is familiar with such thought.
We make too formidable a matter often of the
history of music. While it is almost as broad in its
entirety as the history of civilization itself, it is
wonderfully capable of subdivision, and may be
grasped in fragments more readily than almost any
other line of study. We happen, for instance, on
the subject of the turn. Explain to the student its
frequency at a certain period, as dependent on the
thin vanishing tone of the instruments then in vogue.
Two minutes is enough to fix the main features of
those two instruments for the pupil. If you want
to put in a date for good measure, do so. Arioso
might suggest another history thought. Start the
pupij on an inquiry as to what the aria did for in¬
strumental as well as vocal music. Again, all the
suggestiveness of personality is an easy point of
attack. How did Schumann happen to be writing
piano music any way? If you have read John Com¬
fort Fillmore’s little book on Piano-forte Music,
you can hardly keep yourself from telling your pu¬
pil about it. And so of the modern poetic element
in romanticism.
If your mind has followed with interest the great
contrast in the lives and productivity of Schumann
and Mendelssohn, it will without effort recognize
and emphasize in all later music the contrasting
principles defined by these two masters. An occa¬
sional invention of Bach will point the moral and
adorn the tale of polyphony. And this, too, with¬
out exhaustive historical investigation. A little read¬
ing here and there, ari occasional subject threshed
out thoroughly, frequent reference to Grove or some
other good dictionary, but above all a receptive mind,
and the material is soon in hand. These statements
do not minimize the complexity and profundity of
music history, but. rather are for the encouragement
of those who have feared that complexity. No study
has a greater culture value when pursued thoroughly
than this. Such a philosophical work as Dickin¬
son’s “The Study of the History of Music” may be
taken as a manual, in the light of which one may
for years study the facts of biography, of formal
development, and of spirit. Such study and reading
we all ought to be constantly doing. Our art is
too. large and noble to be comprehensively viewed
in any other way, and yet the teacher need not wait
till that work is completed before giving something
to his pupil. Even the simple song form followed
in Mac Dowell’s “Wild Rose” needs some recogni¬
tion of formal structure for its appreciation. And
how much more necessary is this recognition when
structure is more elaborate!

The binary form of the sonata in which so much
musical thought has been cast requires very much
conscious attention and study before we can make
it our own natural idiom, in which we hear easily
and unerringly. So the Scarlatti piece may be made
an example to the pupil of the incomplete sonata
form, at the stage of development when the “second
subject” had not yet been given its due importance.
Again, in regard to the minuet, what an opportu¬
nity for a moment’s explanation of its popularity as
an actual dance in a certain formal age, and of its
importance as one of the form movements of the
Haydn symphony! From that the next step is, of
course, to the scherzo of Beethoven and afterward
of Mendelssohn.
This is all discursive and will need eventual co¬
ordination. The time will come, sooner or later,
according to the pupil’s intelligence and apprecia¬
tion, when it will be wise to suggest some small
book like Baltzell’s “History,” Sharpe’s “Famous
Composers,” or Henderson’s “How Music Devel¬
oped,” but care should be taken that the young
music student, who may not have the habit of read¬
ing, be not repelled and discouraged by the difficulty
and mere size of the subject.
If the teacher be intelligent and earnest, ways will
be found at every phase of repertory study to lift
that study above the mere acquisition of “pieces,”
and to make those various pieces a recognized part
of the great lierature of music, each with an added
meaning because of its relation and contrast to every
other. The teacher’s work, if pursued this way, will
take on greater interest to himself, and without any
neglect of technique of performance will assume
greater dignity as a cultural study.
I repeat, then, “Constantly study music history
and opportunity will be at hand in every daily lesson
to impart its useful fact and stimulating thought.”
HINTS TO YOUNG TEACHERS.
BY F. W. GATES.
To much stress cannot be laid on the benefits of the
class recital. By playing for his class-mates the
pupil “finds himself.” He learns his weakness and
his strength. He grows in certainty and in self con¬
trol. This may be, for many, a painful process, but
it is a necessary one and one which adds interest and
prestige to the work of the teacher.
Routine is good; but the teacher who sacrifices
all else to his pet system or method is endowed with
more pertinacity than perspicacity. Cast-iron has its
place—but not in teaching methods. Many a musical
little soul has been so soured by rigid and un¬
sympathetic teaching that the enjoyment in music
died an early death and left that nature bereft of one
of the greatest pleasures of life. Sacrifice your method
if you must, but teach your music in such a manner
that it shall bring enjoyment, not disgust; pleasure,
not irritation, into the life of the child or youth.
A wide-awake teacher can do much for himself
and the musical atmosphere of a community by the
formation of a teachers’ club in which sociability is
mixed with musical discussion. Personal antagonisms
should give way to the discussion of teaching processes
and various allied topics. The atmosphere of mutual
respect and assistance thus engendered will be of
large effect to those involved. The larger cities have
such clubs and the only thing that militates against
their success in the smaller towns is the unfortunate
spirit of jealousy too often prevalent.
This same power is often the one asset of the quack.
He stakes all on his ability to make a good impression,
on his fluency of speech, his stylish appearance, his
warm hand-shake. Were he to don the cold manners
of the man of talent who feels sure of his position be¬
cause of his learning, the falsity of his pretenses would
soon be displayed. Even the quack may give a hint
that will aid in the success of a better man. Culti¬
vate the personal grip on humanity.
The teacher must be careful of how he ventures into
side issues. Unfortunately and incorrectly the public
has the idea that a musician can think only along
one line and that any business venture he may make
will detract from his teaching ability. While it is
true too much diversion of effort might weaken the
musical interests, a teacher should have the same
latitude for investment that is allowed the physician
and the lawyer. Yet it is not well to flaunt the
matter in the face of the public.
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Organ and Choir
Edited by PRESTON WARE OREM

PRACTICAL POINTS FOR PIANISTS WHO WOULD UNDERTAKE THE STUDY OF
THE ORGAN.
_
■
n1avera o{ the
That more piano PlayerS °f.
present day do not seek to attain at
least a working knowledge of the pipe
organ is a matter for speculation. Of
the many who study piano playing,
comparatively a small percentage take

...
plating taking up the organ, either with
or without a teacher, we would say, by
all means be about it. It is actually
less difficult than the piano m some reEPects and ,moreI difficult in but few.
And right here let us divulge a professional secret: It ts an easier mstrumen(. upon wluch to make an initial
showing By this we mean that many
indffferent or mediocre pianist has
become an acceptabIe organist. The

yp.,thc 0r.ga"'J°
!Lm‘ to vo
both instruments they seem to go
hand-in-hand, complementing one another, a command of each indispensable to thorough musicianship, ihe
early harpischordists were equally proficient on the organ, and the peat
classic masters, Bach and Handel, attained virtuosity on both instruments.
As a means towards the attainment
of true musicianship the value of
ot the
tne
organ can hardly be overestimated.
While the piano is undoubtedly tne
most useful of all instruments and one

piano, in addition to digital fluency and
technical talent, demands certain
peramental attributes in the player. In
tbe more mechanical organ these are
called jQr in lesser degree There is a
cbance for the industrious plodder as
wed as for the brilliant or tempdramentaj player. As a means of increasing one>s income in a pieasant and
comparatively easy, as well as profitabje manner
manner, the nrann
organ ie
is not iu u=
desp;sed> particularly in these days of
cjose competition and high living expenses.

drawbacT^chie^'cd^whkh ^s^its^ncapacity*for Indefinitely prolonging tone.

The chief object of this essay is to

“i
when rendered 0'»s£
on the piano must be

legato instrument, the legato
first to be acquired. Manypiamst
think they have this touch, othe*f *u
very positive about it; a few actual y
have it- H the student’s touch be
super-legato, frequently the 'as ,
organ will disagreeaWy infonu him
, ^fact
, - i—
landing ana
by -a ..-Mm
certain jangling
and um
ring H it be
a non-hgato,Ms^lbn
uc c
,*v.. »!>-■
equally in evidence. A little Pat•
and attention will correct either
■
The organ is a great encourager o:t a
curacy. At this point it may oe w
to suggest an instruction book f<>r
beginner; the briefer and
„
.
the better. Either “The Organ,
.
Stainer, or Rogers’ “Graded Mat(frials» will answer, but the latter_ is
more particularly designed to meet the
needs of those working without a masIn order to acquire a .smooth
«manuai» execution the exercises for
both bands given in either of these
k should be carefully worked out.
Thev should first be played on the
J^^^^al. drawing one or more
gGfoot stops. In a two-manual organ
tne 'Great” is the lower of the
keyboards: in a three-manual organ it
is usually the middle keyboard. Ihe
upper manual is the “Swell,” and, in a
three-manual instrument, the lower is
usually the “Choir.” By stops of 8 foot
tone is meant those having the same
sounds^n 'octav^higheis a^foot stop
an octave lower. It is not well for the
K^er to worry much about stops or
The one great Problem confronting
the w
organ beginner
..
is the ^mastM-y
I ,ot
the “pedals." The.organist must play

THE
himself automatically endeavoring to
the bass part with his left hand,
matter what may have been assigned
to it, and, curiously enough, he win
subtle relationship apparently
between his feet and his left
hand which seems to impel them
always t0 move in the same direction.
b;s must be overcome. The writer
advises taking the bull by the horns
and working with the left hand and feet
until the difficulty is overcome. Indedence of the right hand and feet is
^ comparatively easy attainment, consequently it may be safely left till a
little later; but in no case must the
and ieft hands and feet be comr g
^ {reedom q{ the left hand
f t has been gained. All the
a
excellent exercises for
b
_ Stick at them. when
thi P P
o{ bQth handg ^ ^
Pnally *
,
student has an addiis atte P
{rontjn„ b;m. be must
tlo”,aI,
score containing three
read from a Kon «mt«nmg t!l e
staves, *e, ^r thl r’ight tand th
middle staff, in
in either
either bass
bass or
or t’rebl
treble
clef, for the left hand; the lower staff,
in the bass clef, for the pedals.. Take
an easy exercise for this purpose from
one of the books and proceed as fol¬
lows: First, study each part separately
(no matter how easy); next, take the
two hands together; next, the left hand
and pedals'; then the right hand and
pedals; finally, all three together, and

threat and" lefThand'onfk
^ ^
^ win be wdl t0
! some preliminary exercise to at

interest to the casual organist or
.m° Z!°dtb
The lone: keys cor- foot stops of contrasting color and of
felt or imagine ra
teacher under whose notice it may
, with' the “white keys-” the about equal volume. This use of the
heard. Th.s is the case with all pas- ^ There are many> yery man£ wood
^ “WaS S” The hands may prove a little troublesome
sages containing susp
_ „ae.es con. students throughout the country to kpvinner should at once learn to locate at first and the writer rather prefers, in
taining changing or*auxiliary notes and whom self-instruction on the organ is fhe
dal keys without looking for the very first
the Hke On the organ, of course, all a necessity and while we must not for them or at them. A mastery of “key- the hands and feet, that both hands
such passages may be heard exactly as a moment be understood as underesti- board geography” is a prime essential P^y upon the same manual.
written.Agaii^while the piano affords mating the advantages of an expert- eitber in piano or organ playing. ExAfter these elementary
I certain limited range in tone color, en'ed teacher and ^roughly practical cellent “finding exercises” for the Hymn
exercises have been mas¬
chiefly dependent upon the skill and instruction from the very start, we pedais are to be found in both the Playing.
tered and some independ¬
manipulation of the player, it lacks the would say to those unable to command above mentioned works. Use one 16
ence gained, the student is
varied timbre and multitudinous con- 1
f beginning {oot pedal stop and draw the “coupler,” advised
advised to
to begin
begin the
tbe practice
practice of
or hymn
nymn
trasts afforded by the pipes and reeds
“SV i"!*
*■**£? “Great to 'Pedal.” The coupler is a playing and the study of simple, easy
of an organ in their many modifica® * 8
mechanical device which causes any pieces of the voluntary type. All early
lions. The organ, to be sure, has its «as°« ;™y;
pedal key when depressed to draw organ practice should tend towards
own limitations. It is a complicated ‘ e
chu’rch^oJitions of res^onfiWL d°Wn ~!th ^ the COrre*P°ndi.ng manual fitting the student for the playing of
piece of mechanism, constantly growtb“ra”'a®dihns tv resp0tlSlbl1 key. The advantage of this m practice some plain, easily mastered, church '
ing more complicated. Dynamically it uy w.u
4UU4Uimy,
and performance may be readily real- service. In playing hymn tunes on the
is weak, not being of itself an instruThe first problem con- ized. The ' first pedal exercises are organ the student is confronted with
ment of accent, affording but limited Difference fronting the pianist ap- played with alternate toes, with easy the necessity of adapting these for the
opportunity for the exploitation of in Touch, preaching the organ is the motion from thd ankle joint.
The organ. The ordinary hymn tune is
what may be termed the personal eledifference in touch, or, pedal keys are not to be kicked or written in vocal “short score,” the
ment in performance, i. e„ the touch more properly speaking, the difference walked upon. Attention must be paid soprano and alto parts on the'upper
of the player, considered from the in tone production. A piano key be- to the adjustment of the organ bench, staff, the tenor and bass on the lower,
aesthetic standpoint. The parallel be- ing struck sets in motion a “hammer” to suit the height and reach of the These cannot be played just as written,
tween the two instruments might be which is “tossed” against a string, set- performer. And here it may be well to the frequent repeated notes and occacontinued at some length, in nearly all ting it in vibration. An organ key be- correct a common misapprehension sional repeated chords being entirely
cases the qualities lacking in one instru- ing depressed sets in motion a contriv- prevailing among the uninitiated. The out 0f keeoinc with the true organ
ment being found in the other. The ance which allows the wind to enter a organist is not supposed to slide upon styie and giy;ng
effect too disjunct,
theorist and the composer should as- pipe, causing it to speak. The volume the bench. He may swing, as though There are manv wav<s of mvine out and
suredly be familiar with the organ. Its of piano tone starts to diminish or upon a pivot, in order to reach the key- aemmnanvin» t 5
, g
K , pt ...
literature, from the time of Bach on- “taper off” immediately, ceasing when board extremities, but slide, never.
^
y?ln .
?S'
ward, offers surpassing material for the the key is released. The volume of
The next step in the ferrinot(?
various
study of musical structure of all kinds, organ tone continues unchanged until The Pedal mastery of the “pedal excellfnt work^on* the subject to
and the instrument itself renders pos- the key is released. The tracker action Problem.
problem” is a still more more ik
*
°n, j
S., • ,11
sible the reproduction of innumerable was described in the organ department
important one-more
™°r,e ^borate methods. It is well
orchestral and choral effects, most of of the January Etude. In addition to plicated, in the nature of a puzzle- the tune
p ace,t° P1fCVCe. 1 L;
which are impossible on the piano, this, the oldest, and most frequently use of manual and pedal comSd' and
*
’ b°th
I
We have referred to Bach and Handel found, are the various forms of pneu- the attainment of the necessarv in He- „
U&1’ us,n® 8 foot stops. In o
as organists. Many of the more mod- matic actions and the electric actions, pendence of hands and feet
Thi=
ry hymn playing a good gene
ern composers have been accomplished These latter are found more frequently problem is, after all lareelv a’ mental "t l° folloY ls: T,e over all repeate
organists; Mendelssohn, in particular. i„ large modern organs.
They are one. The pianist has been accusTom^ «otes occurring in the inner (a to an
Schumann and Liszt became suffi- both much lighter to the touch than to playing the bass or foundaHnrfal^ll tenor). voices; play all repeated note
ciently interested in the organ to write most tracker actions, none of the organ of the harmony with the left ha nH P t
OCCUIT.lng >“ the melody (soprano part),
for it most effectively. Among great actions “feeling” to the player exactly organ playing it is with a
- *
n Use ^lscretlon as to tying over re
living musicians Saint-Saens is equally Hke a piano action. There are many tions, assigned to the nedaH
Peated notes occurring in the bass> "“
noted as a composer, pianist and or- methods of “striking” a piano key: an hand being free to fill in
, d° n?t tle to accented notes. N«ti
ganist, and the ultra modern Max organ key “pressed down,” briskly and harmonies or to perform a free a
Practice the hymn, using the pedaIm¬
Reger
is
an
organist.
precisely, with unvarying force. Al- dependent
of more
nr i. n . n* Por th‘s purpose draw a moderately
°
. .
,
*--^“
uvpvnuviH part 01
ITU
.u--:t„
. portance.
--- lau:e
,or le£s im- strong 16 foot pedal stop, draw several
To those pianists who are contem- though the
organ is not necesarily a
Now
the
1
1
find 8 foot stops and a 4 foot Flute on tie

rre,t manual and add the coupler,
r eat to Pedal. Play the soprano and
oarts with the right hand, the tenor
a'lrt with the left hand, and the bass
S with the pedals. The left hand
mav also be used to assist the right by
taking on occasional extra notes. The
oedals should take the bass part as
written, except that occasionally it may
he played an octave lower, but never
Ls than an entire phrase may be so
aken Few rules can be given for
fingering on the organ. The capabilities of individual hands must be
studied. In order to obtain a strict
legato much substitution or shifting of
fingers must be resorted to. All the
books give excellent examples of the
best ’ methods of pedalling all the
passages ordinarily met with. Follow¬
ing the elementary works mentioned
above the student is recommended to
take up Geo. E. Whiting’s “Twentyfour Progressive Studies” (now in
press), a most practical work, ex¬
hibiting sterling musicianship, which
the writer has had the pleasure of
reading in advance of publication.
Registration, or the
Registration, use and management of
the various stops, is
largely a matter of taste and dis¬
crimination guided by practical experi¬
ence. No two organs are exactly alike
in specifications, and stops of the same
or kindred names frequently differ in
volume and voicing. One who masters
the art of registration has at the same
time developed some knowledge of
orchestration and elementary acoustics.
In the beginning one should frequently
consult the text books and follow as
closely as possible the printed sugges¬
tions given in all good editions of
organ music.
For practical directions for handling
the church service the student is re¬
ferred to the following works: Dr. J.
F. Bridge’s “Organ Accompaniment of
the Choral Service” (a short but use¬
ful work); Dudley Buck’s “Illustrations
in Choir Accompaniment; with Hints
on Registration” (a large and very
comprehensive volume), and the re¬
cently published book by Dr. Madeley
Richardson, entitled “Modern Organ
Accompaniment.” Finally, the student
is advise'd to take up the organ works
of Bach as soon as possible, beginning
with the short and comparatively easy
preludes and fugues and continuing in¬
definitely thereafter.
As to whether or not organ playing
■s detrimental in any way to one’s
piano playing is a subject upon which
much has been said pro and con. It has
been occasionally discussed in these
columns. The present writer is firmly
of the opinion that organ playing,
judiciously handled, is more of a help
t an a hindrance to finished pianism.
In support of this contention it is only
necessary to refer to the long succes°n of distinguished musicians who
W,6 b.een> and still are, successful with
noth instruments, and whose knowltn tt, the °rgan has added so much
i,; \-trUe cath°Iicity of their musicianship.—Preston Ware Orem.
THE MAN IN THE PEW.
»heTtb!rafi!natte. f?r sPeculation as to
eh™. 4- tae mal°rity of organists and
I /''6-t0rS eadeavor to take into

2t
„ontthe^s of those who
week
Cn t0 tbelr musical efforts
organist '
How far does the
place of h!* «° put. ^self into the
casual
tne man ’n the pew?” A
Sa olnrJ!y .0f the. -ious service
daiIy press° ai:,qTly printed in the
gestedP th.
d elsewhere has sughonestly seek
organist?
ek to learn the tastes and
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measure the musical understanding of
those whose worship) it is their duty
to conduct? Do they seek to fathom
public opinion, first conforming to it,
then gradually educating and leading
it to higher things, or do they seek to
force, or totally disregard it?
After all, what does the American
church-goer most appreciate in worship
music? A short time ago Mr. Frank
C. Wade, of Cleveland, communicated
with a number
of representative
organists in various parts of the
country, asking them to name the
anthems and organ pieces which were
found to be most effective in their
work and best liked. An analysis of the
lists sent in reply is both interesting
and instructive.
American taste in
church music, as well as in secular
music, shows a certain decided trend.
Now, certain critics and a few peda¬
gogues will tell us that good music is
only for the few, the highly educated.
But who’s to say authoritatively what is
good music? We know, of course,
what is not good music: music that is
trite, . commonplace, vulgar, crudely
conceived, badly made. But music may
be good, very good indeed, and yet be
such as can readily be understood by
others than those highly skilled and
with trained musical perceptions. Good
music is not necessarily complicated, or
dry, or obscure, or needlessly difficult.
Now the ideal American
The Ideal church music must first of
American of all
possess definite
Church
melody, melody which will
Music.
impress itself upon the
listener as such. It must
have motion, genuine rhythmic swing
and variety in rhythmic treatment. It
must be rich in harmonic color, but
not too extravagant in this respect.
Anthems which combined all these
qualities in the highest degree were
those which obtained the most votes in
the symposium above mentioned. It
is quite evident that we are. gradually,
forming a school of our own of Ameri¬
can church music, appropriating to our
use such compositions of other schools
as approach more nearly to our own
requirements. One thing is certain, the
music of the English school, upon
which so many of our organists seem
inclined to depend, with the exception
of the works of a few gifted modern
writers, will not answer at all. It
lacks melody, it is not rhythmically
interesting, and its prim and academic
counterpoint does not appeal to us.
American musical taste, in and out of
church, can be and is being uplifted
and educated, but by gentle guidance,
not by force.
The music of certain continental
composers, particularly the French,
seems- to have many of the qualities
which appeal to American listeners.
This adds materially to the range of
selection, particularly when organ vol¬
untaries are considered. The reason
so many congregations seem unap¬
preciative of the organ voluntaries lies
in the fact that proper selections are
not made. The organ is not necessarily
a legato instrument, nor is it merely a
vehicle for the exploitation of contra¬
puntal problems; and the writer ventures
to agree with Berlioz in failing to per¬
ceive anything particularly devotional
or ecclesiastical in the ramifications of
a fugue. Seek the same qualities in the
organ voluntaries as are demanded in
the anthems. Let the organ selections
be cheerful in character.
It goes without saying
Simple
that church music cannot
Music
be too well rendered or
Desirable, too carefully rehearsed.
Congregations notice such
things more than some organists and
singers seem to imagine. And this ap¬

plies to the entire service, the hymns
included, as well as to the anthem
portion.
The majority of listeners
would rather- hear a simple number
well rendered in every respect than
hear an overly ambitious selection
either butchered or carried through on
sheer nerve. Many elaborate service
lists look far better in print than they
sound in actual performance. Always
aim to make judicious selection of mu¬
sical numbers and perform them as
flawlessly as possible, working to this
end with devotion and enthusiasm.
The organist and singers are not en¬
gaged for the exploitation of them¬
selves and their own peculiar musical
likings, but that their abilities may be
heartily devoted to the common good,
the guidance and uplifting of the mu¬
sical service.—Preston Ware Orem.

THE INTERLUDE.
This is often a desirable addition to
a hymn. On many occasions a short
hymn requires lengthening.
Each
organist will know his own needs.
Sometimes an offertory hymn requires
extending; sometimes a processional
hymn; sometimes one for the Com¬
munion,
In every case the aim should be at a
really artistic effect. The organ part
should suit the situation. The writer
has sometimes heard Interludes sound¬
ing positively absurd through the
player’s injudicious selection of regis¬
ters. The part should not be played in
a timid, hesitating way, as though apolo¬
gizing for its intrusion.
At the cessation of the voices it is the
opportunity for the organ tone to come.
to the front. For instance, the Inter¬
ludes for a martial processional hymn
should be played on the loud stops—the
tubas, the pedal reeds, the full Swell,
the full Great. When the voices cease
the organ tone should be increased.
The writer has heard the Interludes be¬
tween two fortissimo verses played on
the Swell Voix Celeste (as if the organ
were ashamed to be heard!). On the
other hand, between two quiet verses,
as at the Communion time, the soft
stops should be used. And here is the
opportunity for the solo stops; these
may often be introduced with admirable
effect.—A. Madeley Richardson.

Sir Geo. Martin, organist of St.
Paul’s, London, says: “Although it is
generally desirable to combine the
offices of organist and choirmaster, yet
in cathedrals and churches where much
elaborate music is being done the only
way to get the best performance is by
having a conductor. This is becoming
more and more customary, and in this
case the organist would be subordinate
to the conductor. Of course, in the
case of unaccompanied music a con¬
ductor is absolutely necessary. It is
extraordinary how well certain choirs,
accustomed to sing together, do with¬
out a conductor; but the attack can
never be as firm and confident, and the
finish can never be so refined, as when
the voices are under the influence of a
sympathetic and able conductor.”

What is declared to be the oldest
organ in the world has been found in
the Swedish island of Gotland. The
organ spoken of, or the remains of it,
was found in a little church in a terri¬
tory called Sundre. The keyboard and
pedals are still to be seen. The out¬
side is covered with pictures of the 13th
century.
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Violin Department
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE

.
ever, the matter is entirely different in
string can be set in vibration
y
mechanical means, to he sure , b t th_
effect cannot possibly approac
touch of a skilled violinist. By
practice the strings „f the vioiin and
the bow become as mtimately idenu
fiedwith the violinist as the vocal coru^
of the vocalist, and are under as com

a
ssa
derful pieces of

mechanism which can

tsrts’-vsi’sr-sfH

be imagined—swells, accents of any
strength, from
from a
a, genue
^le^emphasis^ * j
strength,
the most powerful sfa, long s^ta
d
organ tones, or the lightest, dainUest
staccato. How crystal discs are g
B
to produce all this amazing var y
tone is past my c°rapreh^"SfI • ”;onation.
Then take it m the case of in
The player violin described
would have an intonation exact:ly
that of the mandoHn or any other^nstrument with frets.
»ou
gcale
be impossible to use the
who
which is used by every vio
tem_
possesses a refined ear, an
e

j remember a striking instance of the
^ q{ the first method m the case of
prof g E. jacobsohn, now deceased,
^ played very little with his pupils,
jaCobsohn was one of the greatest
lin teachers who ever gave mstrucUnited States. He was a
heaven_born teacher, and produced a
,—„
,ir)„ nf
long line
of distincuished
distinguished omuls
pupils, o.-u
such
as the eminent violinist Max Bendix,
Leon Marx, the well-known violin
soloist, and a long list of others. He
was a Russian and was at one time concertmeister of the Theo. Thomas or¬
chestra. I remember visiting him on
one occasion in Chicago at_ the conseryatory where he taught. I found him
busy teaching and he invited me to take
d ^ after j had explained tt him
WQuld be glad to watch him give
& few lessons. I stayed the entire after,
noon, so interesting were his methods.
There was a piano in the room, but it
was closed and had a half ton of books
jt and be never used it once the
aft£rnoon. Nor did he use the
violin except to illustrate one single
phrase to the pupil. He did not have
his own violin in evidence, but reached
for the pupil's violin. “Play the phrase

were manipulated with bows exactly as
AUTOMATIC VIOLIN PLAYER.
in hand playing, and the bows were set
It has come at last. Not satisfied in motion by a mechanism operated
with trying to put pianists and piano from a key-board, like that of a piano
teachers out of the business, by means or organ. The invention never achieved
of “player” pianos, inventive genius more of a success than a musical toy,
has now produced a mechanical violin as it had no artistic value whatever. It
player, which operates on the pneumat¬ was almost impossible to keep it in
ic finger principle, controlled by a per¬ tunc; the numerous strings were con¬
forated roll of paper, on the identical stantly breaking, and practically no
plan used in mechanical piano players. shading, swells or expression were pos¬
The new invention, which will soon be sible, as there was no provision made
on the market, is described as follows: for increasing the pressure on the bows.
The German inventor had all his labor
"The latest automatic musical device for nothing, as the only specimens of
is one which will play violins and kin¬ these violin organs are a few scattered
dred instruments. This has been pro¬ through museums and collections of
duced after seven years of experiment¬ curious musical instruments.
ing.
Other mechanical violin players have
“The instrument requires no alteration
in the violin itself and any violin may usually been built on the principle of
be placed in the player and removed the hurdy-gurdy, where a revolving
natural bowing was a perfect parallel to the
wheel bearing rosin on its surface took effect would be 1 ery ba >a
without injury.
bridge* and command a *»d-™,<
“The parts are pneumatically con¬ the place of the violin bow, and the
difficult for an the left-hand work and general position
trolled in a manner similar to that of various tones were produced by finger¬ scale whicti is ox
the ordinary piano player. A per¬ ing the strings with the left hand as in l dinarTmusic^ive^whots not been His theory was that the teacher who
forated music sheet selects the notes ordinary violin playing, or by little educated fa music to even tune the four plays the piano or violin with the pupil
which are to be sounded^ The sheet hammers over each note which pressed open strings of the violin, so here again most of the time cannot possibly give
would be !n objection to’the use of the the proper attention to a rigid obsem
travels over a ‘tracker board’ provided the strings down on frets.
The latest invention on the pneumatic player violins bv the general public.
with the usual ducts in which an
ance by the pupil at all times to the corexhaust is maintained. There are two principle as described above is, however,
Nothing is said about any contrivance rcct method of bowing position of the
the
most
ambitious
yet,
and
will
prove
ducts for each note, and as these are
for producing the pizzicato, or the com- fingers and all the smaller details which
of
great
interest
to
the
violin
world,
uncovered by perforations in the music
bination of bowing and pizzicato to- are of such immense importance m
sheet, the air rushing into'one of the not in the hope that it will prove of the gether which is used in so many vir- violin playing
He was a man of
ducts acts through the medium of the least real artistic value, but from curios¬ tuoso pieces for the violin, and which intense individuality and boundless
usual valves and pneumatics to press ity to hear what can be produced in the are great beauties in violin playing. I energy, and nothing escaped his eye.
a finger down on one of the violin way of violin playing by purely mechani¬ do not see. either, how the sharp needle The pupil was never allowed to de¬
strings at the proper point on the finger cal means.
Lovers of the violin who cannot play points of tone produced by true “stac- viate a hair’s breadth from the true posh
board, while the air in the other duct
cato” bowing could be produced by tion of body bow-arm or left hand an
puts into operation the bowing mechan¬ themselves when they read the pre¬ discs. In no class of instruments is fingers. The result was that he turned
liminary
advertisements of this new
ism of this string. The bowing is done
such an immense difference in grada- out pupils whose playing was perfection
by means of four crystal discs, one for "player” violin will no doubt look for¬ tion of tone possible as is the case in itself. I believe he did more talking
ward with rapture to the possession of
each string.
instruments played with the bow. The and less playing than any teacher we
“The fingers of the violin player are a contrivance into which they can put violinist who has his bow arm under ever had in America,
sixty-live in number, although more can their violins, start the foot pump to perfect control can produce tones of imOther teachers have excellent success
be added if desired, to reach the ex¬ working and have the perforated paper mense power or sink to the faintest developing pupils by constantly accomtreme range of A and E strings. There roll grind out a Paganini concerto or whisper of tone. Here again I fail to panying them on the piano, and others
St. Saens’ Rondo Capriccioso, in a style
is a finger for each one.
see how mechanical means can effect ' again think that the more they play the
“In front of each string is stretched a something like that of Fritz Kreisler or
violin
for the pupil
these same degrees of power.
.
** and illustrate vi
-»«■
rubber band, upon which .the ends of Kubelik.
The machine will no doubt be made ous passages the better will be his
On the surface, or to one who does
the fingers strike, thus producing a
to be either operated by a human opera¬ progress.
not
understand
thoroughly
the
princi¬
touch like that of the human finger,
No doubt the really proper method
tor or can be made strictly automatic
ples
of
violin
playing,
it
would
seem
and making it possible to imitate the
that this new invention might have, the and operated by electricity as is the would be to adopt different methods
‘slide.’
with different pupils. Some pupils soon
“The tremolo is- produced by a set of immense vogue which the player piano case with pianos, banjos, harps, etc., ...... __—__ r.r_ __
which have a great vogue in museums, learn correct bowing, position and leftfour hammers, which are actuated by has enjoyed. The principles of violin
electric vibrators of the type used in and piano playing are so radically dif¬ moving picture theatres, cafes, etc. hand work, and after correct habits in
call bells. When a hammer vibrates ferent, however, that I am afraid that Violin and piano music is extremely these are established the teacher is free
against a string, next to the bridge, the the “player” violin will prove a great popular even if it is not of the highest to assist the pupil with the piano or
tremolo effect is produced on that disappointment. The “player” piano is artistic type, so we may expect to hear violin as seems best. One thing is of
string. All the strings may have this an undoubted success. It has been en¬ many of these player violins in places the most vital importance, and that is
effect, or one, as the character of the dorsed by and has interested some of of this character operated in connection that the teacher should first see that
the world’s greatest pianists and gives with the piano. For compositions of a the bowing and left-hand work of the
music demands.
“Directly over the violin are four the greatest possible enjoyment to high order, however, the player violin pupil is perfect before he allows the
small pitch pipes, which are blown, on thousands of people who cannot play can never, from the nature of the case, pupil to do much playing without the
• ■ * • eye of- the
••
’
watchful
teacher.
pressing a button, by causing the air to the piano and to many who can. It is be as successful as the player piano.
pass through the pipes, each of which even in use in some of the large col¬
gives the tone of one of the strings G, leges to illustrate musical lectures, and
Teachers of the violin difMany child)
D, A or E. The operator then tunes is used to some extent by teachers who
fer greatly in their method of A Tuning Key
learning to play
the violin in unison with the pitch pipes. are not able to play offhand the great The
violin, at the age
“The tempo is varied by means of a virtuoso works in the literature of the Lesson procedure during the lesson For
hour. Some teachers devote Little Violinists, from six to tw
friction pinion, which is moved radi¬ piano. While of course it is no more Hour.
find great diffic
cally on the face of a large driving to be compared to the playing of an
a11 .t^leir time t0 watching the
artist than the photograph of a scene pupil’s position, bowing, fingering, in tuning the violin owing to the
wheel.”
There have been a number of inven¬ is to be compared with the scene itself, phrasing, etc., rarely playing a note that their fingers are too weak to
tions in the past for the production of with all its color, light and shade and themselves; others sit at the piano and the pegs.
A simple contrivanci
mechanical violin playing, but nothing perspective, still the player piano at either play the notes of the violin part obviate this difficulty, which almost
on the principle outlined above. A least plays the notes and plays them m unison with the pupil or else the one can make, is a wooden key mat
German inventor some years ago spent correctly, and in compositions of a cer¬ formal accompaniment to the etude or bard wood and with a groove thrt
many years perfecting a violin organ. tain character gives a fairly successful composition being played; others again the center, sufficiently wide to a<ta
The strings were of catgut, and the imitation of hand playing.
play the violin in unison with the pupil slipping over the peg. Almost an
When it comes to violin playing, how- for a great part of the lesson.
compass of five octaves. The strings
with a block of hard wood and a

1

1

sw « rrivals
“if

cm make one of these keys, with which
the smallest child can turn the pegs of
t|ie average violin. It is strange that
none of the music dealers have thought
of making a key for the use of children
v;jth weak fingers to turn violin pegs.
The tremolo is one of the
The
greatest beauties of violin
Tremolo. pjayjng when judiciously
ttSed. “Life under the fingers” is what
Cesar Thompson, the great Belgian
violinist, calls it—an extremely striking
phrase. Many players, however, simply
‘ run it into the ground”, by its too con¬
stant use. With some it is a constant
wiggle- Their fingers are never still;
it is a constant tremolo even on six¬
teenth or thirty-second notes. Nothing
of course can be more absurd than
using the vibrato or tremolo in quick
passages. It should be reserved for
notes which are sustained for a suffi¬
cient length to make the tremolo per¬
ceptible to the ear. Tremolo applied to
a fast run of sixteenth or thirty-second
notes is of course ridiculous, and simply
makes a neat fingering of the passage
more difficult.
The theory of the tremolo is very
simple. The human voice under the in¬
fluence of strong emotion, whether it be
love, hate, anger, fear, reverence or any
other passion, trembles more or less
strongly. If we make the tone of a
musical instrument tremble in the same
manner, it conveys the idea of emotion
and passion and thus heightens the ex¬
pression. The manner of executing the
tremolo differs greatly with different
artists. Many prefer a slow vibrato in
which the ear can plainly detect the rise
and fall of the wave. Others again pre¬
fer the quick tremolo. There is also a
considerable difference in the mode of
execution. Some violinists execute the
tremolo with the finger alone, others
from the wrist; others again wili vibrate
the forearm or even the entire arm, al¬
though these latter methods are some¬
what ungraceful. I have found that the
easiest way to commence the acquire¬
ment of the tremolo is to start in the
third position with the first finger on
the note D on the A string. The trem¬
olo is much more difficult for the
beginner to execute in the first position
than in the higher positions. The main
difficulty is that beginners grip the
violin too tightly. This completely
locks the fingers and makes the tremolo
impossible. Some pupils acquire this
grace very easily, others never seem to
«re for its acquisition. It is much a
matter of temperament,'as is the case
with vocalists. Some natures do not
seem to feel that craving for the
vibrato or tremolo, while others are not
content unless they are constantly em¬
ploying it.
he teacher of the violin who neg,cts gathering his pupils into an orc estra or ensemble class misses a
great opportunity, both as regards ad¬
vancing his pupils and gaining new
business for himself. It will usually
^ found to be better to have two
a
f°r the Preparatory schol■ars and one for the advanced. The classes
hnm-|Ineeu tbe sarae evening and an
f rellearsal of each will usually be
s T ong enough. If a few wind inusuallv1 P fyers can he found it will
S lTVn a great increase of in'nsemh,but ,'f none «e available, an

7

v'oliTandC S-S °f Vblins alone’ or
Tl-Pla.-°’ Wil1 d0 very well,
a berinnT ,10ns are Possible. For
with an ^ C aSS tbe duets of Plevei
which ;* ace°™Paniment for the piano,
•ions w;ilVa'nable for these composi•canbe Pl!f°;mg0,0d material, or they
y d simply as violin duets by

THE CARE OF the VIOLIN.
./S, while not Quite so injurious to
the fiddle as damp, still is distinctly to
be avoided. If it does not actually ef¬
fect any material damage such as damp
brings about by opening joints, and so
forth, cold has a very bad influence on
tone. The chilled fibres, like chilled
fingers, refuse to work; they are stiffened, and, as a result, the tone becomes
poor, hard and unsympathetic. If you
are travelling on a bitter winter’s night
to perform at a concert, be sure to arrive at the hall early in order to get
your instrument warmed up, or you will
be greatly disappointed in it when you
get on the platform. Some players are
rendered extremely nervous by such a
sudden and possibly unaccountable
change in tone. Therefore, to do ampie justice to your audience and to
yourself, always step on to a platform
with a well-warmed violin.
e had the necessity for keeping
.
°
an instrument warm brought home to
me in a very forcible manner. I was
giving a lecture on violins, and had all
my specimens laid open on a table on
the platform ready td'hand for my vari¬
ous illustrations.
They had all been
conveyed to the ha 11. in warm cases, the
artists’ room in which I tuned them
was comfortably heated, and I thought
all was well. But the hall itself was
extremely cold owing to some failure
of the heating apparatus, and my first
example—a very sweet and mellow
fiddle—sounded unpleasantly thin and
unsympathetic owing to the chill having frozen all response out of the
fibres. Since then I always keep them
shut up in their cases until the moment
I have to play on them, unless it be
summer weather.
Another very important matter is
cleanliness. There are still some benighted individuals who consider dirt
valuable as a tone producer, and one
occasionally finds even professional men
with violins caked thick with filth.
Rosin and dust, beautifully amalgamated by atmospheric deposits, form a
black coating that may impart an appearance of age to a violin, but once
you succeed in persuading the owner of
such an instrument to remove the cherished conglomeration, you will
find a similar deposit allowed to form,
for it is surprising how much better a
clean violin sounds compared with one
that is dirty. These coatings of rosin
and dirt form a great hindrance
vibration. They load down and practically “mute” the fibres with their
stubborn weight.
I take it that in cleansing your violin
you will avoid the mistake, perpetrated
by the careful housemaid in the popular
picture, of putting the instrument in a
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parts!n*ManyV,teacht!rs’ha”10 two.eilllal
cess in usins- vTntin ! haye: good suethe class in four V quarte*s’ dividing
also obtained hv- h-, ^ g?°d effects are
Playinuffisl wi^hgtheentlreclaSS
of the piano If atall
of three and four vinlinfl
r dfS£S
make the pupils the most
^UetS
they get much practice
ra“slca1’ as
and^bringTng their parr fn'VT* ^
moment
These class melt 6 PP?£r
Httle of the teacher’s dme fnH *
pupils get practice in rearfino- ’ti d
thus leaving the teacher with m^’t^0’’
during the lesson hon f
I?0*? tlme
bowing. position etc
ThTT? -°
heightening the interest of ih
-1 •"
their stud”fs is veryTreat w?UP,1S -V*
are attracted and thf old'a N
PUP‘1S
terested in their lessons and eoSe”—
more
regularly, so that the teacher s greatly
benefited by the class work.

bath oE steaming “suds.” There are
many ready-bottled cleansers and varmsh revivers on the market, but before
attacking the accumulations on a really
fine Strument, make quite sure that
the reviving fluid will not affect ths
varnish' I have known some modern
VIO,lns successfully cleaned with a good
quality of furniture polish. Some there
are wh° adv0Cate whiskey and water as
^ beSt thing t0 use' Xt ^rtainly has
‘tS
but be SUre t0 US£ plenty °f
wa‘er lest the spirit in the whiskey atta°k the varnish< Perhaps the safest
wa^ would be to follow the principle of
the IHsh window-cleaner, let thewhiskey reach the violin at second hand by
brcathinS
it- The good old oil and
Vlnegar compound, beloved of cleanly
housewives
is.n0t at a11 a badJhing.
but for a fine instrument you will _
urally seek for a cleansing and reviving
medium that has been specially pre¬
pared for valuable violins with tender
varnish.
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VIOLIN BRIDGE
THE ’CELLO FOR WOMEN.
The growing popularity of the ’cello as
solo instrument and as a valuable aid
— true
--,
ensemble work, —_
is somewhat astonishing. Thirty years ago women ’cellists
were practically unknown, even on the
Continent. Mr, August Suck, formerly of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and for
many years ’cellist of the Boston Theatre, says that he believes himself to have
been the first one to teach a girl ’cellist in
Boston. A wealthy lady came to him’and
asked him frankly if he thought he could
teach her daughter to play. Mr. Suck
had just introduced the use of the ’cello
rod into the orchestra, and he had also
braved tradition and insisted that the
bass viol and ’cello play separate parts,
so> being a somewhat iconoclastic and
progressive plan, he made
play. She proved
to teach .the girl
ant
Q
apt Tviirvil
pupil. ATtMr. Suck
told her
set, however, that the only woman ’cellist
of whom he had heard was in New
York and that the orchestra men said
she “played like a master.”
A Sudden Advance.
For some years this girl wa
was his only
lady, pupil, but there came a time when
the ’cello for girls seemed to take unto
itself . sudden popularity. Many were
called but few chosen. When Prof. Haltsmann, at the Berlin Hochschule, beheld
four American girls,-proteges of Julius
: Eichberg, playing in quartet, he was
amazed. That was away back in the ’70s,
hut those girls became very fine teachers,
and to-day you may find. Miss Grebe, Miss
Laura Webster and Miss Lillian Shattuck
in their “little corner of the Hochschule”
at Copley Square, Boston. Among young
women who have achieved distinction in
°ur own land as ’cellists are Margaret
Halliday, Margaret Stickney and Charlottc White. Miss Halliday and Miss
White are pupils of Hausmann. Miss
Stickney is a pupil of Joseph Adamowski.
this connection I cannot fail to give a
prominent place to Miss Lillian Littlebales, ’cellist of the Olive Mead Quartet,
New York. When one listens to Elsa
Ruegger, one forgets that she is a woman,
so round, full and beautiful is her tone,
and her technical command of her instru¬
ment is as ample as that of any man be¬
fore the public.
’Cello vs. Violin.
Just why the ’cello has not become
quite_ as popular as the violin, I cannot
say, but every year there are more devotees of it springing into prominence. I11
many schools and colleges removed from
large cities teachers in the music department have taken up the ’cello as an aid
to orchestral work. Truly the ’cello is
a great impetus to true ensemble work in
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&
our colleges and I cannot speak too
strongly in favor of it as a necessary part
of conservatory and college quartets and
orchestras.—Miss E. L. Winn.
GREAT CONDUCTORS ON
BOWING.
The late Theodore Thomas was a
stickler on having all his violins bow
exactly the same, and it certainly was
entrancing to see the bows of the first
violins and the second rise and fall
with an exactness, it sometimes seemed
of a quarter of an inch. Gericke did
not go so far as-Thomas, but he used
to tell the strings of the Boston Symphony Orchestra to keep together as
well as they conveniently could, as the
public had been educated to like that
sort of thing. Dr. Muck, the present
conductor of the Boston Symphony Or¬
chestra, flatly says that he does not
want his violins to bow together. “I
want tone and I want each one of the
violins to be unhampered in securing

■
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/‘a
C men are of different schools
and different teachers. Some will play
a passage best with the toe of the bow
th
‘r6 hed’ 3nd others with
he middle. I want them to play fa
their own way to secure the best tone
a”d tbat end cann°t be attained bv
compelling all of them to bow exactly
“JJ* San?e fashion.” Nearly all the
great conductors of to-day believe in
giving their violinists the widest lati '
tude in their methods of bowinj
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is miles away. I remember how 1 used
to do myself, and I see little folks doing
the same thing every day.
Attention is as hard to pay as an old
debt. If you have trained yourself so
that you can pay attention readily you
lacked that rugged, strong,
have done something of which you may
circle/sf:t;en^:theeSr composer? be very proud. Very few children know
music of a most every
npieasant
anything about paying attention. Yet
it is something without which you can
do with influencing his , ““ ‘^e have never hope to be successful in life.
sacrifices he was forced o make ha^
The men and women
'ill been translated into u*
KINDS OF
who make a study of
language for the benefit of the wor . ATTENTION, the mind in order to
Ask your teacher to play some piece of
find out the ways in
Beethoven’s, like the famous Farewell which men and women and children
father was as much respected as
to the Piano,” for you. Then have he
Beethoven’s father was despised for his play Mendelssohn’s “Spring Song, and think and act are called psy-chol-ogists (sigh-kol-o-gists is the way it is
weaknesses.
you will notice the difference at once. pronounced). They tell us that there.
The father, recogniz(For reading and discussion at Etude Jun¬
Musicians put their lives - in
are three kinds of attention:
HIS FIRST
ing that the child had
ior Music Clubs.)
music and those who work hard can
First. The kind of attention in which
TEACHERS.
great talent and realiz¬
ing that his control read their biographies far more beauti
Let us suppose that we have been
we can’t keep our mind from thinking
fully in their notes than in printed
spending the night in the sedate old over him was constantly weakening,
about some particular object, because
city of Cologne, Germany, and that we notwithstanding his great severity and
that object or thing is very interesting
are now to board one of the lively
in itself and will give us some kind of
little passenger steamers that daily ply
pleasure in reward for the attention we
the splendid River Rhine, between
give to it. Let us say that you heard
Cologne and Mayence. The day is a
a band play some piece you thought
fine one and the great five-hundred-foot
very pretty.
You persuaded your
towers of the famous old Cologne
teacher to give you that piece, and
Cathedral, that took so many, many
when you came to practice it you liked
years to build, stand out like mighty
it so much that you did not care to get
fingers pointing to Him for whom the
up from the piano until the piece was
mighty building was erected.
entirely learned.
The psychologists
The whistle blows and
call this kind of attention non-vol-unDOWN
our little dream of
ta-ry attention.
THE RHINE. German history and
Second. Let us suppose that you
tradition commences.
were going along the street and a
Before we know, we hear the guard call
shutter should slam against a window
out “Bonn.” That little one-syllable
so violently that your were startled.
word means something to us and we
Your attention is at once drawn by the
leave the boat to wander about the
noise. You couldn’t have helped it if
quaint old town. We find that many
you had wanted to do so. This kind
are making their way to a little lane,
they call in-vol-un-ta-ry attention.
or “Gasse,” and that they stop before
Third. This is the most important
a rather unimposing little house. Surely
kind of attention for both my little
there are millions of more beautiful
friends and their teachers. It is called
houses in the world than this! Why do
voluntary attention, and means that
they stop here? They are reading a
kind of attention you have to give when
little tablet which tells them that
you are neither particularly interested
Beethoven was born in that house on
nor surprised. Let us suppose you do
the sixteenth of December, 1770. At
not feel like playing or practicing.
once the little building changes, and we
Your mother tells you to go upstairs
see before us, as in a dream, rising to
and practice. You do so in obedience
the very heavens an architectural mas¬
to her, but when you get to the key¬
terpiece grander than any building in
board you think about everything but
the world, for from this humble little
the mhsic. Here is where you must
home came the man who wrote the
cultivate voluntary attention. This is
music that will be played and sung
then attention when you simply make
when many of the mightiest edifices of
yourself do things whether you want to
the world have crumbled to dust.
do them or not. You say to yourself:
1
The son of a cook and
“I will not let this get the best of me
THE BOY’S
a dissolute, drunken
under any circumstances. I am going
FATHER.
singer, it is not likely
to keep my mind upon this particular
that any of the people
scale exercise, study or piece until it is
who knew Beethoven as a little child
ever suspected that some day his name
done.”
If you have gone with me this far
would be carved upon the great music
halls of the world. Johann Beethoven
and believe thoroughly what I have said
was a stubborn man, with a hot temper,
you have learned one of the secrets that
and although it is said that he taught
make great men and women. I have
BIRTHPLACE.
his little son to play the piano and the
tried to tell it in simple words. If y°tt
violin, the kind of instruction such a
have not understood it thoroughly,
father could give would be little more
take it to your teacher and have her ex¬
AUNT EUNICE’S LETTER.
harshness, had the good sense to place
than worthless. The father insisted
plain it. If you would like to know
the boy in the care of other teachers, My Dear Little Friends:
upon the son practicing only the dryest
some more things like this just write
Christmas and the holidays are ove
scales and exercises, but little Ludwig among whom were Pfeiffer (a tenor
me a little letter about it. Dont oe
had some of his father’s own stubborn¬ singer at the opera at Bonn), Van der and we have settled down to seriou
afraid that you will not get an answer.
work
again.
I
suppose
that
many
c
Eeden,
an
organist
at
the
court
chapel
ness and although he loved music he re¬
k
No one should be proud of in-vol-unbelled at practicing in any other way and a friend of Beethoven’s grand¬ my little friends took much time, wort_ ta-ry attentio'n or non-voluntary attenand
enjoyment
in
making
little
Chrisl
father,
and
Neefe,
also
an
organist,
but the way he chose. His father looked
lk
tion. They are the kinds of attention
mas
gifts
for
their
teachers.
I
thin
upon the child’s way of working as an who, when he gave up his position, was
s>in
which you have really nothing to do.
awful waste of time. This is said to succeeded by Beethoven. These men that all teachers appreciate these gift
The voluntary attention is the kind tha
have resulted in many beatings and taught Beethoven pianoforte, violin, but there is a gift that you. can mah
The un¬ that is the most valuable thing a is hard to give.
family quarrels, which made Beethoven’s organ and composition.
We rarely ever get
childhood a nightmare. The father’s fortunate home environment, however, teacher can ever get. Strangely enoug h,
anything worth while
frequent violent outbreaks were only had already made the young man over- it is even more valuable to the pup>il THE
in this world without
serious and his childhood was far from than it is to the teacher. What do yc)U REWARD
"tempered by his absences from home.
suppose
it
is?
Nothing
more
or
le
ss
OF
WORK.
working
for it. The
enviable.
Beethoven’s mother, however, has
beautiful
diamonds,
The principal char- than attention.
been described as a sweet, patient, lov¬
acteristics of his childYour teacher says to paintings, buildings, books, music, »
ing woman, who always held tip before THE
hood were a stubborn THE
you: “Now pay atte n- mean that some miner, painter, buildet
the child the musical career of his VALUE OF
tion!” and you sit 1up writer or composer has worked to
grandfather, who had been the director HARDSHIP, determination to suc¬ VALUE OF
ceed after his own ATTENTION, straight and try to <do these things to you. If he has love
of the mtrsic for the court of the
"Elector Max Frederick of Cologne, and manner and ideas, combined with an
as she tells you, b
his work these things are liable to
froth whom Beethoven undoubtedly in¬ early realization of the seriousness of you don’t know just exactly what s
works of art. Involuntary attention.
herited his musical talent. The grand¬ life. Let us suppose that Beethoven means, and in a few minutes your mi
- sometimes hard to practice for a lit

hile but the rewards you reap in be•
aW t0 understan<i and P^y so
* m0re beautiful things in music are
^o/h all your effort.
You will find the
hfFTHOVEN story of Beethoven’s
j'Jjp
childhood, that I promaTTENTION. ised to have ready for
you, in this issue. His
childhood was somewhat pitiful. He
" unable to give voluntary attention
his studies as his father desired, and
he result was that the boy received
‘ ny beatings. Later Beethoven fell
with teachers who cultivated this volun¬
tary attention, and all through his life
he was a most careful and incessant
worker. Hundreds of experiments were
often tried with one little theme of a
few notes before he reached satisfactory
He v s able to keep his :
tendon pinned down upon one thing
until he had done with it just what he
wanted to do. Little men and women
who have not been able to do this are
•constantly in trouble in school and out
of it They are left back in their
classes and their music is often very
disagreeable for the simple reason that
they have not learned how to steer
themselves.
Take this little letter to your next
lesson and read it over with your
teacher, and say that you intend to
make your attention voluntary.
In my January letter I promised to give
you a list of prizes suitable for award¬
ing at musical parties and club meet¬
ing where games were played or mu¬
sical competitions held. After a survey
of the field I find that, after all, the best
prizes are books. If you will examine
the catalogues of reliable music houses
you will find many fine books suitable
for prize purposes. Below are some
that are educational as well as musical,
and we can recommend them in every
particular:
Desirable Prizes.
“Pianoforte Music,” by J. C. Fillmore.
This is a standard work that any
earnest piano student would feel de¬
lighted to receive as a prize. It treats
upon the development of the piano and
its literature from the earliest efforts
down to our own Joseffy and Sherwood.
It is comprehensive and educational,
without being dry and prosy. Price,
$1.50.
“Musical Mosaics,” compiled by W.
F. Gates. This makes an admirable
book for prize purposes. It is a collec¬
tion of short quotations from the
masters and is suited for occasional
reading. Price, $1.50.
“Anecdotes of Great Musicians,”
compiled by Gates, is also a very fas¬
cinating book for young people who
like to come into closer connection with
the lives of the great composers.
Price, $1.50.
“Reminiscences of a Musician’s Vaca¬
tion Abroad,” 6y Louis C. Elson, is a
remarkable example of the writer’s
facility in combining wit and humor
with real information. If this book had
not been written more especially for
music lovers, that is, if it had been of a
general nature, we can safely say that
it would rank with the best known
works of Mark Twain.
Mr. Elson
while in search of genuine musical
nets also had his eye open for humor¬
ous incidents, and has a way of telling
them which makes the book a veritable
mine of laughter. This is a book which
should be well known to all musicians
n students and we cannot recommend
1110° emphatically. It can be read with
great amusement and profit, and makes
Price
*)eSt pr!zes we could suggest.
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source of inspiration and profit to any¬ by the use of the year books prepared
one winning it. Price, $1.50.
for the National Federation of Musical
Musical Authors and The Great Com¬ Clubs and recommended by them for
posers are two games which we can general use of the affiliated clubs. The
highly recommend.
They are based year book of American music, for in¬
upon the well-known game of Authors stance, gives valuable hints to anyone
and make good prizes for music undertaking the management of a
students. Price, 50 cents.
musical club, and who desires to devote
“Baltzell’s Musical History” is also time to the study of music in our native
a highly desirable prize. The pupil who country. The topics to be discussed in
wins it will have a prize for his entire this year are: I. Puritan Psalmody.
musical lifetime. Price, $1.75.
II. Indian Music and Negro Folk
“Chats With Music Students” (Price, Songs. III. Dudley Buck. IV. Arthur
$i-So), “Pictures From the Lives of Foote. V. W. H. Sherwood, H. Hunt¬
the Great Composers” ($1.25), and “The ington Woodman, W. H. Neidlinger,
Music Life and How to Succeed In It,” Adolf Frey, P. A. Schnecker. VI. Re¬
all by Mr. Thomas Tapper, whose cital by Woman’s Chorus.
Homer
standing in the educational world is Bartlett, Chas. B. Hawley. VII. Dud¬
very high, would all make very accept¬ ley Buck (Sacred Music and Organ
able prizes.
Recital).
VIII. Frederick Converse,
These books will be sent, subject to Henry Holden Huss.
IX. Woman
the above prices and usual discounts, to Composers. Clafa A. Korn, Mary Sum¬
all applying directly to the publisher of ner Salter, A. R. Parks, Mary Knight
The Etude. They add great zest to Wood. X. Woman Composers. E. E.
musical sociable affairs and make the Freer, Jessie L. Gaynor, Margaret R.
events memorable ones.
Lang. XI. Woman Composers. Mrs.
Affectionately,
H. H. A. Beach. XII. George W.
Aunt EunYce.
Chadwick.
XIII. Ethelbert
Nevin.
XIV. Horatio Parker.
XV. Edward
GAME—BLIND MUSICIANS.
MacDowell. The year book gives long
lists of compositions and books suitable
BY MISS F. L. LEONARD.
for reference and illustration in connec¬
tion with the discussion of the sub¬
A game that occasions , as much jects and composers mentioned. It
amusement to grown-up people as to contains many valuable hints that could
children is the one known as Blind otherwise only be obtained by much
Musicians. This is played as follows: individual effort and industry. A series
Divide the players into two groups of questions and answers formed after
of the same number, blindfold one divi¬ the plans of the famous Chautauqua cir¬
sion and seat them in a circle around cles have been prepared. These tend to
the room, with a vacant chair at the systematize the work of music study
right hand of each one. The other clubs.
division gathers at first in a group in
the center of the room. After the
The pupils of Miss Few met at her
others are seated and while someone
plays a familiar tune on the piano, they home, October 25, and organized a mu¬
quietly make their way to the vacant sical club, to be known as “The Musi¬
cians’
Club.” It was thought advisable
chairs, sit down and begin to sing, dis¬
guising their voices as much as possible. to have two divisions, the Junior, which
The blindfolded players must try to will meet the last Saturday afternoon
guess who are their neighbors from in each month, and the Senior, the
their voices. At a certain signal the fourth Friday evening.
It was “Junior Day” to-day, and we
piano stops, when the singers also
cease singing abruptly. The leader then planned to meet at the home of our
calls out: “Blind men, now name your Treasurer, Oscar Cook. So we trav¬
eled
there in a body. The programme
right hand neighbors.”
All who succeed may play on the as arranged was as follows:
other side and new blind players must
I. Business Meeting.
be chosen to fill their places. Or it
II. Entertainment, which consisted of
can be arranged that those failing to ah opening story, told by Miss Few, of
guess aright shall give forfeits. These the life of Beethoven.
should be musical in nature, e. g., the
This was followed by a piece by
blind man may sing a solo, or play a Beethoven, as rendered by the Vice
tune on the piano, or pretend to be an President. Next in order, a short sketch
opera singer and act out his song. On of his life by one of the members, after
one occasion great merriment was which another member read the story
created by three players who paid their of Beethoven and the blind girl, and
forfeits by representing an Italian organ how the Moonlight Sonata came to be
grinder. One took the part of the written. The President then played
organ, another that of the man, while “The Farewell to the Piano,” and this
the third was his monkey on a string.
part of the meeting closed with the
isking and answering of questions bear¬
ing on the important points in Beetho¬
NEWS OF MUSICAL CLUBS.
ven’s life.
BY MRS. JOHN OLIVER.
The third or social part consisted of
two games, the first being on observa¬
The plan of study of “The National tion, the second, of an illustrative order.
Federation of Woman’s Clubs Devoted For the first, twenty different musical
to Music,” §>s prepared by Mrs. F. characters were printed on wrapping
S. Wardell, is interesting. The first paper and the paper spread on a table
year is to be devoted to securing a to be observed for three minutes, after
general view of music, piano, voice, which it was folded and the members,
organ, oratorio and opera. The second who had previously been given paper
year is to be devoted to the history of and pencil, were directed to write as
music with musical programs.
The many as could be remembered.
In the second game we were given
third year js to be devoted to German
music and the fourth year to a continu¬ papers and told to illustrate by draw¬
ation of German music. Russian music ings the following, all of which are
found
in music:
is taken up in the fifth year and
What mother uses when she bakes.—
in the sixth year, American music is
to be considered. The seventh year is A measure.
An article of apparel worn by both
to be devoted to the study of the music
girls and boys.—A tie.
Descriptive Analyses of Standard of the border countries, Scandinavia,
Something used to unlock a door.—
Works,” by E. B. Perry, is a Hungary, Bohemia, etc. This ambi¬
A
key.
aard work and will surely prove a tious program is made more feasible
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A tool used by a carpenter.—A brace.
Something keen.—A sharp.
Something without which a check is
worthless.—Signature. ■
Something used while walking.—A
staff.
After the illustrations were com¬
pleted they were spread on a table,
each member given clean paper and dircted to write what each illustration
stood for in music.
Games over, it was time to say good¬
bye, which we did by singing our Club
Song. Ten of -the members subscribe
for The Etude, and find it exceedingly
helpful.
Nettie M. Few.
HIDDEN COMPOSERS.
1. He’s been having luck lately.
2. I’m sure of your affection.
3. Scotch plaid you’ll find becoming.
4. I call her my real angel.
5. G. Ade wrote “Fables in Slang.”
6. Gold bound ornaments are the
rage.
7. My uncle mentioned to-day.
8. Why does he hum melancholy
tunes?
9. Maud Muller raked the hay; deny
it not, oh judge.
10. The mother of Charlie Ross in
idle dreams still clasps him.
11. If he asks your hand, Eliza, do
not say nay.
12. Be brief, Lo, toward life’s setting
sun man hastens.
13. The dog spies a cat and makes
his tail wag nervously.
14. Liz still improves from day to day.
15. Cattle
enjoy herbal
feeding
ground.
16. I don’t care a sou, Sarah, whether
you will or won’t.
HIDDEN OPERAS.
1. Whom art has, is blessed.
2. He had neither grace nor manners.
3. The vicar mentioned it to me.
4. The deaf Austrian was cured.
5. Should you or I go, let Tom in.
6. He beat his new drum biff, bang,
zam patriotic like.
7. Say, Will, I am teller in the new
8. I saw a pup in a forest to-day.
Answers.
1. Martha. 2. Norma.
3. Carmen.
4. Faust.
5. Rigoletto.
6. Zampa.
7. William Tell. 8. Pinafore.
Their Favorite Part of a Piano.
Grocer.—The Scales.
Locksmith.—The Keys.
Bicyclist.—The Pedals.
Watchmaker.—The Case.
Hardware Dealer—The Hammers.
Dramatist.—The Action.
Answers to Hidden Instruments and
Composers in the January Issue.
1. Piano. 2. Violin. 3. Fife. 4. Harp.
5. Drum. 6. Organ. 7. Verdi. 8. Bach.
9. Chopin. 10. Weber. 11. Herold.
Answers to Built Up Composers in the
January Issue.
1. Beethoven (Beet-hoven).
2. Chopin (Chop-in).
3. Mendelssohn (Mend-ells-son).
4. Paderewski (Pad-e-rue-sky).
5. Rossini (Rosin-i).
Answer to a Musical Word:—Syn¬
copation.

Etude: Clara O. Justice, Gladys Cot
forter, B. H. Wike, Florence M. Pat
son, Ella Harboyd, Fred Logemann
B. Long, O. M. Olmstead, Teresa Ma
Fadden, D. Hawkins, Anna E. Adar
and Mrs. H. S. Hendrickson,
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THE METRONOME AND HOW TO USE IT.
BY JOSEPH IRELAND.
The metronome was originally invented to give
the composer a chance to indicate his own intentions
in regard to the tempi of his compositions. But this
is surely not its only legitimate use.
The metronome is a great assistance to piano study,
not to piano playing. Its value lies in helping to
gain physical skill and to cultivate a correct feeling
for rhythm, not in governing the interpretation of an
artistic creation.
When the metronome is first given to a child, which
may be at the first lesson, or, at the discretion of the
teacher, delayed until he commences the study of
scales, he will usually be interested by seeing the
clockwork inside, observing the regularity of the tick
and its varying speed, and by being allowed to wind
it up. First, last and all the time the pupil must
thoroughly understand that the metronome will really
help him to acquire speed, evenness, fluency, concen¬
tration, rhythm, accent and self-control, and these
with much fewer hours of practice than he would
otherwise have to give.
Five or ten minutes at one time is as long as the
child should be allowed to use the metronome during
his first week of practice, as the ear cannot listen
long without becoming confused. This short time
even, should not be devoted to a piece, dtude, nor any¬
thing in fact which must be played from notes. The
pupil's attention must be concentrated upon listening
and upon making the finger stroke correspond ex¬
actly with the tick. For this reason a very simple
finger exercise that has been taught and memorized
orally, or the scale, if the teacher so desires, will be
found best to use in the first practice with the met¬
ronome. The rate of speed at which the weight
should be set must be neither so slow that the ear
fails to catch the regular recurrence of the tick, nor
so fast that the fingers will have difficulty in fol¬
lowing it. One note to the tick at “92” is a good
medium speed for most beginners. For some this
may seem too slow, but there are several things to
be considered, namely: the note to be played, the
proper fingering, the position of the hand, the condi¬
tion of the hand, which must be kept loose and sup¬
ple, and lastly, listening for the tick.
The metronome must be placed behind the player,
or somewhere out of sight, as ten out of every dozen
students will by instinct watch the pendulum instead
of simply listening for the stroke. This is some¬
thing which the teacher must positively guard against,
as otherwise the eye endeavors to do the work which
should be done by the ear, and we lose the main ob¬
ject for which we are working. The eye being oc¬
cupied cannot attend to its proper business of watch¬
ing hand position and keys; it becomes dazzled by
the swinging weight and the playing grows uneven;
even sick headache is sometimes the result, and the
next lesson the teacher is sure to hear “that dreadful
metronome makes me so nervous. I simply cannot
do one thing.”
Any normally constituted person can learn to play
with the metronome no matter how defective his na¬
tive sense of rhythm, if he is made to do so by de¬
grees and not allowed to weary himself in the effort.
While the pupil is still playing one note to the
tick the tempo should be varied each day, one notch
at a time, so as to accustom the ear and fingers to
take a different movement quickly and to prevent one
rate of speed from becoming automatic. If scales
are being practiced, play each one for the first time
at the same rate of speed to insure evenness of exe¬
cution in all the keys, and work them up simul¬
taneously, not by great leaps in the tempo, but one
notch at a time until all can be played with equal
fluency. Some children who can master one note to
the tick with comparative ease find it almost im¬
possible to play two notes to the tick. They seem
really unable to hear it. This difficulty may be
smoothed by proceeding as follows:
When the
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scales have been worked down evenly to “200,” one
note to the tick, set the weight back to the “100
notch, then impress it upon the pupil that he is to
play at exactly the same rate of speed as before,
the result will be two notes to the tick. After this
point is gained, four notes to the tick may be easily
acquired in the same way. The pupil should be
drilled in this way until he can play easily and ac¬
curately any given number of notes used in ordinary
groupings before he is advised or even allowed to
use his metronome in the practice of an dtude or
piece. How far this use may be legitimately and
musically carried depends entirely upon individual
cases and is not within the province of the writer.
Occasionally we find a child whose attention is so
distracted by the tone of the piano that at first trial
he cannot hear the tick of the metronome while play¬
ing. The best thing to be done in this case is to
put the child down at the table, give him a pencil,
and let him tap with the pencil in time with each
tick. Set tlie weight at a very slow rate at first and
gradually increase, notch by notch, until a good speed
has been attained; then try two taps to the tick;
with occasional attempts at the piano the pupil will
soon be able to play with ease.
What kind of pupils are most benefited by the
metronome? Slow pupils whose brains work too de¬
liberately, who never get ahead, ^nd become confused
when ideas are presented in rapid succession. Prac¬
tice with metronome acts as a mental stimulant and
encourages coherency in playing.
Lazy pupils with soft, fat hands and sluggish
fingers, who go to sleep over a lesson and hate to
make any physical exertion; Such pupils usually
have ability to do a great deal if they only will, and
by directing the rate of velocity at which the home
work is to be done the teacher can often overcome a
most unfortunate physical tendency and develop an
active and brilliant player.
Excitable pupils who have no self-control and
whose fingers run away with them.
Ambitious pupils who want to accomplish every¬
thing at once and insist upon “playing fast.”
The unimaginative, self-satisfied pupils who are
quite contented with their own performance and never
realize there may be other worlds to conquer.
The emotional, morbid pupils who call Mozart “old
maidish” and adore “rubato” playing; who cannot
play any two consecutive measures in the same time.
The use of the metronome will cultivate a sense of
proportion, and if in after life such pupils persist in
playing half notes and sixteenths exactly alike it
will be because their taste is bad, not because they
do not know better.
Stuttering, stammering pupils who constantly
stop, hesitate and repeat themselves. - The cure for
this habit in playing is the same as when the diffi¬
culty occurs in speech. The delivery of tones to the
beat of a strong, steady rhythm will impart a fluent
and self-reliant style to one who might otherwise
always be a backward, hesitating and timid player.
The talented pupils with strong personality which
must be kept within reasonable limits until the age
of discretion has been, reached.
Pupils with no sense of rhythm, who are not will¬
ing to take the teacher’s word for it. Metronomes do
not usually make mistakes, while teachers, who are
but human, may. Therefore, it is well for the teacher
to have a little mechanical device to back up his
assertions hnd act as a constant corrective during
the practice hour.
The bright pupils whose brains work like light¬
ning; who grasp the content of a piece at first sight
and want to play it before they can read -the notes;
This type of child always reads incorrectly and plays
plenty of wrong notes because he does not take time
to really look and see what is on the printed page.
He does not mean to make mistakes and is not in¬
tentionally careless, but he cannot realize that he is
trying to play too fast. By confining his study to a
reasonable rate of speed the teacher can secure
general correctness with fewer wrong notes to delay
the ultimate finish of the piece. And how rapidly
such pupils would learn if only there were no blunders
to be unlearned and made right!
After all, when we come to think of the matter
practically and without prejudice, what type of
student may not be helped in some degree by the use
of this innocent-looking little wooden,pyramid. And
its use need be no bugbear to any pupil when wisely
directed by a careful, sympathetic and intelligent
teacher.

WHEN SHOULD ONE STUDY MUSIC?
the necessity of methods.
HBN all has been said and done about
methods there nevertheless seems to be an
unending demand for special systems. Every
teacher who has delved deep enough in the study or
Pedagogy apart from its connection with music
knows that in all education, that “method” is best
which the intelligent teacher budds step by step as
the child advances—continually adapting the method
to the child. But, what a master it must be who can
teach efficiently after this plan. Years of practical
experience added to ripe erudition, great natural apti¬
tude and an inventive ability possessed by very few
might enable a teacher to be the architect of an in¬
dividual method for each and every pupil. This would
be it is true, ideal teaching, but the teachers who
could do this’successfully would be so few that the
educational progress of the world would soon come
to a standstill.
Even with the excellent training
afforded by some of our “State Normal” or “Teach¬
ers’ Training Schools,” it is still deemed highly neces¬
sary to have the departmental work of the schools in
our great cities under the control of principals and
district superintendents. The courses of study out¬
lined by these men, at least all the courses we have
had the pleasure of examining, have been arbitrary in
the extreme. Method is carried to a point where the
individuality of the teacher, to say nothing of that
of the pupil, is submerged in a deluge of rules, regula¬
tions and restrictions. This must be practically nec¬
essary, since the heads of many of our municipal
public school systems are and have been educators of
note and men familiar with the best educational
opinion of the day. They have no doubt found that
with the great number of young and inexperienced
teachers it is absolutely 'essential to outline some
regular course rather than trust to the judgment of
young persons whose every step might result in error.
Now the young music teacher is in a somewhat
similar position.
He feels the necessity for some
chart, some star by which to steer his teaching work.
The only solution is method. The young teacher with
a method is a great deal safer teacher than the one
who boasts of none. Unless he is connected with
some conservatory or college, he has no overt principal
or superintendent to guide him. He is placed entirely
upon his own resources and he finds that method is
essential. As time passes he may become acquainted
with different methods and select ideas from all.
These form a storehouse of musical knowledge which,
with the addition of further experience, he can learn
to apply with discretion and success. In this The
Etude affords him an invaluable guide. Opinions
from the greatest teachers of the day in all countries
are constantly appearing, and these opinions should
be of indispensable value to him. It is thus that the
musical journal takes the place of the principal and
superintendent or the president of a college. The
writers from all musical nations are not unlike the
faculty of a great university. They represent the
greatest possible number of methods. We feel that
there must be good in all methods that survive the
first few years of caustic criticism which is sure to
greet the new method. It is thus and only thus that
the young music teacher can cultivate his ability to
estimate the essential and the
methods.
\\/

VV

The ideal musical life is that of the well-educated
amateur, the one who can come to his music as a
pleasure and recreation, and yet, because of his
knowledge of the art, is not satisfied with a low grade
of composition. Music is sweetest when untinged with
any color of business, consequently the amateur of
good musical standing can take uncontaminated enjoy¬
ment in his music, free from the commercial spirit
that too often enters into the teaching life. What an
enjoyable life it would be—to study, to teach, to give
concerts, all without any financial appendix! But
how many so situated do lead such a musical life?
An abundance of money generally begets mental aim
artistic stagnation, go it may be that the teacher
can thank his anemic pocket-book for his musical
vitality.—W. F. Gates.
T° develop musical tone on the piano, Mozart
yith the artistic development of the
pupil, Chopin, Schumann, and to crown all Bee¬
thoven and Bach.”—Pugno.

BY MARY E. LUGEB.
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to imitate her songs and pick out little melodies on
the piano.
But the culmination of her happiness was reached
when her oldest child, a boy of ten, asked to have les¬
sons on the piano. The triumph of that moment, the
realization that she had led him of his own accord to
the formation of knowledge, was ample compensation
for the labor of her own study. And that she was
able to assist him with his practice and guide him
over moments of discouragement was further proof of
the wisdom of her work.
Mothers especially owe to their families all the
refining influence it is in their power to bestow. If
they have been denied the advantage of musical educa¬
tion in youth it is not only their privilege, but their
duty to accept every opportunity possible in maturity.
No teacher needs to be told which of her pupils
come from homes where music is a living issue.
Children brought up in a musical atmosphere imbibe
,with the air they breathe the laws of rhythm and
harmony and lend themselves naturally to a study
of the art.
So, for the sake of the little ones at home and for
the generations yet unborn, hearken not to the word of
discouragement spoken by the thoughtless, but list to
the promptings of your own heart. Who knows but
jit may be the inspiration which in some future age
will develop a master musician.

Very often in the course of his profession the mu¬
sician is confronted with the question. “When should
one study music?”
Usually his reply is as terse as it is prompt—“In
early childhood.”
If, perchance, the inquirer is an adult who has en¬
tertained a secret desire to learn to interpret the
mysterious langauge of tone he finds himself at once
restricted. An impregnable barrier of years lies be¬
tween himself and the knowledge he would pursue, so
]ie stifles the yearning in his heart and retreats in
despair, half ashamed of his ill-timed ambition. Why?
Because he has accepted as a concrete fact that which,
in truth, is but a fragment thereof.
Certainly the best time to begin the study of music
is childhood, and it is to be hoped that the day is not
far distant when every child will know something of
music. But if one is not fortunate to enjoy such op¬
portunity in early life there is no reason why he should
not undertake the study in later years.
"But his muscles have become stiff!” say you.
What of that? Has not his mind grown propor¬
tionately broader, his intellect keener. Can he not see
at a glance that which in childhood would have neces¬
sitated years of study?
The day of muscular precedence has passed away.
MELODY AND. HARMONY.
It is relegated to the attic with the old instruction
book which advocated nothing but a monotonous ma¬
BY S. JADASSOHN
nipulation of finger-exercises for the first year’s work.
In its place we have a new school which heralds
the mind as king and demonstrates the importance of
We distinguish in music Melody and Harmony; in
consulting the intellect upon every occasion—whether
a musical work both appear together, they are bound
it be in the practice of a two-finger exercise or the
together; united they serve to bring to expression a
memorization of a sonata. It is not the hand that is
musical thought; Harmony is inseparably joined to
of primary importance but the head. It is but neces¬
Melody. Even if we consider Melody as the principal,
sary to glance over a group of • musicians’ hands to
the most essential means for the displaying of a
prove how little depends upon mere flesh and bone.
musical thought, yet it needs the harmonies that are
Thought is the propelling force of the universe, the
added to it as support, illumination, explanation and
power that builds our cities, the power that speeds
essential to proper conception. In its design melody
the ocean. The most gigantic feats of civilization are
gives, in most instances, clear, unmistakable hints and
but the evolution of a tiny thought. Who, therefore,
suggestions for its harmonization; the natural in¬
will dare to assert that it is impossible for so potent
herent harmonies are usually spread out on the
a factor to lead an adult over the apprentice period
surface. In the succession of the intervals which
to capable musicianship? There is not a muscle in
are contained in the melody we can generally per¬
the healthy human body which is not under the direct
ceive clearly the fundamental harmonies, their pro¬
control of the brain, and the stronger the will power
gression within the same key or modulating to others.
the more spontaneously do the muscles respond. So
By way of demonstration I have shown this in my
that if an adult be possessed of a desire to learn
book “Melodik und Harmonik bei Richard Wagner.”
music, he has within himself the first essential. He
in respect to the first theme of the second movement
needs but to couple the desire to the motor power of
of Beethoven’s fifth symphony.
his life and set to work.
I will not affirm that in every melody the indica¬
Any competent teacher can instruct an adult as suc¬
tion for its harmonization is so definitely given as in
cessfully as a child if he will but appeal to the mathe case just cited, neither will I say that every mel¬
turer mentality. Children learn principally by imita¬
ody can be accompanied harmonically in only one
tion, while adults must be reached through their
way. If a melody can be harmonized in more than
sense of reason. Explain to the average adult pupil
one definite way, the indications are given in its form
the benefit to be derived from a certain code of ex¬
or design.
ercises demonstrating the correct mode of practice
We see how strong is the demand for a harmonic
and he will become his own teacher. Piano technic as
accompaniment to a melody in the fact that even the
taught by the new school is so logical, so simple, and
simple melodies of folk-songs are often rendered in
so comprehensive that it appeals immediately to any
two and three parts by uncultivated singers, who have
intelligent pupil.
no knowledge of the laws of art, but who base their
The drudgery of finger gymnastics becomes an
choice of tones upon their own feeling, seeking ex¬
agreeable pastime when one can see the end in the
temporaneously to support the melody of a song by a
means, while under the spell of a firm determination
second, often by two other voices. Even though this
clumsy fingers soon lose their awkwardness.
kind of accompaniment is simple, lacking in art and
furnishes only a few intervals, it still suffices to add
It was recently my pleasure to hear a poor woman,
harmony to melody. Without some kind of harmonic
whose childhood heritage consists of a crude knowl¬
edge of notes and a crippled finger, play with a delicacy _ accompaniment even a very beautiful and expressive
of touch that would put to shame many a young stu¬ "melody would scarcely yield a satisfactory effect. In
an unaccompanied passage for voice or instrument
dent with perfect flexible hands. And she not only
even moderately long, extended beyond twelve meas¬
oes all the work necessary for the care of her family
ures for example, the absence of a harmonic accom¬
ot is her own instructor and also teaches her
children.
paniment is very unsatisfactory. Although Bach’s
great “Chaconne” for violin from the “Second Partia”
When asked how she managed to accomplish so
for the most part is in “double stops” and three and
m , s^e replied, “I do not' know—except that I loye
®usie so much I just make my fingers go.” And that ■ four part chords, two of the warmest admirers of
Bach,
Mendelssohn and Schumann, considered it prop¬
18 t e secret of all success—to desire, to will, to
Persevere.
er and necessary to support the solo violin with a piano
accompaniment and I myself do not hesitate to say
Another woman, who had never sung or played a
that I receive a deeper impression from the piece in
thirt ” *'er youth, commenced lessons at the age of
question if the piano accompaniment is given with it.
• y'i’ bating as her reason a desire to create a
No music student gets so little actual value from
a Slca atmosphere for her children. At the end of
his
endeavors as the student of harmony owing to
year she was able to play and sing remarkably well
the way this subject is originally taught. One of
w mc*eover the entire home was transformed by
the most necessary things for the harmony student
had il !*er mnsie- The children, whom hitherto it
is to play every exercise and chord combination
een ““Possible to interest in music, soon began

until he can recognize them by hearing, until he
knows the effect of each chord succession as familiarly
as he knows the melody of “Home Sweet Home,”
or the “Last Rose of Summer.” He should play his
exercises upon the instrument in several keys, so
that he may secure this desirable familiarity with
their effects. Such familiarity will make the study of
harmony a thing of life and vitality.
In practicing pieces on his instrument he should
analyze them to discover the composer’s use of
the rules with which he is already familiar. If the
teacher has a class it is an excellent plan for
the latter to sing the exercises, at least four times;
each time the singers may exchange parts, going
so far in this as to have those who sang soprano
eventually sing the bass, when this is possible. This
will give them a realization of harmonic effects, so
that what they have learned shall become working
knowledge.
TACT AND SUCCESS.
BY CHESTER B. FREEMAN.
Tactfulness is sometimes branded as deceit. Brusque
manners, blunt speech and lack of consideration for
the feeling and beliefs of others qre by no means a
mark of honesty and uprightness of purpose. The tact¬
ful man is just as likely to be straightforward as is his
tactless brother. Whatever his other qualifications may
be, the tactful man possesses this keen perception, this
quick insight, which enables him to carry his point with
little or no friction. In business, social life and the home
this characteristic plays an important part. Heart¬
burnings, quarrels and estrangement have arisen be¬
cause of its absence. Failure and calamity have had
their abode where it was not. As the touch of the
pianist by its firm delicacy may bring beautiful tone
from his instrument, so the delicate touch of the tact¬
ful brings music from the jangling strings of life.
Can all have it? The careless observer may think
not. Yet why cannot this faculty be cultivated? Why
cannot the man whose manner offends, whose words
sting, whose touch hurts, alter his manner, watch his
tongue and lighten his touch? There is no reason
why all mankind should not be brought closer akin. It
is man’s selfishness, man’s cruelty to his kind, that
prevents the cultivation of those virtues that would
bring better conditions of social and business inter¬
course. It is a lack of sympathy which shuts our
eyes to the need of better methods and causes us to
go our way with the rough side out, careless of the
rights of others. The perception, the understanding
of others’ thoughts and motives, and the power to use
our knowledge for the general good can be acquired,
if our sympathy with the aspirations of our fellows
be awakened.
TEACHERS’ NOTES.
BY C. W. FULLWOOD.
The teacher’s value is not only in what he knows,
but in what he is. Character in an educator enhances
the success of his teaching.
“It takes two to speak the truth,” says Thoreau,
“one to speak and one to hear.”
To create interest the teacher should aim to awaken
the mind, thus the soil is prepared for the dropping
of the living seed of musical truths.
Start with the thought that each pupil’s mind is
the musical world in embryo, and the teacher’s busi¬
ness is to help it grow.
A pupil’s education . is two-fold; that which he
receives, and that which he gives himself. Lead the
pupil to think for himself; the best educator is he
who makes his pupil stand alone.
Use a note-book. Fasten a thought with the pen
as you would hang a picture with a nail.
“Work and enthusiasm,” says Goethe, “are the
pinions on which great deeds are borne.”
A motto for the studio wall: “There is no easy way
of learning a difficult thing,” says De Maistre.
The teacher should realize that his character teaches
no less than his precept.
Observation and attention form the habit of ac¬
curacy.
Repetition fastens facts in the memory. The store¬
house of the mind should.be daily filled with truths
rightly labeled.
Teacher and pupil should be co-workers with a common aim.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

"P DU CATIONAL MUSIC SUPPLIES: Educational interests, we
, j t
*******
the last to
fell the^ffeef of unfortunate business
and financial conditions. A mail order
musir supply business such as this
house does is perhaps one of the best
gauges of the general condition of the
entire country
"Our November and December busiOur Ju> gained c
uary is. as usual, one of the very best
months of the year. During the lull,
consequent upon Christmas holidays in
schools and among teachers, we have
been busy preparing ourselves for the
coming rush of January.
We have to announce a new general
shcect music catalog, brought up to date,
a copy of which we will gladly send t<
^r^rn^forT <ThS «Ulog.
arranged by authors, is net the largest
in existence, nor is it entirely of new
compositions, but it is from an educational point of view the best list of wellprinted, standard compositions, suitable
for the teacher’s use, that it is possible
for any school or teacher to own.
This house is nreoared to fill every
tins house is preparea to nu eve y
need of the musical profession. E*
perienced musicians and clerks
your command for selections, as
a most exceptional stock of sheet music
and music books drawn from every
publisher in existence, American and
foreign.
For twenty-five years this
house has never swerved from
original purpose of furnishing the most
best discount possible. Our terms and
discounts have never changed in this
whole time. We make every effort
possible to fill every order on the same
day
W
:, indeed,
ings may occur and
unavoidable, we can only say that satis¬
faction is guaranteed. Let us say in
conclusion that imitation is the sincerest
flattery, but substitution of inferior publications
I.vai.uuo is little short of fraud.
*- If «you
desire the Presser editions, or any of
_ki: c:_ of 'rr•._D..****„
the publications
Theodore Presser,
insist upon getting them, no matter
from whom you may order. Our sys¬
tem of dealing, irrespective of publishing, is worthy of investigation, if
trial.
POST CARDS. The sale of <
*
Selected Platinotype Post Cards
has exceeded all expectations. We have
had numerous requests for
tended lists, and popular demand seems
to call for a series of pianists. We com¬
mend to our readers the following
selected cards:
Great Pianists, Series A. d’Albert,
Bauer, Brahms at piano, Henselt, Hambourg at piano. Leschetizky, MacDowell,
de Pachmanm Pugno, Reinecke, Sauer
and Clara Schumann.
Great Pianists, Series B. Billow,
Busoni at piano, Carreno, Godowski,
Hiller, Grieg, Liszt at piano, Paderewski, M'oszkowski, Rubinstein, SaintSaintSaens and Stavenhagen.
These cards are same style, grade and
finish as Great Masters. They ;
artistic reproductions of superb photographs of the great pianists. As aids to
studio decoration, at a minimum cost, or
for gifts to pupils, they cannot be sur¬
passed.
The price for each series of twelve
cards is
address.

_
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CTANDARD COMPOSITIONS
S FOR THE PIANO, VOLUME
i FOURTH GRADE. Another volu’me will shortly be added to our popular standard compositions, graded and
compiled by W. S. B. Mathews. This
new volume will contain pieces suiteble to be use_d in connection with the
Fourth Grade of Mathews Standard
Graded Course or with the correIt will be uniform with the three preceding volumes, all of which have met
with great success. This will really
be one of the most important volumes
of the set, as it will contain material
suitable for pupils advancing from the
intermediate to the more advanced
grades. Many teachers have difficulty
1 finding just the material needed for

»*fe_PlJBLtSllEB

_ xurTT'ErmiT WORDS, p A. MacDOWELL’S SIX POEMS
1UEW SONGS WITH'fe entirely en(SECHS GEDICHTE) AFTER
iN by Richard
Gf H. HEINE FOR THE PIANOgraved, and those aesiro b
u to FORTE, OP. 31, as announced last
th'sd^°rJChgjtrVrdlrsthis month, as the month, will shortly be issued in complete
send in
withdrawn at any time, book form. These six pieces are among
offer will 1~ ™fdJ^cance to this MacDowell’s most characteristic works,
We a‘tachgr5
are of an order that one of them in particular A Scotch
*pil throughout the coun- Poem, being one of his best known
the ayerage p”p.2f|l hv studying. They piano compositions. The composer has
try w.U
more valuable selected as a motto for each piece one
S,”ia ,3= Songs Wi.hou, of He.n.s
***£■*** #»
than s a" theyare of an easier nat- music is intended to illustrate.
J
Words as they
l rics of this pieces are delightfully artistic tone
A volu
d cuitlVating a poems. They are moderate m ength
^ w'H do m
than anything and are not overly difficult to play or
“ ‘‘“
“j ^ should like to complicated in construction This new
a teacher can
a standard one and complete edition should be in the
see*1 « bExamples of this work library of every pianist.
^
the October and DeThe special advance price will be 3c
cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the
2?V“. pub- order.

satisfied with this work. All the pieces
have been thoroughly tested in actual ~
wil?‘be"de'liv'ered free, but
teaching and have been selected on
’
.
sent ith the order.
account of their genuine education^ cash must be sent witn tne
worth, as well as their many musical
*
qualities.
....
In advance of publication we are
t_TONq We are reprintoffering Standard Compositions, Vol- MEW EDITIONS. We are
P
■ . introductory
ing this month several works of
topoJtaU among them Complete
companies the order.
Method of Vocalisation for MezzoSoprano, by Panseron. This work, pub* * *
lished originally sixty years ago and of
/-r.wu’XTT'v umru npnrfucsctvP' which almost every large publisher has
TW|^TnT'p?^oRPTHERORGIAN P™ted an edition, is still used, not only
STUDIES FOR THE O G
, ^ individual study but by the leading
by Geo. E Whiting, are very_ nearly vocal teachers
tMrWR nf
of the
the world.
world. Endorsed
Endorsed
ready, but the special offer will be c
i Paris. This edi-

f'eel thaTwe cannotspeak too highly of tlon 7 Tfe' jrrqubs^Ldal^Tnd^ng Tnd
these studies, as they are just the things “d b°™d reas0nable „ice than the
needed by organ students who have , .
,. .
passed the elementary stage and have
Training. This little
gained some independence of the hands
and feet and arereadyto proceedto experjence 0f" one Qf the clergy of WestvaUmbl^material forlhe sSdy o'f
Abbey,
™ yeaf ^
fnnf-h technic nhrasine- and resristra- thority of church music and church
touch, technic, phrasing and registra- ^ It includes valuable appendices
tion, especial attention being given
on
subjects
like
chanting,
list of anpedal work throughout the book,
It refers to the training of
Tbe
me special introductory
lllllUUUUlUI y price
pilLC will
Win be
UC ,
. etc•
-0 cents. postpaid, if cash accompanies Do?r cnoirs? s well i those of mixed
.
.
voices.
the order,
Little need be said of our deserv¬
* * *
edly popular collection, “First Recital
^^ANTATAS AND SONG CYCLES, Pieces.” Many thousands of this work
For public
during
have been printed and sold. A collec-n- performance
1
J
the spring months we take pleasure in tion of pleasing, useful and even brilliant
recommending these special works: piano compositions of the second and
“A Day in Flowerdom,” an operetta for third degrees of difficulty, selected with
young folks, by Geo. S. Spaulding, 50c.; the idea of their use for public perform“The Golden Valley,” a cantata for ance as well as for recreation. The colwomen’s voices, by H. E. Warner, lection was made originally to continue
“Springtime,” a song cycle for the series begun with the first Parlor
children’s voices, by E. L. Ashford, Pieces.
$1.00; “Hawthorn and Lavender,” a
Any or all of our publications will be
song cycle for women’s voices, by F. sent to responsible persons for their
S. Knowlton, $1.00. These cantatas inspection, subject only to charge for
and song cycles are melodious and postage if hot found usable,
singable, and each in its respective
class makes an enjoyable entertain* * *
ment. Copies may be had for examination. A liberal discount is allowed J^ISZT’S RHAPSODIES. This first
'"’he*1 several copies are purchased.
complete edition of Liszt’s fifteen
Rhapsodies compiled and
* * *
t^aYSER’S STUDIES FOR THE
lv VTOT,M
VIOLIN, np
OP. ,n
20, ROOTC
BOOK 1
K
di
be continued on special offer during
ig tthee
current month. This book is well along
preparation and will Joe issued in a
edition has been
short
carefully revised, having been done in
the most practical manner by a wellknown specialist. This volume is in
general use
...
,
,
The special price in advance of publication during the present month will
be
cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the order.
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being selected by those interested in
arranging programs for this festival.
As usual we have made special prepa¬
rations to meet the demand
- for n
attractive and singable compositions
adapted to the requirements of choirs
and soloists of all degrees of proficiency. We shall be glad to send copies
Df solos, anthems or services for exanimation, and wish to draw special
attention to the following named newer
publications for Easter:
Anthems—
“Christ
Christ the
the Lord
Lord is
is Risen
Risen Tn-dw”
To-day,”
Gilbert; “Christ is Risen,” De Reef;
“The King of Glory,” Coombs; “Re¬
joice, the Lord is King,” Berwald; “Sing
With all the Sons of Glory,” Brackett.
Solos—“Hail to the Risen Lord!”
Harding; “The Voice Triumphant”
Brackett.

We publish many others of

this kind, besides carryingy on hand
those issued by all other publishers,
Wcitc „«
tL ,
Write us now for a selection and allow
ample time for practice.

QONGS FOR CHILDREN, which
we have been advertising in The
Etude for a number of months, is
withdrawn with this issue, as the work
will be on the market before the March
issue is published.
Therefore, all
special offers are withdrawn with this
month. Our special price has only been
30 cents, postpaid, for the entire vol¬
ume. The collection will be made up
of the best songs we have for children,
and none of these songs have ever ap¬
peared in any book before. There¬
fore, the collection is entirely original.
You will not be disappointed in order¬
ing an advance copy by sending in
your order this month for 30c.; other¬
wise you will be too late.

'THE SCHUMANN ALBUM, which
A
is the last of the volumes of the

XX JOCOSE
faU °ffers’ wil1 be issucd this ffl°nfh'
all last month we were un’abie to fill work^T
adva"ce ?ff®rs
^
or^forthisV^uablework. We have boo£ iTand we eonimported
;
imported a second consignment and sider it one of the best collections of
hope to send o
o«r customers the wished- Schumann’s pieces that could be put
for volumes before this issue reaches
together. It will contain not the very
our readers. The edition is printed c
easiest nor the most difficult, but the
highly finished paper from new plates
numbers are all taken from the most
The price in cloth is $3.00; in paper"
popular works of this gifted writer. It
$2.00; subject to a discount of 25 per
will be such a volume as the progresscent. We have also a separate edition
student will long for. If you have
of each of the Rhapsodies, should
your order
prefer that way. The price is $r no
f04 Se7 ln.your
order for
for one
on® copy.
c2,v’
subject to the usual
^urie
count.
mUS1C dls‘ pn« 13 only 30 cents, delivered free.it
cash accompanies the order.
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(^QMMENCEMENT’ries,
* riemks and Schools of Music, but
AcJ“
, orivate teachers give their
• 0 m°st
h. heard In nnh.
iilsmopP°rtunities t0 be beardin pubK
intervals during the teaching sea-/intervals
' and especially at its close; whether
£conduding event is «dkda^C^m^or modestly announced as a
Sds’ Recital” it always has the
tJrne interest and charm alike for
participants and auditors. The quesC of suitable program numbers for
- occasion presents itself to directors
d teachers long before the pupils bet0 think about it, not only with
Ltd to solo numbers, but especially
fto the^ ^.
ensemble or: concerted sen connection with which it is
necessary to weigh and consider the
ability of each performer individually
ectiveiy. Many
many years’
years
as well as collectively.
experience in assisting teachers to
,_...
-_•
solve this problem places us in a posion when
don
wiitu we can be helpful ‘ -..
oertaining to the event, and we
{always ready to advise and select
j-.jrable compositions and arrangements according to the requirements in
... As
a ^ an rule
-Hi** we
vtrA find the deA*each, case.
mi to be most actively in favor of
piano music for Four Hands or Six
Hands;” Two pianos, Four and Eight
Hands, and also for Twelve Hands.
Concerted vocal numbers (two, three
and four parts) are also used, besides
Song Cycles and Cantatas. We have
an exceptionally large and varied
. , ,
.
stock of all these special classes of
music, and selections for examination
are cheerfully made up and sent to
teachers on our usual liberal terms.
We solicit correspondence on this subject and suggest that those interested
write early, so as to have sufficient
time not only to select what is most
desirable but also for practicing after
the work is assigned to the performers.
* * *
I THIS ISSUE WE W™WITH¬
DRAW THE FOLLOWING
IMPORTANT WORK FROM AD¬
VANCE
OFFER.
-taer, Op. is-iz Preliminary YeJrtilT nlUd,le5’
c.
Leconnoev 0°”"21^7d!f-S'

-d r
aCC
_,, , 'romeuy stuaies.
hurgmueller s Op. log—Characteristic
Studies
k
_ ...
krause, Op. 2—Studies for the Development of the Trill.
Krause, Op. 5-12 Preliminary Veloci v Sfndiec
j “muies.
we make one more offer on this collection. There are civ
,
te will in«reare six numbers, and
*111 send the entire six numbers
$1.00, postpaid. As
Atapest that any of these numbers will

l

°nly a Slance to
lt at th!,s l? an excellent offer. The
longer in fer 6 7parate Studies is no
m torce and only orders for the
Send $1.
® Present month and the en-

WEbL-KNOWN

FABLES

LSpanWW Tb ° MUSIC’ by Geo‘
0r Piano i= g’ The new work for voice
aration,but tbW Wel.' advaneed in preplinued d,lr;„ be^peclal offer will be conwhich We J the current month, after
Spaulding-c ^>CC1t -t0 withdraw it. Mr.
0,1 for extended “ t0° WeI1 ktlown to
P'rticular
d .comment- But this
I lie text of Urbils un'1ue of its kind.
8e,ri«l versfenChK0fTthe. P^ces has a
?ne°f the famT r -iess'ca Moore of
Voiding ha?mriablfS of •®sop- Mrumy oe eitner
be got-

Sune- The book Will

“ S’f,e
RhymeTYo^t!
y es tor tbe

known “Tunes and
Piano.”
TUk
Tbe special price
au,
cents. nostnfid
lication will be 20 cents
cash accompanies the order
’
* * *

give credit to
to
for the excellent
gregational Singing,” by Dr Manning
which appeared in The Etude for Ton’
uary.
UDE for Jan'
--TESTIMONIAL'S
muwiALS.
Cember number.
^rtalZlTfine
w.n
probabl;
Potato re-o®^.1-^.
__
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and am® re1flv,ed *¥
“Chopin Album"
b4at“, WManyleof7heWTOmpLiti7n7a7Sdeep
in£,i?“ulful a,?d aPP®al to me most strongly,
of its kind.--_„ ^regularly. It Is the best
; "Chopin Album.” It Is
a
is
a valuable collection” of -*music. The
Tbe waltzes
alone are worth the price of the album. I
aDd
T cannot tell you what a help The’Etude
know h°Yi}0
how to wet
get alons
along
wi^ho^it nowUl^2 ^?°W
^ ^ ^ /faV',e8’

chords or arpeggios is taken up. The
work ends with miscellaneous passages
taken from standard works and adapted
fof tfae practice and study of intona_
tion, style, timbre, sostenuto, colora,
a
.
. ’
t«ra, agility, flexibility, legato, staccato,
mardat0- portamento raddopiato, dotted
notes, triplets, syncopation, embellishments, recitativo
cadenzas. These
These sei
ments>
recitativo cadenzas.
Actions range from Bach and Molique
to Denza and Chaminade, although
there is a great preponderance of Han¬
REVIEW OF NEW PUBLICAdel. The author shows wide reading
TIONS.
_
and a broad mind. One remarkable
r*, r,.
,
thing about the book is that the subThe Ring of the Niebelung, by Richard ject of registers, which at one time
&ra tzzrrx Tera-BOe7- seemed to be the chief topic of discus_ synopsis of the four parts,
Whh
? °fand
‘ 7notes
^ on
^17
s!on among
writers dPon
is
with an
an inlrn
introduction
the given
but one
out ofthethevoice,
l86 o{

--W teachtogf T expect1*^ “renew* VsS® f°Uf P3rtS’ PriCe’ S° CCntS CaCh’
*«ms that it would have bee.1 m’uch
ma few’davs0—^tfZanua^i-otJr°'^r club rates"
There are four charming little bro- more desirable' if it had been cleverly
tI find r1
nattie R. Raguet.
rhnrae in
.1,.
__” ’ ’ * • •
.
I have rr
e a friend.— as presented
Wagner,
many
the work
t nunaiey.
,’Frances
iuHues a.
-i1 . . by
- Richard
,
™ — ’ is the
,
, subjects
... with. which
.
.
In,dou^ thinh I could say enough in praise t d Wlth mterest and grace. They are has to do might have been treated sep°f Your "ModeraMStudent’^'fln!”<«fli/'
■
fc,eaf in style and yet show much prep- arately. The pedagogical value of the
ments of a^ music teacher better tbanany otner fration- They are designed to be of work might thus have been very
iUwish to'Sv^ha'tl'hav/v£°L6ee^terest to the music-lover, as well as greatly enhanced. The book is worthy
with The
Tprifl Etude
'Rinmnn and
ond have gained Plea*©d
investie-atinn nf
corlntic
and mab
make a of the investigation
of pvprv
every serious
yrtth
‘benefit the professional musician, anH
1 a
Reamed with "Anthem highly desirable gift for the ambitious teacher and student of the voice,
student.
—H- A- Kinglet.
any musi7iove7^^^
Voice and Song. A practical method
people who study music.—Clayton L. for the study of singing, by Josef
1 must say that the music sent me is en- Smith (Published by G. Schirmer).
tirely satisfactory and am very much pleased Price, $2.
sumc.—Jolm W. Ramsbottom.
7 T°u always®’fiU°ord^.
Z"
”r“”° 1
~~ promptly that
Undoubtedly the most important
** is a, pleasure to order from ‘your’ bouse?—
Mary L.
Lf^MacDonalilf
y°ur ouse.
work of its kind that has appeared
MacDonald. ”
Best wishes of the
„
An attempt has been
Professional Want Notices ai
uniform kindness and courtesy _ whose this season.
made to make the book all-comprehen- Business^NoHces ten WC“7S Ct
ErchristSrC^^e^Many thanks sive, and this is probably the only with order. Do not have"replies direc’ted“to
J°F ,the trouble you took
serious criticism that might be brought ■ 18 offlce-__
fou“ yorafiveeChoueses°as I ^id^to’ you,Tut md®
WANTED — Second-hand Virgil Practice
den,tjy^thgy did not trouble themselves much, against it. So many aspects of one
subject are extremely difficult to pre- wim®™ ™«®
??i°y-T,M£s.-.Zra“c?.s.BI "thank you for’ your liberal reductions, sent in one volume without encounter¬ Williams, 2008 Rose street,'Berkeley, Califo7
sendingmusf< 'r'n*r'tlc,a
---l- ing the danger of confusing the pupil.
Mr. Mathe
^collection of
pieces
t
of pieces to However, in the hands of an intelligent est™ mEth?N4ausiSg^THandT Expan'der^and
mywhlrebesi and well-schooled teacher the work fmger “oald for Shaping and Enlarging the
thing of the kind I have found anywhere.
shall be glad to have all the grade" "
in-yWber®fast
should prove very practical indeed.
^trtttt^Add1^?’ M
as they are published.—Lillian Walk...
The book starts with an extremely Pub-ishing Co-> 853 Carnegie Hall, New York.
ceii/T^d1 rrninnm
lucid exPosition of the elements of
CHURCH ORGAN PEDALS attaehidTto
:ived
the
work
“Comprehensive
mllsicaI
notation,
or
what
the
German
anyy
style
piano. T. II. Knollin, Syracuse,.
---zed
“Compreh<
Scale and Arpeggio
Manual,”” by MacF;_
~"“i| H-’
*”- pedagogues commonly term “theory.” -1—1_____
This is the most comprehensive and inNotation, tempo, time and embellish* rMIA’Ki;,OI;?:dT4N SCHOOLS of
^
ments are taken up in turn and treated “d^w&rk^N^’jP^Nomal^^tuae?tsW(tIachand1Arpeggio Snic®'^n^very'®keyr^and pod- much more extensively than custom- ®rSc?':,,othei'a’> contempluiing i^utnmer'
th the
tlon’ -an?- ls USnful for Jl,lpi1^ PrePari“g for arilY done in works of this kind. The NormaiyInstitute,e|LdSt°of°MeSi’0nwith referSMCLSMir are a«thor has doubtless realized that the -e to the
^ study.
i thorX have received the “Comprehensive S""'“ average «"»»1
vocal pupil ******
comes to the —« fafe o7?tud^ eliminating thVunneces:
and Arpeggio Manual” and find that, it is
teacher
without
knowledge
of
the
ele5Fy>
loading
the
student
to
a
mental
grasp
of
named “Comprehensive.” I find it is i
, practicdlly, theoretically and s
complete than I thought the hook could
ments of music, and that such a course its® sph4t.Pr
~~
'i+ TheaRusseU®0mrt7ods
rhe Russel’ --- T
Sometimes scale work is not interesting,
the first few pages of the book Sug- Jearuod iu a Jew
few days
days; they represent no
thus ^certainly is fascinating.—Mrs. N.
gests
ublui upeus aiarcn so. The closing
!ta is
’"B not
nnt only
n",v desirable, but
K”f i...
send one copy of “First- Step
perative. A short musical dictionary lerm ,°Pegs.May 1st. The Summer Normal,
Piano Studyno other hook is as good
0r,edaily sk_ll|
~ „7. ” _
beginners.—Mrs. Jason Farrar.
and a dissertation upon expression is atTn/' timey
** “ S®fend’
Send fTfeSmatfen^Alex
for information Alex
1 think your “Tunes and Rhymes” the 1
placed
at
the
commencement
of
the
Y0pkamson’
ReSistrar, Carnegie Hall, New
charming thing I have seen to interest
book instead of in the last pages. This —- ‘___:_
Children.—Jfrs H. L. Horne.
1 certainly have no cause of complaint and ,3 a. commendable
(.uumitmiduic
V.11U11KC,
11
UlC
,VV../,
.
nnvilolllilt
change,
if
the
_ co’B.
y prompt '--*“
in sending music ‘“'~
find —-*
y
also in all orders which *1 have sent, teacher is conscientious enough to heed RegtetS C? are off^ing^wLl^teTmagnM
ana
certainly appreciate the
^efforts
___
,,,
„___
m the_
lMK haU
uau
youwhich
?bend
hint._ ___vv,„v,
Breath control and tone pro'f‘hP1Pefa0c^“
“was Ptod in
. please- which
..
e.”—Viola M. Jones.
duction are treated very comprehen- by the IimchTngs%ote7‘o?ganbCo. Hh 17171
ra™ ‘‘
_ order I received from you I was sively, and we are pleased to note that ®uPerb modern concert organ with every un-tm
Th _delighted
with. I find your house gives
better“serTTeerin books than other houses.—• the subject of articulation has not been ^77!^
Mrs.
c. F. Broun
Musical’
History book received. To say ^glected.
A section devoted .to
Or^n,®
“
am
very “
well pleased is putting it mildly. Italian, German and French pronuncia- Organ, and Pedal Organ! with thirtvTwo
ft certainly is a fine premiui
...
’ interesting, but we fail to see notes- M is also equipped’with couplers ter
”'T“have‘ received”my “copy of ' the work how a singer can sing intelligently in kej dCe°sk^ andb?inect™!pnelimi[LhfctIonm0 Hbil
“Youthful Diversions, and have examined it a foreign language by merely pro- understood that this organ is to be disDosed
larly'Ufor ehUdrenf^Tlfe quaint Httl’e Pdi!ymes nouncing the words in “parrot-lL”
set to melody with rhythmic themes^ enclosing fashion without any knowledge of the PjPe °tean. National Cash Register Co, DaytbostSdSightful picture for childhood days®.— meaning cf the text. The exercises for —-In¬
A line E. Tempest
the extension of the compass upward
THE RHINE (grade 3).
Either one by
and downward are very good, as are mail,” 20" centsT rds ffalop.
5. Hood, Manchester,
those for cultivating what the writer N- H-

<§S5?

._ orders is indeed n
n hut thank you and w
-Mrs. Thos. R. Ryan.
studying alone just for my own pleasure and
VaMo^^ iS S Sreat belP'^i/rS' A 11'
- have received the work “Chopin Album”
ldcaanmc»ul?7aro^^^n^%Ca0mneStr?oCtIOa^i
vers of Chopin.—Geo. F. Langgnth.
Enclosed please find. P. O. order for re7 subscription for The Etude,
Deginnmg witn tne New Year, 1908. Panics
°/uUa TuetcM^ bave THE ETDDE'^rs-

classifies as “sostenuto.” The suggestions for ,,the study
of sight
singing,
as
,
r
well as those for scale practice, ;
helpful, and the book abounds with
practical illustrations. Intervals are
not taken into consideration until there
has been abundant opportunity for the
student to get a good idea of the diftnnaHHes.
The subject
snhieef of
ferent
tonalities.
The
chords is harmonically considered before the work relating to broken

” REFINED LADY desires position as planlS
accompanist.
Best references.
■ ■’
N. V..
ear* nf TITra-nn....
of ThV Etude. “
way, cheap. Other bargains '*195
Wm. Scherzer>
Scherzer, pbiIa<3elphia.
Philadelphia. 8 H-5upwards‘
Wm'
WANTED—Position as teacher m
n,st
■-e? 01

THE

THE ETUDE
pupils of Miss Spring.
A-Uonte
from “Sun
-Jrom
“Surprise” Symphony (4
Haydn; ^Amtra’s Dance
hds.).

RECITAL PROGRAMS.
itrlctly first-clBM

AN OFFER TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS

Pupils of Mrs. Van Born and Mrs. R. D-

TO AID IN SECURING

“

® — ■■

__Bechter; Welcome,.
Streabbogy;S In Rank and

Etcde, and the’ w

conditions are to be obmust accompany all orders,
articles can be sent to any adrtlilng will be delivered free,
order and the new subscription
ist conic together ; under no clrmstanceg can we (ill an order at
ise prices after the subscription
3 been sent In.
^
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Anthem Repertoire .
Beethoven, Selections from
I’lano Works .
Chopin, Nocturnes, Complete.
Chopin, Waltzes, Complete..
Chopin, F., Lighter Com¬
positions .
-iarke, H. A., Harmony . ..
Clarke, H. A., Pronouncing

March!

Grieg, Ed., Album of Piano
Gurli?L0Piano Album.
Handel, Album (Presser)ivenile Duet Players.
shier,
Practical
Piano
Method, Vol. 1.
London, C. W., Foundation
Materials.
Landon, C. W., Reed Organ
_ 50
Method .
Maelzel Metronomi Bell_ 7 50
tlaelzel Metrononn No Bell. 5 00
Mason,
"
Technic (one of 4 vols.).. 100
Masterpieces for the Piano.. 1 00
Mathews’ Standard Piano
Pieces, Grades I, II, III or
IV, each. 50
Mathews^ W. ^S. B., Masters ^ ^
Mathews, W. S. B.. Standard
First and Second Grade
Pieces for Piano..
1 00
lendelssohn, F.. Songs without Words, Complete. 100
lodern Dance Album. 50
Music Satchel, Handles. 1 50
Music Satchel. Handles (full
Parlor and School Marches
Perry, E. B., Descriptive
Analysis of Piano Works.. 1
Popular Parlor Album.
in Pianoforte Study.
Riemann, Dr. Hugo, Dictionary of Music. 4 50
Root, F. W.. Methodical Sight
Singing, Three Parts, Each.
Schumann. Album, Selected
Album for the
40
Sefton. E. M., Class Book ft
Music Teachers.
Spaulding, Tunes & Rhymes
Standard Concert Etudes...
Tapper, Thos., First Studr
in Music Biography ....
Duet Hour .
'odell, ”
r. w., ouou nuu
/Wodeil,
Chorus Conducting .1 50

0 C C SixWeeks’ Course
V 0 U for Teachers
Private Lessons in

PIANO, VOICE OR VIOLIN
2 00
4 50
3 50

1
^(
1.
1!
1
2

2 West 121st Street, New York.

GEORGE DUDLEY MARTIN
Harmony and Practical
Composition Taught by Mail

CLASS PINS
170

Special designs for musical clubs and classes
Write for illustrations to the manufacturers

"inf; ^r’ju«ST4;hiU.r BurtyS’
. Chansonette, Werner ; Turkish March, L van

BENT & BUSH
3 50

161

1 00

15 School St„

-

Boston, Mass.

When the ffinY;
Lights are Low (4 hds.)

Engel-

Hoid Ground, Kern; A Rural Wedding (4
hds.1. Br™lant"aZ=’--“d^ Co“c_er^’J t’Cssard ;
CORRECTION OF MUSICAL M.S.S. g-X
A SPECIALTY
Mazurka (6 hds.), Kramer.
A. W. BORST. 1505 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. Pupils of F. IF. Farrai
Composerof Cantatas: John Gilpin, Mrs. Speaker,etc.
T>“
'"
Premiere
Mazurka, Farrar; Birds on the

An Album of Flowers
Piano Pieces by John E. Campbell

No. 2,

ocl a r d°' L™ it a, Emlf’LiYbiini3''

"THE ETUDE
1712 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
an THE ETUDE when addressing our adve

They Thrive On Grape-Nuts.

“Flying ’Dutchman,”
Sira&bS"* ;

« Concert

■
i
f

o£
Strainfef Grf
six this
teaspoonfuls
ofaPehNUjjlkiUputk
rich milk, put !
^ salt and
„ a little sugar, wanned
w
|
it and gave it to baby every two hours, j
“In this simple, easy way I
baby’s life and have built her «P »*
stromr healthy child, rosy and langW*

also a delicious healthfor grown-ups, a
ful food f.
family.”
strong, healthy man ,or_w0®abe3ltli.

Colonial Bldg., BOSTON

|j

wate,r f,0r hf a" h?Url
^
off the liquid and mixed 12 teaspoon!

babies

‘There’s a Reason.” Read The R(
:o Wellville,” in pkgs.

Seeds Grow!
Burpee’s New
Farm Annual
For 1908
This complete book, bound
m lithographed covers and
containing also six superb
colored plates painted from nature, is Yonns
;,0ni ie..S5kulg’Tprovided y°u have a garden and
tt “e , on where you saw this advertisement,
it is an elegant book—the best seed catalog we have
» offerssome most remarkable “ New
be obtained only direct
Many X winter’s
evening can be spent profitably in planning your
g-arden, by a careful study of this book. Shall we
youwiUsay^j /If y°U appreciate Qualityln Seeds
forge °until it is°too late ? ^ PUt offand Possihlr
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
The targeet Mail-Order Seed House,
Burpee Building, Philadelphia

“Can any teacher tell me what to do with a pupil who

-

have such a wonderful effect at

Burpee’s

him in every way, but I confess I am discouraged; Would
you advise me to give him up?”

CUBS’ FOOD

Healthy babies don’t cry and the wellnourished baby that is fed on GrapePupils of the Harrisburg Conservatory of Nuts is never a crying baby Many
Music.
babies who cannot take any other food
How Sweet the Moonlight Sleeps, Decevee ;
r u
e
firane-Nuts,and
Carnival of Venice (violin), Dancla ; Soldiers* relish the perfect food, Grape
March, Decevee ; Polish Dance, Scharwenka ; get well.
Tam O Shanter, Warren 5 The Little Tambour
1*4.1 t
„c rrlvpti iin bv tht^e
(violin), David ; Impromptu, Schubert; Grand
My little baby was given P y
Galop, Bartlett; Barcarolle ; Witches’ Dance, doctors, who said that the condensea
MacDowell; The Secret, Gautier.
milk 0n which I had fed her had rained
Pupils of Mrs. R. w. White.
the child’s stomach. One of the doctor
J TStef. F?7°rlJe’ told me that the only thing to do would
Diabelll; Bright Eyes, Orth’ At School be to try Grape-Nuts, so I got s0®'
mfnn11’ Flowed'f'SF and prepared it as follows: I soaked
Shepherd, Kern; Float’ing Clouds, Krogmann' 1V2 tablespoonfuls in one pint of CO

Marks’ Conservatory of Music

, Turn the end of the thumb in, so that-it points
under the hand as much as possible. Keep it in this
position and practice raising it up and down as a
gymnastic exercise, away from the piano. Continue
this exercise persistently for weeks, until sufficient
muscular strength has been developed to control the
linger. If the thumb is kept pointed under the hand
it will be impossible for it to go out of joint.
2. The only way to overcome the kind of nervous¬
ness you speak of is to engage the pupil in conversa¬
tion about various subjects in which she may be
interested until she forgets herself to a certain de¬
gree. Then let her play until she becomes nervous,
when you can divert her mind again for a moment.
In this way I think you may be able to gradually
bring her to a condition in .which she will be less
conscious of herself.
3. Felix Mendelssohn’s father took the name
Bartholdy when he decided, at the urgent counsel
of his brother-in-law, to bring his children up in
the Protestant faith. He did this not because of
conversion, but, as he said in a letter, “because this
is the faith of the most cultivated men.”

an additional explanation if so request¬
ed. Do not hesitate to ask for one.
Remember that what you may think
is severity is often only kindness. The
surgeon who performs a serious opera¬
tion is not cruel. He cuts only to save.
It is often the same way with teachers.
If they do not cut deep enough, little
habits remain which inevitably grow to
become serious habits.
One of the hardest habits the teacher
has to correct is that of breaking in
the fingers. This is a habit that is
ruinous to playing. It is very hard to
^ __ Your teacher may have to”"
'correct.
you many, many times about it, bt.
vou should persist and try to help her
f
.
‘
lc
by helping yourself,

Pupils of Concordia School of Music.
Spring Showers, Fink; Marche, Aux Flam¬
beaux (8 hds.), Seopon-Clark ; Les Myrtes,
Wachs; New Spring; Valse Impromptu (4
hds.), Bachman; Second Valse, Godard;
Bolero, Lack ;.Mazurka (6 hds.), Von Weber ;
Pierette, Chaminade ; Military March-(8 hds.),
Schubert.

Including Room and Board.

If
1!

®“7 Will you please explain why Bartholdy is so often
appended to Mendelssohn’s name?”

Corrections.
Mazurka, Pattison; Arrival of Spring ((
Do not ever let the correction of
hds.), Vesten.
mistakes annoy you. Always remember
that your teacher has your best inter(4- ests in mind,
mind. If
feel irritated by
Pretty Birdie, Spaulding; Autunm Days i.4it you teel
Ms>, c£?Jk Lisnamd\ nga-rDblWLostf ’ Dolly numerous suggestions and criticisms,
Found Gavnor ; Jolly Raindrops, Spaulding; remember how much more trying the
Fire Ball Mazurka (4 Ms.), Behr ; Winas m corrections
.
must...
be to your teacher
!elYsm<4 hds0I)n.eBehi“ jYuyS'lhaynSe,’Engel- wbo has had to correct the mistakes
maun ; Valsette, Nurnherg ; For Grandfather, of
q{ hundreds
hundreds of
of other
other little
little folks
folks before
beforj.
e Sleigh Ii e (4 hds
Marcus ;
you came to her.
Ms.), Sidus ; On Lake
The best way to avoid the annoyance
Br
Dreams of Homeland, Kern , of corrections, is to try your best to
Waltz Azalea
iertens;’ Gypsy ’ Queen (« find out just exactly what the teacher
Dream Waltz,
' "
(4
means and then carry out the directions
c- she gives, just as a soldier carries 011
| ’ the orders of an officer. Many teachers
’ who are well-meaning often fail to
Paul.
make themselves perfectly clear in all
Pupils of Miss
_ de Cavalerit __Rubinstein; particulars. It is very hard to make
Giants, Rogers ' BaTancelle O.n^the SwingD things clear to all pupils alike. What
Wachr- --*
lara; aMazurkaa(Hungarian)
tout..
may
- suffice for
f' an explanation for
jluz, JOOI1II1; Waltz in Octaves, Concone ; To pupji WOuld never do for another. No
48 _No.
No. 6, Orieg,
Lfavoue m h * *
...
Spring, Op. 43,
Grieg ^Gavotte
.
.4,
r.
.
•.
h - Grandmother Tells a Ghost teacher, however, will refuse to give

Pupils of Dr. Baas.
Loin du Bal, Gillet; Lady Betty, S. Smith ;
Mollie’s Dream, Reissiger; Heimweh, Jungman; Polnisches Soldatenlied, Moniuzko;
Heather Rose, Lange; Souvenir de Havane,
Gottschalk; “Cujus Animam,” Stabat Mater,
Rossini; Etude, in A Flat, Wollenhaupt;
CT°Y!U^Y’n^echa?teld1uU“la’tm,e^Boscovftl; ^a
Cascade, Pauer ; Elegie, Nollet; At the Spring,
JoseSEv ; Le Papillon, Lavallee ; King’s Hussars,
Leonard; Prelude, In D Minor, Bach ; Impromptu, in A Flat, Chopin ; Trilby, Godard ;
Le Galop, Raff; Hungarian Csardasz, Kontski.

fe

"d*“

Constant Devotion, Adam Gelbel.

DaxLCe°“l

. t; Wind
—*Gbj j|| Tf”i,nt'
Story,’ Kullak
ir
Polonaise in A Majo., —* .
Bolero, Godard ; Tarantella, Op. 1
Rubinstein.
Pupils of the Missouri Conservatory of Music.
Concertstueck F Minor, Weber; Pas des
Amphores, Chaminade ; Sonata F Minor, Op.
2, No 1, Beethoven ; Sonata D Major, Haydn ;
Salterelle, Lack; Whims, Schumann ; Valse
Arabesque, Lack ; Concerto G Minor, Mendelssohn ; Tarantelle A Flat Major, Heller ' "Faust

Reed Organ . 1
Concert Duets. 1
Cummings, W. II., Rudiments
Czerny, School of Velocity,
Op. 119!).
Czerny (Lelbling), Selected
Studies, 3 books, eachDuvernoy, Op. 120, Complete.
Engeimanm 24 Pieces for
Parlor Pieces .
Trst Recital Pieces.
’ischer, J. C., Piano Tuning. 1
,'our-hand Parlor Pieces....
Francis, Edw., Life and Works
of Handel, Haydn. Weber,
Beethoven,
Mendelssohn,
Chopin, Liszt,
Wagner,
_way, Memory Songs. ... 1
Gates, W. F., Anecdotes of
Great Musicians. 1
Great Composers, Musical

,omt
every time
they reach ofa
What is the best plan to
overcome
the nervousness
nuoil at the lesson? I have a little pupil who learns

25

ew Subscriptions
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ETUDE

TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE.
(iContinued from page 97.)
«, Will you please tell me what to do for students who

Your pupil is more than likely one of that very
numerous class of spoiled children who, lacking in
application to begin with, have never been taught to
concentrate their efforts along any line. Your first
effort, perhaps, should be directed to a quarter where
you can probably accomplish nothing, and where
your attempt to do so would be considered an im¬
pertinence, viz., with the parents. But if they them¬
selves have been incapable of instilling in their
children a sense of initiative, perhaps because in the
habit of frittering away their own efforts^ and have
been unable to acquire any control over them, any
teacher is going to have a hard task who tries to
supply the parental deficiency. The only possible
solution of your problem that I can suggest is that
someone be appointed to sit with the child when
practicing, someone who knows what the pupil ought
to do, and who has sufficient strength to hold him
to it. Such an arrangement would doubtless be the
best sort of discipline for the boy.

These are three ‘tracks’ in -the human body used in
Pianoforte playing: (r) from ear to brain; (2) from
should h'n’
£rom brain to keyboard; and these
the t j c?ns'dered as forming, for practical purposes,
one ?, jY011 of three great departments of teaching,
mnm!nCUj'ng thorough instruction in intervals, harsiehK Sj- rhythra; another in musical notation and
teehmY” if’ anc* a ^rd in all points of touch and
techmc-’-Macdonald Smith.

^OHE following ensemble pieces include all grades and
styles, and are useful for. teaching purposes and
recitals. Most of them are by standard foreign com¬
posers, in the original editions, and some of the latest
novelties are among the number. We shall continue to
add works of merit from time to time, until we have all
the desirable literature available on our lists. For those
unfamiliar with this form of music, selections will be made

ANDREf, Op. 142, Christi Kind’l, Gavotte . . . Kramer
“
Op. 119, Krauskopfchen.Kramer
ASCHER, Op. 40. Fanfare Militaire.Herbert
BERLIOZ, Marche Hongroise. Alder
BEETHOVEN, TurkishMarch.StreabbogBELLINI, Norma, Overture.Herbert
BACH, B., Awakening of Spring.Herbert
BACHMANN, Sorrento.Beyer
BEHR, Birthday Gavotte .
“
Sparrows’ Chirping.Low

BRAHMS, Hungarian Dances Nos. 1 and 2 . . . Czerny
"
"ong.Czerny
Hungariain Dances Nos. 3, 4, and 5 . . Czerny
_„_..an Dances Nos. 6, 7, and 9. . Czerny
“
Hungarian Dances Nos. 8 and 10 . . Czerny
CLARK, Torchlight Procession, March.
PLOTOW, Martha. Fantasy.Beyer
FONDEY, Girard Gavotte. .
GABRIEL-MARIE, La Cinquantaine.Alder
“
“
Serenade Badine.Alder
GAUTIER, Secret.Gurlitt
GOBBAERTS, Op. 58, Marche Triomphale.
GURLITT, Husarenmarsch ..
“
Op. 192, No. 2, Gavotte.
“
Op. 192, No. 3, Capriccietta.
“
Op. 192, No. 4, Baflata.
GOUNOD, l'aust, Fantasy.Krug
HAYDN, Two Menuets.Herbert
“
Gipsy Rondo.Kramer
HORVATH, Vis-a-vis, Children’s Quadrille.
HOFMANN, March with Trio.
KELER BELA, Op. 73, Lustspiel Overture . . . Kipke
KRAMER, Op. 19, Glockenspiel. .
“
Op. 7 Jubelfeier, Polonaise.
“
Op. 18, Pensionatsfrcuden, Waltzes.
“
Op. 9, Im Flugelkleide.
LIFTL, Polonaise ..
LORTZINO, Czaar und Zimmermann, Fantasy . Krug
M1SSA, Les Caquets du Moulin...
“
Gavotte Printani4re.
“
Patrouille Mauresque.
“
Petite Parade Militaire.
“
Les Petits Tirailleurs.
“
Pri&re des Derviches .
"
”
'u Berger

MOZART, Magic Flute, Fantasy .Krug
“
Magic Flute, Overture.Burchard
MENDELSSOHN, Hebrides Overture
. ^Herbert
OESTEN, Op. 175, Alphm Bliu!r?h ! ! . . ! H‘erb7rt
II
Op. 193, Alpine Glow.Herbert
I
Op- 3°5i Three Sisters.Herbert
RAVINA, Op. 69^’TyroUenne
Herbert
ROSSINI, Barber of Seville, Overture, . . . ! Herbert
“
La Gazza Ladra, Overture.Herbert

“In playing music of th
and some of the more classi
where (in the
left hand) there are single
irst and third
beats, and chords on the second and ifourth, my left hand
stumbles unless I play very slowly, “a jumping from the
single note to the chord I always run he risk of striking a
wrong note. What would you advise n.„
-to overcome the difficulty?”
Simply make an exercise of such passages for the
left hand. Take certain short phrases and practice
them over and over. First make the skips rather
short, and gradually increase the length of the jumps
fyou acquire proficiency. You will have to work
faithfully and persistently, however, in order to
overcome your difficulty.

six-hand™
PIANO MUSIC

SANDRE, Op. 54, Marche de Fete.
, Op. 55, Bleue Matinde.
SJJPPE, Boccaccio, Fantasy.
SPINDLER, Op. .264, No. 1, Waltz.
SCHUBERT, Op. 27, No. 3 March in D . . .
“
Op. 27, No. 1, March in B minor
SPINDLER, Op. 140, No. 3, Charge of the Hus

For Brain Workers
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
Strengthens the exhausted and confused
brain, relieves nervous headache and induces
refreshing sleep. A wholesome tonic.

No. 5, Polohaise; No. 6, Boldro
Op. 183, No. 2, Valse.
Op. 75, March..
Op. 100, No. 7, Le Ddpart; No. 8, Les
Amazones; No. 9, La Fileuse; No. 10,
Rondino; No. n. Chanson Napolitaine;
_ No. 12 Echo des Montagues . each,
VERD4i^Trovmorea’FantasynfS.marSCh. .’ .’
He£y*
^BER?PEmyan0theS,Ov!rtu?|:. .’ .' .' .' .' ; ' Herbert
“
Freischutz, Overture .Herbert
Oberon, Overture.Herbert
“
Freischutz, Fantasy . . . .
Krue
<•'
{“vitatjonto the Dance . . .
'. 'Herbert
Jubel Overture.
Herbert
Op. 10, No. 6, Rondo in E flat ... '. Horvath
Preciosa, Overture., Burchard
WOLLENHAUPT, Op. 71, Grand Galop brillante Herbert

50 CENTS POSTPAID.
JAS.P. DOWNS,BOX 521, NEW YORK,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

«yend for Lists of Music for
Two Pianos, Eight Hands

weus’s to be an individual musical power,
musiraiS ,°w no one but ourselves to form the
whole ratmosphere in which we live. Out of the
own im
.of musical expressions, or from our
and l„,?g!ft,ons’ we draw to us that which is ours
Powerful6 that
is not> until we become definite,
PUrnnor personalities, each exerting a special and
Poseful ioTee-Arthur Farwell.

JYIusic Typography in all Its Branches

Two Pianos, Four Hands

M
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MUSICAL VALENTINES
For the Young and Old ; for the
Vocalist; for the Pianist—for
EVERYBODY
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“The Parlor Profession ”
IT PAYS

They are ten centt each, postpaid
Write for Circular.

Oak Park, Ill.

TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR

COMBS

II You Can H_. ,
The Tune-a-Phone Guides You.
r0 teach by PERSONAL c.

exclusive, patented MECHAN¬
ICAL AIDS, a few weeks' —
SSSfSS«S!5‘S,JS5r'
ward? of e™HE fe
PROFESSION.”
Read what our Graduate
.
“! have earned as blahasOlna£$•day at tontaft"

FRANK J. BENEDICT
l.ongacre Studios, 154 Severn;
| Send ioc for booklet
“How beautiful Sing¬
ing Voice* Are Made”
!l Plain answers to typi¬
cal questions about Voice Culture
and the Art of Singing.
“Musical Possibilities of the Aver¬
age Voice”.

A MUSIC SCHOOL
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Warren, Ohio.

PHILADELPHIA

10 South 18th St..

TEACHERS WANTED )

r*

£

In the small Danish town of Grenea a
young woman of twenty-five has been
*I have advl6ed BC°RevO C.'J. Peickb? Aurora, Ill.
appointed
organist, bellringer and
gravedigger. She also tunes pianos for
“I
make lr°j, ^“B^w^lfanUbS;, Pa.
nwould not tube ,1,000 lorwha^learnedm jour a consideration in her spare time.
‘‘My fleet day's work Umlu^waatM. GY<£\rLj°“r8e 18
“The autumn,” said Eben H. Emery,
thorough
E. Church, juleaburgjColo.
“I am a J unlor Law Student. J cleaned up *1B0 In two weather forecaster, “is, as a rule, our
vacation months this 8J|^”|1rfrBGT> Iowa city, lows.
j'a8 finest American season, whatever it
ead may have been this year. Foreigners
n.
visiting us should invariably come in
m7 the autumn.”
“•
Suddenly Mr. Emery smiled.
“I am reminded of an old autumn
LET US MAKE YOU LIKEWISE PROSPEROUS.
We supply free to esch student a Tune-a-Phone,
full sized model of s modem, upright piano actloi song,” he said. “ ‘A thousand leaves are
falling,’ is the way it begins.
^SMS3.ttSp«Mly regulated an
“A lady, at a church concert, rose to
sing this song.
“ ‘A thousand leaves are falling,’ she
carolled, and then her voice broke
endd"o”day"for"o'ur free, descriptive booklet,
a screech, and she had
stop, for she
1,“Winning Independence.” had pitched the song too high.
B The Niles Bryani School ol
“ ‘Start her at five hundred,’ shouted
an auctioneer from the gallery.”

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Goodrich

CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG, Principal
Complete Musical Education in all branches

P

”r

PRIVATE MUSIC SCHOOL

The Sternberg School of Music

C. W. Wilcox, New York.
“Great
Oaks from little acorns grow.’’ Beginning
only a few short years ago to teach com¬
position and arranging of music by
mail; to-day he has erected a college for
the
the same, and has his offices ii
handsomest buildings on Fifth avenue,
this city. Surely no greater proof of the
success and efficacy of his method could
be desired.— The Dominant, Sept., 1907.

PROGRESSIVE SIGHT READING PIAIVOFOItTE.
SERIES °f pieces In four books deafened to facilitate the

sehooli

1
:ion THE ETUDE when at

Colonial Bide., B

by s. REID SPENCER.

ing-room number, one of the best
P^ces of this kind we have seen for
gome time- It requires a crisp delivery,
clean gnger WOrk.
Schmoll’s
“Saitarelle” is a valuable teaching piece
q{ this noted French pedagogue. The
contrast between the staccato and legato
touches must be well marked throughQUt_ This pjece should be played at a
good rate of speed when well learned,
Lindsay>s “Military Drill March” is
another excellent teaching piece of easy
grade This march when well played
gives an effect fully as rich and brilliant
as that of many m0re difficult pieces of
the same type. N. von Wilm’s “Among
the Gipsies” is a characteristic piece of
great merit, full of color. It must be
played ;n a spirited manner with strong
contrasts. Gurlitt’s “March of the Tin
Soldjers” is an easy teaching piece which
wjll appeai t0 young players. Spauld.
„ “Airy Fairies”
" ' ‘
is still easier,
:.
suited
to&first grade pupils, and very pleasing.
The four-hand number is Calvini’s
“La Chasse aux Gazelles.” This is a
very lively galop which should be dashed
0ff with vim and enthusiasm. T'
Professor—“I
suppose that you on wu
your original four-hand piece, not an arnotice a great improvement
langement.
daughter’s touch?”
Walter H, Lewis’ “Postlude” is a
Proud Parent—“I certainly have.
all very useful organ piece, suitable for the
Professor—“I am so promt" It is
close of service or for recital i“*

80 Saint Nicholas Ave., NEW YORK CITY
LESSONS BY MAIL
Special Course for Teachers 1 aci“d

Fine dormitories for the pupils. Send for GT-pifge

gance in interpretation. Wilhelm’s “In
path of Roses” is a graceful draw-

Hundredsof funnyhttVJ!!,nsfc lescontinually cropping UP
brothsons. Why not let your musical^bro
ers and sisters have a laugh withi y Send us your funny musical story.
we have space we will be 1SJad t P
it. “Laugh and the World laughs
you.”
__
The leader of a band in a small
Western city applied to a witty local
doctor for a euphonious name to give
his band
The doctor thought for a
few moments and gave the leader a
high-sounding Latin name which delighted the musician immensely, he
had it painted in large letters upon the
bass drum and the band was accordingly
advertised in the neighboring villages.
It was not until some time afterwards
that a kind friend informed the bandmaster that the English translation of
the Latin name painted upon his bass
drum meant “The Civic Disgrace.
It
is needless to say that the name was
soon changed and that the doctor be¬
came somewhat unpopular with the
' members.

Broad St. Conservatory of Music
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KEYBOARD reflections.

/-* a vn t FfiATO
STACCATO AND LEGA1U.
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T«E usual tendency is to have the stool too low,
l than too high. The elbows should be at least
• h as the keyboard, wlthout thelr being held unThe arm position will be more comfort«fa dthe correct method will not only be much
but also impossible if the elbow is too low.
f footstool for very young pupils is necessary to
W them hom sitting, or rather leaning back, on
fP,l„e while standing on the floor, and also to pre|f(discomfort. No one can work to good advantn with the distraction of even a slight discomfort.
ILinners often get the lines and spaces, also the
Ifs confused. Much time is needlessly wasted
'f n a wrong note is played, trying to remember the
"Lbr line or space, by stopping and reviewing
h lesson. -If only one line or space can be restsbered the rest can be easily and quickly ascer-

J
;
!;
clearly and well detached,
The violin number, an effective itrangement of Mozart’s beautiful “Ave
Yerum,” will be found very useful. It
is so arranged that it may be used
either as a violin solo or as a duet for
v;0j;ns_ the second part being ad lib.
phe accompaniment, although written
Ior the p;ano> may also be played —
• - good* effect.
~ •
the organ with
P. Douglas Bird’s “Too Late” is a
sacred song of the popular type, and a
vcljy Jmc
very
fine example of its ..
class. It is
meiodjous> musicianly and lies well for
voice, the composer being himself
’ song
experienced vocalist. ™
This
may be used at evangelical church
services to good . advantage or in the
home circle.
Davenport Kerrison’s “Ho! Hilly
Ho,>, .g a roHicking hunting song of the
English type. It is full of go and has
i suitable
the right atmosphere,
either for teaching o r recital use.

The celebrated German theorist
Richter once had a very careless pupil
who repeatedly brought him slovenly
manuscripts. One day when the written
lesson the pupil had brought was par¬
ticularly bad, Richter, in the presence
.
of a large class of students,
sharp
the lesson paper, putting
ami a flat here and there, rubbing out
blots, correcting the spelling of chords,
straightening lines. When he came to
the end he soberly drew the two missing final bars with the biting remark:
“With these two missing bars we close
the pig-sty.”
EXPLANATORY NOTES ON OUR
MUSIC PAGES.
The music in this issue comprises
eight piano solos, a piano duet, an organ
piece, a violin piece and two songs,
Schumann’s “Arabesque” is one of the
most frequently played of this composer’s more advanced pieces. It is
used in teaching and appears on many
concert programs. It must be played
in romantic spirit, but with great precision. giving due weight to the inner
voices as well as bringing out the
themes. Nolck’s “In May Night’s Fragrance” is a melodious serenade by an
able modern composer. It is original
in treatment, requiring style and ele-

“COFFEE GRUNTERS”
Ever See One?
Thoughtful people have a laugh on
coffee cranks now and then.
“I had used coffee ever since I was
a small child,” writes an Ind. lady, “and
have always had bad spells with my
stomach,
“Last spring just after I began °use
keeping, I had a terrible time with my
stomach and head. My husband bought
a package of Postum and asked me
try it.
**I laughed at it because none o tfiy
folks would ever try it. But I made
some the following morning, following
directions on the package, about boiling
it well.
“I was greatly pleased with the re¬
suits and kept right on using it. Now
wouldn’t drink anything else. 1 e
every old coffee ‘grunter’ I see, a ou
Postum, and all my folks and my u
band’s people, except a few cranks, u
Postum instead of coffee,
“When put to soak in cold water ot
night and then boiled IS minutes in
morning, while getting breakfast,
makes a delicious drink.”
Name given by Postum Co.,
Creek, Mich. Read “The Road to We
ville,” in pkgs. “There’s *a Reason.

J
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“whers should not insist on their pupils copying
. |,ut they should leave room for the developof individuality. As well might a writing
ster expect all his pupils’ handwriting to be in¬
distinguishable from his own. We should discrim. te between what is absolutely wrong and what is
a matter of personal opinion among recognized
authorities.
>\ very high speed may seem the despair of a
rapil, but of all the points that go to make up a good
performance it is the easiest to acquire.. It is far
more difficult to be accurate at a very slow speed.
Conquer the piece with the metronome at a slow
speed, the slower the better. Do not increase the
speed until you are absolutely certain and the mind
mil nerves retain their confidence and ease throughnil. Then increase the speed a little and repeat the
process. Then increase the speed until the limit of
ease and correctness is reached. This may be much
slower than the desired speed, but if a return to the
first speed is made and this process repeated, this
limit will be extended. It takes many blows to drive
1 nail, and so each attack on this limit will move it
forward. As the higher the hammer is raised the
more powerful the stroke, so the slower the first
speed of each attack, the greater will be the result,
Ike whole, secret of easy, rapid and certain results
in absolute calm and correctness at each speed
is left.
It is i
0 much what is learned, but what is
numbered, that is important. The principles of a
correct method are few, and so simple that a child
an understand the reasons for them. Ninety-nine
fcrcent of the bad playing results from' oversight
and failing to think in time, and not from ignorance.
Some pupils steal forbidden glances at their hands
men there is no occasion to do so. It may seem
«r to look for a note instead of feeling for it, but
' w * be found far more difficult and inaccurate in
^e end. No eye in the world is quick enough to find

1 ir, k! '"j l'me’ and d tbe hands are not trained
:
? mdePendent of the eyes speed and accuracy
I - rre'mpo^1hle- The directions in most so-called
| wt methods” consist almost entirely of “don’t.”
■ ,1 ® p«Pil will avoid what not to do, what to do will
I n,i,l?yJmatter; also he can learn more in one
' fcdto£ng than b 3n h°Ur °f haV'ng h CX'
f AlP'ayers are ah°ve reproach in their rhythm
to 6rstyfgeVWeI1 started’ hut the first few bars or
D0noT1'0" of " bar needs special attention.
Srst f„„ _n a hurry to commence. Run over the
*“ j’o'o minu, so as to get the
15Vew, ,
Put yourself thoroughly in sympathy
1
lelore vo„ e,Ce’ S? l?*at you
not be well into it
sometime*
p ay'n? it well. Even the first note,
fcWvithPayed hy one hand only, should be
No breajj. ^rea| care and attention to its rhythm,
kways each f i.repaired until i<; can be played
°f them several times in succession.

f5 Profession!?3!. s!andard must be maintained by
position ar?1St’ ,if he intends to occupy a
.1 factor an j ’ j0cal conditions are an imporI *?' hit after l1.ndouhtcdly. have to be reckoned
;
to beine ^ j 3 community at large will not
3,aeleader
• ’ 3S 'onS as there is confidence
I ii," Pe°ple’s heaj 3S unadvisable to shoot too far
» an a"dience t *° underrate the possibiliwithout j'.J^act and experience solve the
°Ut dlfficultyLiebling

Used by all Up-to-Date Teachers
THE KINDER

Adjustable

Foot Rest

Pedal Extenders for the

Piano

The children who use them learn twice as fast and practice twice as much with half the exertion
Foot Rest $3.00. Pedal Extenders $2.00 per set of two.
Special discount to teachers and trade. Sold by all first class music houses. Agents wanted.
Illustrated catalog fort he asking.

yyi MARKS, 145 West Eighty-fourth Street, NEW YORK u

THIEKHWESTERN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, ART AND EXPRESSION
3" OLIv'T”'^^ ^*"whi!"°’ Vr*c|Iil1’ Composition, Harmony,
E A. EVERS, President. STUDIO ARCADE BLDG., 804 NICOLLET AVE.', MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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Printers
AND ENGRAVERS
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OF MUSIC
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FRANCIS L. YORK, M.

VE PRINT
& PUBLISH
FOR
COMPOSERS t DEALERS
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MUSIC PRINTERS E'EHGRAV1:[15
CINCINNATI,

FREDERICK

OHIO.

MAXSON

ORGANIST FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Seventeenth SI., above Walnut, Philadelphia, Pa.

Teacher of Organ, Piano & Harmony

COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION
eelved Dally

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
LESSONS by mail
In Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition

The Sherwood,

VIRGIL
SCHOOL
of MUSIC

-

Philadelphia, Pa.

TRAINING OF BOYS’ VOICES
fndCch!irm^;L°f T*hlrUCCu0n foT Pfofeaeional teacher,

DR. G. EDWARD STUBBS. 121 ff. 91st St„ New York Cily

A. K. VIRGIL, Direct.
JOSEPH J. KOVARIK,
"eDWAKd'hAYES, Head of Vocal Dept.
Fall Term Began September 9th.
Send for Prospectus giving full detail.
Address- Broadway Studio Building,
Broadway and 80th Street. New York
dephone. 2432 Riverside._Elevator on 80th S»<

J. HARRY WHEELER
VOICE PLACEMENT,
VOICE DEVELOPMENT
AND THE ART OF SINGING
2 W.

16th Street,

New York City

Beethoven Conservatory of Music
SYSTEM0 HT
°F
KINDERGARTEN
TAUGHT BY MAIL. Price, $50.00
Including^Hnsttnc^ ^boardJi ^ , eto.
LILLIAN PRUDENCE COURTRIGHT
,50 Lenox Avenue
’•
Br.dgeporl, Conn.

St. Louis, Missouri.
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northwestern university
-- EVANSTON-CHICAGO -—

PRACTICAL
TEACHING HELPS
Writing Primer for Music Students
M. S. Morri*
it Is a primer giving writing exercises to be
done separately from the book, on paper or music
tablet paper. We would recommend Clarke s
Music Tablet. No knowledge of music is pre¬
supposed, but the beginner is taught the rudi•—ts of music by writing the exercises, bend
one copy for the next beginner you have,
will be pleased with It. Price, 20 cents.
Clarke’s Music Tablet
writing tablet containing 100 leaves, 7 x 10V4
Inches In size, ruled with the stall for writing
A practical and useful article especially valuable
The Synopsis of Harmony, which Is Included
with this pad, by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, will bo
found of great service as a reference chart.
Price, 23 cents.
The First Year on the Piano or Cabinet Organ
Eugene Thayer
This work, which Is equally well adapted either
for piano or organ, Is the outcome of Dr. Thayer’s
- • us u practical and successful teacher,
ty In teaching materials and change In indon books tend to broaden the teacher and

...crease tho Interest of pupils. This book, in
conjunction with any good primer, may be used
for the very first lessons. Price, $1.00.
Theory Explained to Piano Students
Hugh A. Clarke, Mu.. Doc.
The work Is Intended as an aid to the teacher
' iparting to the pupil the principles of harmony
--1 and quickest possible manner.
—. . at
--*tw.
Pupils are Interested
once In the method, and
find none of the discouragement commonly asso¬
ciated with the study of this indispensable sub¬
ject, which Is as necessary to the musician as is
arithmetic to an accountant. Price, 50 cents.
Suggestive Studies for Music Lovers
Caroline 1. Norcrou
There are numerous music lovers who have un¬
fortunately not had systematic instruction In
childhood and to whom the small elementary book
is not suited. Suggestive Studies Is the only hook
published along these lines. It comes into play
where the average instruction book falls short.
It Is, above all, for grown-up beginners.
The course of theory that goes along with an
Instruction book Is of the utmost importance and
Is made quite a feature of this work. Price,
$1.50,
The First Study of Bach
Maurits Leefaon
thorough course In polyphonic playing is
pianoforte, and
best elementary-„There Is no writer that is more used for the
development of technic and intellectual music
than llach. Ills popularity Is gaining day by
day. This work forms the best possible introduc¬
tion to the "Little Preludes” of Bach. Price, 50
The Modern Pianist
Marie Prentner
The Leschetizky system of Plano Technique and
Execution, of which this work is an authentic and
lucid exposition, was founded by Beethoven,
fathered by Czerny, and enlarged and perfected
by the keen personality of Leschetizky.
This system has made more great artists than
any other: Paderewski, Essipoff, Hamhourg,
(labrllowltsch, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Prentner, Slivinskl, Sleveklng. It forms a complete, compre¬
hensive and extremely practical treatise of piano
technic from the foundation onward.
Price,
81.30.
Practical Harmony
Hoi, r A. N
This book drills very thoroughly upon the c
mon chords, diatonic and chromatic, so that the
pupil is prepared to take up the works of the
modem school of composers, in which the chro¬
matic element plays so great a part.
In Part II the dissonant chords follow the sam
principles. The exercises include the working ou
of Figured Basses and Harmonizing of Melodies
and in a completed shape are musically pleasing
In two books: Part I, Consonance; Part II, Dis
sonance. Price of Each Part, $1.00. Key t
Harmony, 75 cents.
Descriptive Analysis of Piano Works
Edward Baxter Perry
This work is a poetic, dramatic, and historical
analysis or description of some of the greatest
and best known piano compositions. It contains
analyses of seven of the leading piano compo¬
sitions of Beethoven, four by Weber, eighteen by
Chopin, eleven by Liszt, and several each by
Schubert, Rubinstein, Grieg, and Saint-Sacr
what the piece is meant to convey, the circum¬
stances surrounding the composer at the time of
inspiration, the legend or episode on which the
composition is founded. It is the only wor’
the kind in print. Price $1.50, Cloth Gilt.
d and filled to all parts of tho
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The underlying character of minor music as
contrasted with major, however, for the purpose of
appreciating the content of others’ work and criticis¬
ing one’s own composition may in a general way be
simply stated. That minor music is often sad is
quite true; that it is invariably of doleful import is
equally false. Witness the gay Spanish dances, the
quaint or fanfastic humoresque and the numerous
lively tarantellas. Minor music generally bears an
undertone of unsatisfied feeling, and where such sen¬
sation exists there can be perhaps no true or lasting
happiness. A hidden restlessness characterizes the
minor: a temerity. It lacks the security, one might
almost say the maturity of the major mode. _
.
Minor music is positively expressive of primitive
emotion. The reckless abandon of an uncontrolled
animal nature to either its grief or its joy is most
naturally expressed in the minor. The dance or the
dirge of the less cultivated or lawless nations choose
for their channel of expression alike the minor key.
The poignancy .of despair, the ecstacy of pleasureable impulse seek for their outlet the penetrating
harmonies of the minor mode which calls upon its
listener, with an insistence not to be denied, for
sympathy with its particular mood.
Precarious
mirth, its joy insecurely stayed upon things which
are perishable, a shudder of dread hidden in its
echoes for the peace-loving soul, finds voice in the
minor key.
The first movement of Chopin’s most character¬
istic funeral march sounds in B flat minor the tragic
heart throb of utter, irremediable loss. It sobs in¬
cessantly; it cries aloud and so continues with no
glimmer or suggestion of relief. Presently, how¬
ever, the tender movement in D flat major, though
still sorrowful, yields its pathetic message of peace¬
ful resignation, grateful to the sympathetic hearer.
The reversion to the despond of grief expressed by
the first movement indicates the fluctuation of the
human heart ere its faith becomes firmly fixed upon
the Divine will.
Fundamentally it is in the folk song and dance
that the truest, most spontaneous expression of nat¬
ural feeling is made manifest. The national song
or hymn of nearly every country in the world is
expressed in the major mode. Note “Hail Colum¬
bia” and the “Star Spangled Banner” of the United
States; Great Britain’s “God Save the King” and
“Rule Brittannia;” Scotland’s “Bruce to His Men
at Bannockburn;” Ireland’s “Wearing of the Green;”
Wales’ “March of the Men of Harlech.” Observe
the “Marseillaise Hymn” of France; Germany’s
“Watch on the Rhine;” Russia’s “God the All Ter¬
rible.” In regard to South America, Poland, Den¬
mark and Sweden the same fact may be remarked.
Even the countries of Spain, Norway, Greece, Por¬
tugal and Brazil, so prone to the minor strain in
musical expression, make exception in the case of
their national song or march. Such songs are the
united expression of a depth and breadth of enthu¬
siastic loyalty. They qrise from a feeling of confi¬
dence and pride. The man who sings his national
hymn with proper spirit is imbued at the moment
with a controlled will; with the assurance of ulti¬
mate triumph.
On the other hand, the national dances of several
nations whose national songs are in the major mode
will be found to be expressed in the minor mode.
The spirit of the dance is less serious than that of
the song; the abandon is likewise greater. Abandon
must accompany the dance. And national dances
are prompted by the very impulse of the spirit of
motion. The music of Grieg, founded so frequently
upon the folk spirit of his Norwegian country, is
predominantly minor. Note the well-known Peer
Gynt suite, however, and characterize the various
portions. In “Daybreak” the calm of the morning,
the joy of triumphant dawn is depicted in the major
mode. The sombre death of Ase could not well be
conveyed in other than the minor. The dance of
Anitra, the graceful daughter of an Arab chief, is
likewise in the minor. There is, however, no mel¬
ancholy conveyed by the movement. Only the aban¬
don of the child of an untutored nation to' the
rhythm of her seductive dance. Again “The Hall
of the Mountain King,” gruesome indeed, with un¬
canny cries and gambols of the trolls, requires the
recklessness of the minor mode for its setting.
Solvejg’s Cradle Song satisfies our expectations by
yielding its tender consolation in the major voice.
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For that matter, are there any lullabies fully ex¬
pressive of rest and contentment couched otherwise
than in the major?
In solemn vein, major music has no Less emotional
value because it employs the beauty of resignation,
of renunciation. It voices a quiet, refined quality
of suffering that in its high control will never make
of its heart a stage for the passerby to witness the
play of its emotions. Is, then, the minor expressive
chiefly of mood; of that which is less a permanence
than the control of the major voice? As for the
wholesome gladness of the major, it embodies the
laughter of the innocent child; the rapture of the
light-souled birds and butterflies; the joy of requited
love; the sublimity of faith in prayer; a happiness
that is full, assured, quite unafraid.
Mystery, embracing the unsatisfied attitude of the
searcher, ever requires the minor strain for its truest
indication. Appreciation of the subtle marvels oi
nature, so acute as to create a most exquisite yearn¬
ing in the soul, yet restricted by mortality, finds
keenest expression in the minor.
In short, the
primitive ecstacy of conception, teeming with un¬
seen possibilities, seeks the minor voice; while the
definiteness of bud, blossom and fruit is more truth¬
fully portrayed in the fullness of the major mode.
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equally meritorious studies. Mr. Liebling’s editorial
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sides; the annotations are of real practical value and
musical interest. The three volumes, which are care¬
fully and closely graded, the studies being arranged m progres¬
sive order, range in difficulty from the early second to the sev¬
enth grade.
Czerny’s mastery of technical detail and his mastery of
musical expression are truly remarkable; he was a most
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